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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCING THE PROBLEM
Each person has within himself the ability to create.
Some people create the vehicles of thought and feeling.
Others create concrete objects; still others create destruction.

This study will explore original thought.

Thought in

itself is useless if it is not given a vehicle of expression.
The vehicle used for this study was a three-act play.
study has followed the creation

o~'

stage through final production.
~

The

a play from embryo-idea'

It was necessary, in certain

instances, to point out obvious weaknesses in the author's
style, purpose, and ideas.
To make this study a complete work, with lasting value
and solid results, it has been necessary to review the
artistic work in technical
terms •
.
I.

THE PR OBLEM

Statement of the problem.

The specific purpose of

this study was to explore the problems of writing and produc- .
ing a three-act play and to explore and justify the solutions
applied to those problems.
,>Importanceof. the study.
gU;ide.j~p:

This study could serve as a

others a tt,empting to. write a play for the first time.
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II.

OR GANIZATI ON

OF THE RElliAINING CHAPTERS

Chapters on writing.

The chapters on the inception of

the idea and the actual writing comprised the first half of
the study.

These chapters took the reader step by step

through the creation of the play from raw idea through the
finished product.
Chapters on production.

The chapters on production

appear in the second half of the study.

They deal specifici-

cally with casting, staging, character development, and
problems involved with script weakness.
III.

HISTORY OF 'lIRE PROBLEM

General background.
playa.

History has recorded millions of

There are a thousand or more unrecorded plays for

every recorded one.

With this statistic in mind it is

difficult for the layman to understand why playwrighting is
an original creative function.

It is creative because the

author uses a combination of old ideas and personal experiences
to interpret life.
Speoific considerations.

The author of the play in

this study has never before written a three-act play.

He

has taken a kaleidoscope of ideas present in the world today
'and ti:Sed'them as premises for his play.

In some instanoes

3
~

R!

.
the author has transposed ideas in order' to picture them
in opposition to present standards for the purpose of
satire.
IV.

PRESENT STATUS OF PLAYWRIGHTING

Today, playwrights often condemn without any offer
of solution.

A stark, realistic attempt is made to portray

life in the world, emphasizing the sordid aspects.
question comes to mind,

The

"Why do modern plaY'ilJrights depi ct

the way of life for a minority of 'people as being the way of
life for the m.aj ori ty?"

Commercialism is the answer.

theatre in New York is in need of revenue.

The

The pUblic today

will pay to be shocked and excited by situations that do not
effect or resemble their own.

A bored housewife will not

pay two or three dollars to see a play about dull housework.
A forty-year-old businessm.an does not want to see a play about
middle-aged monotony.

Instead, these people seek escape

from their daily lives.

The question now arises, "Must

escape entertainment depict incest, homosexuality, rape, or
murder?"

The answer to this is not easy to find.

Today

American people spend their money to be horrified, sickened,
and,sexually stimulated.

As a result, entertainment with

educational overtones is sUffering financially.

In order

to survive, many professional writers prostitute their talent

4

~,

for the ever embracin.g arms of

second~rate

commercialism. 1

However some writers refuse to commercialize their work.

v.

SOURCES OF

DATA

The main source of data in playwrighting is the mind
of the author.
creativity.2

Education influences a playwright's
Personal experience is .probably the strongest

influence on a playwright.

Travel, communication, and inter-

course of thoughts are the basic foundations of a playwright's
" "t y. J
crea t lVl

The author in this study formed many ideas while
stationed overseas in France.

He studied and explored

European thoughts on sUbjects that effected both Europeans
and Americans.

People everywhere speculate on what Russians

are really like.

This is an extremely

fertil~

field for

writers because no one can really comprehend how Russians
feel about the world situation without completely understanding the Russian culture.

1Moss Hart,

1959), pp. 414-15.

~

One (New York: Random House Incorporated,

2Lajos Egri, How to Write a %ga~ (New York: Simon and
Schuster Incorporate~1942), pp.-2 - 9.

3~., p. 4.
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People everywh~re were wondering about the Russians.
Did they want to conquer the world?
communistic way of life?
communism?

Did they believe in the'

Did they really live in true

Europeans and Americans speculated about the

Russian way of life.

Playwrights are also speculating.

After consideration on the sUbject of American speculation,
the playwright concluded that Americans think of Russians in
American terms o

This play concerns American's conception of

the Russian people.

CHAPTER II
WRITING 11m ILOT
In this chapter the author will show the step by step
development of thought from the embryo stage to the finished
product of an original play.
I.

THE IDEA

From where does an idea come?
understanding.

It is a sudden flash of

It is a reaction to previous ideas.

It is

simply one tiny, yet individual thought in a great process
that lasts from birth to death.
a wasted few moments.

An idea is a useful tool or

The idea of writing a play has been in

this author's mind for several years.

He has also been specu-

lating about Russia and the people of Russia.

What brought

these two widely different thoughts together was completely
unknown.

What was important was the fact that the ideas

joined and became the embryo of a three-act play •
.The American public has read magazine articles about a
reporter's two-week stay in Moscow where he met, at the most,
two or three hundred people.
Russians?

The answer was no o

Was this understanding the
Television-viewing America

watched a fat, bald Russian pound his shoe on a desk in the
United Nationso. Was this a true picture of the Russians?

Again the answer was no o

Hundreds of examples of this type

could have been given and none would have shown the American
:puplic. ,the way
.of ·life .in Russia o
,
".

"'"

'

'

,.

But, Americans have formed
,
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,

~

opinions •. Depending Dn their depth of interest, the opinions
have varied from highly optimistic hope to pessimistic

fear~

Yet, these opinions, if thought of long enough and mouthed
loudly enough, become fact to the great majority of Americans.
Considering the American concept of Russian, an
author, to be objective and honest, must either know and live
with the Russian people or satirize

~he

opinions of others.

Since it was impossible for the author to go to Russia,
learn the language, and become enveloped in the

Russian

cUlture, it was necessary for him to satirize the Americanpublic's opinions.
Now that the idea was born, the next step was to
develop a plot.

Americans are afraid that Russians would

like to conquer the world.

Fear is not a suitable sUbject

for satire for an inexperienced author.

Portrayal of fear

could have been depicted powerfully and smoothly by an
experienced playwright.

The concept left open to this author

was the American's misguided image of the Russian way of life.
This concept was an exciting, unending source for the playwright.

He went back in his memory to people with whom he

had talked, reactions he had experienced and situations that
he had witnessed.

The conglomerate mass slowly started to

take form.
The.American pUblic feels that Russians ridicule
.Americans' •sacred ideals.

What then, by this manner of

'.~

8

thinking, do the Americans hold sacred:?

The first considera':'

tions were the flag, the church, and motherhood. 1

Since the'

Russians do feel a strong love of country, exemplified by
their flag, this was a poor choice.

The writer did not feel

that motherhood was a suitable sUbject for satire.
process of elimination, the church was left.
church, while it has been done, is
considers in good taste.
"sacred cows."

ha~dly

By a

To satirize the

what the writer

He moved into the area of secondary

Americans held marriage, fidelity, and funerals

as sacred elements of their culture. ' Playwrights have overused
the first two topics for story lines.
of elimination left one possibility.
was a very fertile one.
about funerals?

Once again the process
The sUbject of funerals

What basic truths do Americans feel

They are a time of mourning and tears.

The

entire atmosphere was staged to create as much grief and
emotional breakdown as possible.
Americans love funerals.
the White House en masse.

And more important,

If denied them, they would march on
Funerals are expensive.

funeral directors are honest, dedicated people.

Many

But, some

make a racket of overcharging people who, at the time, are too
emotionally upset to fight back.

Combining these facts the

author came to the basic story idea.

The Russians, in this

IphilipWYlie, Generation of Vipers (New York:
1942T, p. 31.

,~hinehart PUblishing Company,
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play, would make a

moc~ery

out of death. and burial.

This

would satisfy the American urge to feel hatred and disgust
toward the Russians, but this situation needed to have
comedy added to it.

Who in the United States is most often

considered dishonest?

Certainly many people consider tele-

vision repairmen, automobile mechanics, and loan agents
dishonest.

But the stereotype of dishonesty in America is

the Used Car Salesman.

Could one put an American used-car

salesman in a Russian funeral home?
problem in staging.

This presented a major

Because of the sacred feeling about

funeral homes, it was not necessarily a good idea to stage
the action of the play in a funeral home set.

The next

most logical place for a setting was a cemetery.

So, the

used-car salesman was put into a Russian cemetery, selling
plots.
II •

DEVELOPING THE IDEA INTO A PLOT

Here was an amusing idea with which to work.

The

problem now was to put into the situation action that would
develop the idea.

If the used-car salesman was to be a

typical, dishonest businessman in the eyes of the American
public, he needed an accomplice, a person that Americans
always suspect as "having his hand in the till."

The most

obvious person to fit this description was the police
commissioner.

The author had a crook and an accomplice and

10

still no story.

If the two were to be .crooked, in the truly'

American sense of the word, they must not only steal from
outsiders; they must steal from each other.
what, would they steal?

But, how and

The obvious answer was that they

steal or rather overcharge for services rendered and split
the excess.

Since the police .commissioner rarely deals with

the pUblic in a financial transaction, the alternative was
to have the cemetery boss overcharge for plots.
would the police chief get a cut?

Why then

The writer finally came

up with his newly created idea of Hussian life.

People came

to the commissioner to find a suitable burying spot.

By

directing the people to the cemetery the commissioner could
demand payment from the cemetery director.
The author now had two main characters and a basic
situation.

He still had no story line.

He needed to place

into the situation someone who would put this newly created
process to work.

A person with a body was needed to go to

the police station for information concerning burial
procedure.

Better yet, this person was sent to the cemetery

first and could thus give the cemetery boss a chance to
embezzle from his partner.

The person was to be someone who

did not know of the protocol that demanded a visit to the
police station first.

Who, in the American way of thinking,

was not likely to understand protocol, and, since this was
the character to be duped, at the same time could be

11

portrayed as a

sympat~etic

character? 'An old woman is

generally accepted as being sympathetic.

In order to have

the old woman not understand protocol it was necessary that
she be a peasant.
The author now had two main characters, both
unsympathetic and funny, and an old woman with a body.
Here was the basic motivation for the. plot.
wanted to bury a body.

The old woman

Since the body was important, it

should be considered sympathetic, because an unsympathetic
body would detract from the sympat~y characterized in the
old woman.

The writer decided on a grandson.

The American

public would accept the image of an old woman wanting to
bury her grandson. 2
From this point there were two roads that could be
taken.

One road led to the repeating of the same situation

until the conwissioner discovered that the cemetery director
was withholding funds from him.
build into a climax.

Fromfuere the story was to

The other road was to keep the old

woman from burying her grandson long enough to give the
commissioner time to find out he was beirlg swindled.

Since

the basic motivation was to get the body buried, the old
woman was to be kept from burying her grandson until the play

2.·

, I£!£.,p. 49.
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was finished.

To add -comedy to the entire idea of the play

the author decided to never let the old woman bUJ:'y her
grandson.

Other situations took on greater significance in

the plot, but the old woman remained active enough in the
story to remind the aUdience of her plight.

The idea was

to keep the old woman in the plot and yet develop another
plot over and above her.

This was acpomplished by having

the old woman go to the police cowaissioner to complain about
the cemetery director's swindling.
Reviewing the situation, the playwright discovered
that while he had the basic idea in mind, he needed to give
the major characters a chance to develop in the early part
of the story.

Both scenes of Act One were devoted to the

establishment of character, setting, and plot.

Obviously

the writer was not able to establish characters through
soliloquy.)

The only alternative was to give the major

characters somebody with whom to talk. 4

The old woman was

to establish herself through conversations with the cemetery
director and the police corunissioner.

The other characters

needed a foil against whom to develop their characteristics.

3Lajos Egri, How to Write a ~16Y (New York: Simon and
pp.-6 - 4.

S~huaterlncorporatea:-1942),

',_'. ,.,.4

'

" Georges Folti, The Art of Inven~in~ Characters
(~ranklin, Ohio: James Knapp Reeve Pub11shlng Company, 1922),

PP.'46-50.
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The playwright considexed the police cQmnissioner first.
The commissioner was given an assistant.

It was necessary

that the assistant be weak in order to establish a false
strength image of the police commissioner.

It is an old

American custom that bullies show strength when dealing
with a small, inept person but shrink in horror when
faced with a formidable opponent.

Since the Americans

have already established in their minds that the Russians
are villains, the author needed only to show the police
commissioner bUllying his weaker assistant to establish his·
character.
The cemetery director was bbsically the same type of
person as the police commissioner.

In order to portray the

false strength of the cemetery director, the author needed
another weak type.

To vary the situation, the author gave

the cemetery a plumber.

By establishing that there were

outdoor, pUblic toilets in front of the cemetery, the writer
'~

arrived at a reason for having a plumber in a cemetery.
While developing the story line, the author realized
that the assistant to the cOIDruissioner did not have as much
opportunity to establish his character as did the other
central characters.

He introduced a girl f,riend.

This girl

S$rved two functions.·· She gave the assistant a chance to

~

deY,slop his character and she stereotyped America I s concept

otRU$sian girls.
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III.

BUILDING THE PLOT TO A CLI1mX

Now that the story had its essential elements, it
needed to build to a logical climax.

The police commissioner

discovered the cemetery director's swindle through the old
woman.

The police commissioner plotted revenge.

In hopes

of gaining political favor, the commissioner's assistant told
the cemetery director of the plot.
to an amusing situation.

These elements added up

The plot now needed to move forward.

Another problem that began ~howing itself at this point
in the story was the fact that the original comedy idea did
not sustain.

It was necessary to inject a different comedy

idea into the plot.

The commissioner was to impersonate the

old woman with the body.

He was to go to the cemetery and

try to trick the director into a confession.

~he most

lUdicrous form of portrayal to the American mind is the
appearance of a male in female clothing.

However, this

portrayal, while amusing, did not sustain the comedy after
the original impact of the appearance of the comnlissioner in
women's clothes.

Since the cemetery director was informed of

the impersonation, through the commissioner's assistant, it

was logical for the comedy idea to be picked up at the
cemetery.

The cemetery director planned a counter move in

oppositIon to the commissioner's plan.
"

I

oemeter1:used the plumber in a disguise.

The director of the
This gave both sides

15

the cemetery director did not want the commissioner to know
that he was aware of his deception, how was the plumber to
masquerade?

The author again looked at the American concept

of the Russians.

What was the American pUblic yearning for?

What did they crave more than anything to secure peace of
mind?

They wanted to see Nikita IChrushchev ridiculed.

plumber dressed up like Khrushchev.

The

This presented a techni-

cal problem that will be dealt with in a later chapter.

At this point, the old woman was reintroduced.

This

was necessary to remind the aUdience of the problenl that
started the plot moving.
more comedy.

It was also necessary to maintain

The old woman came back to both the cemetery and

the police station.

She first attempted to get the director

and commissioner to help her bury her grandson.

After getting

no answer or help, she told them she was going somewhere else.
While at the police station she saw the assistant who, by this
time, was dressed as the grandson.

Thinking her grandson had

returned to life, she embraced him and broke down emotionally
only to discover that she was mistaken.

The cownissioner

explained that the assistant was helping him with a masquerade
t~ triCk the cemetery director into confessing.

The old woman

.ex~lained
that she did not care about the money, she only
,(',
.
~anted
to bury her grandson.
...

..

'.,'

The commissioner ejected her from

16
the police station.

Bqdly shaken, she went to the cemetery.

The director was making the plumber up to look like
Khrushchev.

When the old woman arrived they hid the plumber's

head with a curtain.

The old woman, seeing the plumber

wrapped in a curtain, thought that he was the ghost of her
grandson.

Once again she was mistaken.

The director explained

the situation and asked her to leave. - The old woman wanted
burial services inunediatelyo

The director was too involved in

his plot to be bothered with the old woman o He frightened her
into leaving.

Met with continued emotional reverses the old

woman departed, leaving the audience to assume that she may
appear again.
I V•

THE CLIN.t.AX

The climax came shortly before the end of the play
leaving time for only a brief denouement.
ters came together at the cemetery.

The major charac-

Through argument and

. disagreement both masquerades were destroyed.
sides even.
'i,.

No victor and no vanquished were realized.

The

writer found that this was a weak ending but rather than change
the ending, he added to it. A twist was put on the end of the
s'tory.

, .£

This left both

The girl friend of the assistant was sent, by the

author, with the commissioner and his assistant.

r~ded as the dead grandson's sister.

She masque-

Through adjusting her

character, the girl was established as being the only rational

17
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thinking person among-the major characters.

~

ing the girl in this manner, the writer brought the old

After establish-

I.!

,f

1

i'

woman back with the news that she had talked wi th the real
Khrushchev and told him of the plot against her.

She also

said that he was coming to the cemetery immediately.

This

completely panicked the major Characters, with the exception
of the girl.

At this point the girl took charge.

The old

woman was bound and gagged and put behind a nearby tombstone.
The girl reasoned that the only person that could retract the
complaint to Khrushchev was the old woman herself.

Since the

old woman would not cooperate, she had to be put out of the
way.

The commissioner and the assistant resumed their roles

and the girl went to stall Khrushchev.

Realizing that

Khrushchev would test the body in someway, the commissioner
decided that the assistant should commit suicide to avoid
the danger of Khrushchev discovering that the body was fake.
Since th~ assistant was weak, it was easy for the commissioner
to talk him into the suicide.

When the girl returned she

showed the aUdience the first true emotion of the play.
cried over the death of the assistant.
Khrushchev arrived with great ceremony.

She

At that point
The commissioner

dressed as the old woman, apologized for causing him so much
trOUble.

Khrushchev accepted the apology and was taken in by

the masquerade.

~.

.~
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I

The basic story:line was complete.

The playwright

now needed to develop each individual character and provide
them with dialogue.

CHAPTEE III
CHARACTERIZATION IN WRITING
The creation of full three-dimensional characters was
a problem the author met by writing down notes, on each
character.

These notes contained an account of each

character's life, background, size, likes, and dislikes.
This was the best way to logically write the words that were
to come out of the characters' mouths.

The characters were

not given names until their personalities had been developed.
Personality sketches were made of each character as described
above.

Only then was the playwright able to write dialogue.

The characters were to appear to the audience as caricatures.
However, the writer needed to know them as characters first
in order to give them the words and actions of caricatures.

I.

THE MAJOR CHARACTERS

The cemetery boss, Lubodov.

Lubodov appeared ageless,

but one can think of him as being between forty and forty-five.
He was in the peak of physical condition.
impressed by his own importance.
small, unimportant job.
great value to anyone.

He was quite

Lubodov had an extremely

The director of a cemetery was of no
But, as people tend to do allover the

world, he made a big job of ito

He bullied and badgered his

,.assistant ,and told everyone he met of his importance.

LUbodov

20

made customers wait on his decisions

fOT

no reason at all.

In this way he tried to convey the idea to everyone, and
most of all to himself, that he was an extremely important
person.

This personality trait exists in ticket agents,

particularly, allover the world.

The smaller the depot,

the fewer the passengers, the harder the agent works at
creating an image of a bUsy, important.man. l Lubodov had
this trait.

But mixed in with it was a glibness of tongue

that seemingly could talk anyone out of his last ruble.
Lubodov was cunning and, if threatened by a weaker adversary,
became violent.

He was raised in the party line and believed

in it strongly, up to a point.

That point came when the

party line crossed Lubodov's selfishness.
his lessons in cunning and hypocrisy.

He had learned well

The hypocrisy had helped

him take his customers' savings during a burial.

In order to

continue his life unhampered by the police, his cunning had
,!'

.l,

helped him become friendly with the police commissioner.
~

police commissioner, Dragansky.

was Dragansky's chief motivation.

Boundless energy

His glibness of tongue

worked him out of most difficult situations.

Being an extreme

egotist, his biggest enjoyment in life was harassing his

1,i

\'-ill1am H. Whyte Jr., The or~anization Man (New York:
Simon and Schuster Incorporated, 195 ), p. 65.
!

f.,
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defenseless assistanto= Because of his·overt personality, no
one had ever crossed him to his face.
would probably faint.
",

If anyone ever did he

Since he had spent a lifetime assured

by his own ego that he could do no wrong, it was inconceivable
to him that someone would ever cross him.

When Lubodov

indirectly crossed him, he practically went into a frenzy and
created a wild scheme to destroy him.- Dragansky was not a
large or handsome man.

Because of this he developed a

fantastic inferiority complex early in life.

The party line

helped him develop a front that, to him, overcame this complex.
When violence and physical abuse befell someone other than
Dragansky, he relished it.

~Vhile

Dragansky was bolder and

more tempted toward violence than LUbodov, he was not quite
as cunning and

tended to be a little more obvious o Where

Lubodov talked people into things, Dragansky shouted them
down and tended to assail them physically in order to reach
his own end.

Dragansky was a stereotype American policeman.

When dealing with stereotypes one has to put together all of
the thoughts and opinions of the pUblico

Then one has to take

out of the overall picture the strongest points and emphasize
them.

The strongest feeling about American policeman is that

they are slightly dishonest and tend to be bullieso

This

concept may have evolved from television's portrayal of stupid
but brawny policemen that constantly need help from private
detectives.

The American pUblic believe what they see on the

television screen.

Add:ed to the television concept al'e the

Chicago police scandals and the picture of police protection .
that they project.

In the United States there are thousands

of decent, honest police officers.

But they are not glamorous

enough to catch the front pages of newspapers or the television
screen.

As

a result, the American public sees one small

slanted viewpoint and accepts it as a basic universal truth.
Dragansky was a stereotype American policeman with a Russian
background and philosophy.

Once again the author imagined

that this was the concept Americans have concerning the
Russians.
The old woman, Natasha Feodorovna.

It was imnlediately

decided by the author that the old woman should be a
sympathetic character.

Her life had been outwardly very

simple, but inwardly she was qonfused.
all of her life.

She had been a peasant

The fact that she was brought into the city

to work did not change her frame of mind.

Natasha was born

and reared during the Czarist regime in Russia.

Being very

simple-minded, she had formed a niche for herself in an out,

lying farming community.

l.

husband died during the Czarist regime.

i

took over she was brought to the city alone.
Moscow was reversed.
con':rused her.

She was content with her life.

Her

After the communists
Her concept of

Now, Moscow did not frighten her; it

Natasha was between sixty-five and seventy.

2,3

Her peasant existence

w~s

thinking and her manner.

still very muc'h in evidence in her
Moscow had tried to batter down the

doors of her isolation but had accomplished nothing.
had confused her.

Moscow

When Natsha first steps into the cemetery

with her grandson's body, she had already experienced a lifetime of confusion at the hands of Russian officials.

She was

frightened by Lubodov and could not imagine what grief he
would bring upon her but, as, "hope springs eternal," she
tried to convey her simple wish, that her grandson be buried.
Lubodov talked fast and terrified her into signing an agreement that drained her of every ruble she had saved.

The old

woman needed such a background in order to justify her signing
papers that a normal reasoning person would not have touched.
:\.:

After she had signed, she realized that something had to be

:)

done to r.eturn some of the money to her.

1"

left with which to live out the rest of her life.

Natasha had no money
This fact,

and this fact only, prompted her to go to see the police
commissioner and eventually the first secretary of the
communist party.

These actions bordered on the improbable,

knowing her character.

If one bore in mind her simple back-

ground, it then became logical for her to follow the path of
)

power upward in her attempt to get help.

D

thing like'this:

if Natasha went to those in power ~eeking

help, she may be killed.

die 'Of starvation.

Her logic ran some-

If she did not go, she would definitely
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The assistant police commissioner, Alexander
Alexandrovich.

This character was difficulto

The original

thought was that Alexander should be weak physically, but
strong mentally.

The author considered giving him an

inquisitive mind that was constantly being confused with
communist doctrine.

When the time came to write dialogue,

it was extremely difficult to convey Alexander's thoughts.
No matter what the dialogue, Alexander still appeared weak
and stupid.

The weak, stupid character fit into the pattern

of development that was necessary for Dragansky, so a new
background was created for Alexander.

If Alexander was to

be stupid, it was necessary for him to have done stupid
things.

He had turned his father over to the secret police

:.3'

and had witnessed his mother's suicide.

This was a vicious

d~

background if done by someone motivated by hate or ambition.
However, Alexander was not motivated by either.

Nothing

motivated Alexander but his girl friends desires and
Dragansky's orders.
.i

f

ii
,j

The State School taught him to do any-

thing that was asked of him if it would aid the cause of the
state.

From his father's betrayal to his own suicide, his

only motivation was the will of the state or rather what

Alexander assumed was the will of the state.
1.T~e cemetery plumber - Bukin.

The first essential

element concerning BUkin was comedyo

Bukin was dedicated
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to his plumbing work.

pe believed that,he was as important

to the cemetery as Lubodov.

Bukin was too weak to stress

this point in anything stronger than a whimper.

He had to

be weak to make his impersonation of the First Secretary
amusingo
The girl friend, -Polina Polinova.

Polina entered the

script originally as a device to provide Alexander with a
reason to go to Lubodov with Dragansky's plan.

Alexander

could not think of that move himself because it would show
too many thought processes going on .in Alexander's mind.
Since Polina was in the story line, it was necessary to
develop her furthero
idea of Russian girls.
our standards.

She stood as a

s~nbol

of the American

Polina had no morals whatsoever by

She hated her parents and loved the state.

In her own way she loved Alexander.
different from ours.

Her values were far

Her main purpose in getting married

was to rise in political favor.

She had to mold Alexander

. into a powerful person, or rather, a person in a powerful
I

position so that she herself could wield the power.

Physical

(;

love, homemaking, and other normal activities that Americans
believe are part of marriage were not necessary for Polinats
marriage.

1

She and Alexander had open sexual relations and

felt no gUilt whatsoever.

In her mind, there was no reason

for marriage when all normal activities of marriage could be
,\

,

.1

..
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experienced without a ceremony.
kept her after Alexander:

One driving force within her

power.

Many times Polina was

disgusted with Alexander for his weaknesses.

But, she needed

these weaknesses in him if she was ever to be powerful
through him.
con~unist

Polina was level headed and immersed in

logic.

In the final scene she was the only one not

completely upset by the coming of Khrushchevo

Without her

guidance, the others would have run and hidden.

But because

of her, the day was won and everyone was happy.

Of course,

Folina was unhappy about Alexander's death.

The author

feared that the audience would see in Polina's tears real
sorrow at the death of a loved one.

The tears indicated the

loss of a rung up the ladder of success rather than the loss
of a lover and potential husband o

The author worked on this

point, but it was impossible to get the point across to the
audience without soliloquey or unnecessary dialogue.

In the·

ii'

end the author decided to let the audience believe what it

/'/'.

wanted to about Polina's crying.
II.

MINOR CHARACTERS

The first secretary of the comrnunist party, Khrushchev.
~

This oharacter entered into the plot during the work on the
seoond ending of the play.

If this play was to remain

ourrent it was necessary that this character be called simply
~.The First Secretar.y.tt

Russian politics, being what they
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are, indicated that the tirst secretary Gould change overnight.

The character itself needed no development.

This

character was established in the eyes of the audience long
before he appeared on stage.
and loud.

He had to be pompous, cruel,

There were some problellls concerning this character

in reaction to Bukin's characterization of him.

These

problems will be discussed in a later chapter.
Puski.

This character was added to the story line as

a device to build the comic effect of Dragansky's entrance
in skirts.
I'"

His placement in the script also allowed

Alexander logical time to get to Lubodov and return o
will be discussed in a later chapter.
stupid.

This

Puski was big and

He was a policeman and was seen bringing his wife

into the police station after having arrested her.

Puski

was the answer to the author's time and staging problem.
added nothing more than this to the story.
motivation for character development.
rl'

He

This was poor

After prOduction, this

character was dropped from the script.

This will be dis-

cussed at greater length in a later chapter.
Louise.

Louise was Puski's wife.

pattern that brought Puski into the play.

She fit the same
Louise also was

dropped from the story line following production.

There was

an attempt to make a sub plot out of the scene with Puski,
Louise, and Dragansky.

Louise had been lecturing on a
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streetcorner discussing the beauties of'divorce.

There was

a suggestion that she was having an affair with Dragansky.
Dragansky was also given the opportunity to mouth some of
the author's ideas about divorce.
.i

The entire scene was not

motivated and did nothing to develop the plot.

The addition

of the scene caused more problems than it solved.

: CHAPTER IV

WRITING DIALOGUE
Lajos Egri says in his book, How To Write a Play,
Dialogue is the chief means by which the premise is
proved, the characters revealed, and the conflict
carried. It is vital that the dialogue be good, since
it is the part 01' the play which is most apparent to
the audience.
But the playwright, acknowledging that a play is
not good with poor dialogue, must also acknowledge that
really fine dialogue is impossible unless it follows
clearly and validly from the character that uses it;
unless it serves to show, naturally and without strain,
what has happened to the characters that is important
to the action of the play.l
The author in this stUdy found writing dialogue a
relatively easy matter, as such.

The problem was to write

dialogue that portrayed all of the ideas that the writer

~

wanted to portray and yet stay within the logical bounds of
2
characterization.
These problems were solved in the following manner •
. Dialogue was written for each scene.

The dialogue was then

checked to make sure that the lines were said in the manner
in which each character, considering his background, would
have said them.

After having checked the dialogue carefully

lLajos Egri, How To Write a Play (New York: Simon and
Schuster, 1942), p. 242.-

~Ibid.f

p. 62. "
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for realism in characterization and plot'development, the
sentence structure was rearranged to fit what the audience
would accept as a Russian accento 3
Because of the above mentioned technique, the dialogue
was stilted in some spots and smooth in others.
the problem of inexperience.

This was

A better technique for writing

dialogue would have been to write simply what the writer
felt without worrying about actual structure.

If the author

had had experience in writing dialogue, the characters would
have had more realism and the
without effort.

struct~re

would have appeared

The author intends to try this method in

the next play he writes.

But for the purpose of this study,

the emphasis must deal with what has taken place and not what
might take place in the future.
The author admittedly was inexperienced in writing
dialogue for fUll-length plays.
confidence.

This brought on a lack of

As a result, he checked and rechecked the

dialogue until it reached a point beyond realism o At this
point the author rechecked the script once again trying for
realism of conversation.

After this he left the dialogue alone.

Many weaknesses were discovered in the dialogue during the
rehearsal period.

This will be dealt with more specifically in

, a later chapter.

3MiriamFran~lihJ Rehearsal (New York: Prentice-Hall
Incorporated, 1950)J:Pp~ 257-58.
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Mr. Egri says, "Don't overemphasi.ze dialogue.

Remember

that it is the medium of the play, but not greater than the
whole.,,4

The author of this study placed too much emphasis

on dialogue because of his inexperience.

The basic reason

for his emphasis on dialogue was that the writer himself was
an experienced actor.

To the actor the dialogue is the most

important thing in, play production.

T.n.e lesson of dialogue

overemphasis was probably the most important thing that the
author learned from this first attempt at playwrighting.

The

play itself was overbalanced because it concentrated on
dialogue and did not do justice to staging, lighting, and
many of the important aspects of production.

This, however,

was not noticed until the play was in production.
With the completion of the dialogue, the playwright
felt that it was .time to put the play into production.

As

rehearsals progressed he saw weaknesses and errors in constructio~

that he attempted to rectify.

These problems will

be dealt with further during the following chapters on production.

4-.E gri, ~. cit.,

p.

244.

: CHAFTER V
PREPARATION FOR PRODUCTION
Many minor details had to be worked out prior to production.

The scripts were typed on stencils and duplicated.

After duplication the scripts were stapled and made ready
for the cast.
One minor detail took on major importance.

The

arrangement of a date for production was a difficult task.
The administration of the high schoQl, while generally
cooperative, proved very erratic in this decision.
The playwright was told that he could choose either
the twenty-forth or the thirtieth of March for production.
When he decided on the thirtieth, he was told that the date
would have to be the twenty-forth because no school activity
was to be held during Holy Week.

As the cast moved toward

the March.Twenty-forth date, the rehearsals were intense and
exhausting.

On the morning of the twenty-third, the cast

was told that they could not do the play on the twenty-forth
since it was the last day of the grading quarter.

The adminis-

tration had a set policy against school activities on that
date.

With Easter vacation approaching, it was necessary to

postpone production until April Sixth.
actual date of production.

That date was the

JJ
This erratic belravior of' the administration made it
difficult to keep the morale of the cast.

The all important

factor in production was to keep the cast building toward a
performance.

If the cast was in this process of bUilding

toward a deadline, so to speak, it destroyed the morale to
change that deadline.

When the deadline was changed the

second time, it was a monumental task to boost the cast
psychologically toward a third date.
keep its interest up and worked well.

However, the cast did
This is one of the

rewarding experiences of working with high school students.
It was very dif'ficult to dampen their spirits.

~

If this

enthusiasm could be channeled into the right direction there
would be less juvenile delinquency in the world today.
Theatre work is one of the best ways to challenge a student
both men~ally and physically.l
I.

CASTING

No tryouts were held for this production.
knew the type of person he needed for each part.

The author
He also

knew the students at the high school and their abilities.
Dragansky.
a mobile face.

Dragansky needed to look masculine and have

The face had to show a tremendous variety of

lKatherine Anne Gmrnanney, The Stage and The School
(New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, Incorporated, 196o), p. 5.
i'··
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expression.

There was :only one boy in the high school that

could fit this description.
student.

He was a senior and an excellent

He had worked for two years in plays and in the

state speech contests.

Although he did not fit the character

physically, he was the only available student to fulfill the
facial requirements.

He also had to match the size of the

girl that was to play Natasha because of the masquerade in
the later scenes.

One other essential element that the boy

playing the role of Dragansky needed was the ability to
memorize lines quickly and verbatim.
this need.

This boy could satisfy

The only area in which the author had any doubts

about him was in the area of comedy-feeling.

Although he had

appeared in comedy productions, the boy had never played a
straight comedy role.

Through instruction and hard work in

rehearsal, he developed a beginning idea of comedy timing.
He gained enough comedy-sense so that the character was
portrayed adequately.
Lubodov.

The character of Lubodov had to be a person

quick with wit and tongue.

The boy who portrayed Jeffrey in

the school's production of Curious Savage was the obvious
choice for the role of Lubodov.

This boy was a senior, a

good "Btf student, and the captain of the high school basketball team.

He was the logical choice for the role of Lubodov

because
he had comic ability.
\~Ir'; ~,',l ~ ~':'

w:,~;)

The fact that he did not show
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a comic talent in this play was the fault of the author, not
the actor.
Alexander Alexandrovich.

The part of Alexander

needed to be played by a boy with a weak physical stature.

An earlier chapter explained why this character did not have
more breadth of character than he did.
was to appear weak and stupid.

The part in production

For this type of part the

casting had to be done carefully.

An intelligent boy who

could appear weak was what was needed in this role.
type casting this type of role does not work.

Obviously

An actor can

by typed physically for this role but not mentally.

The

president of the local Thespian troup, was the best choice
for this role.

This boy had appeared in many different roles

during his high school dramatics career.

He fit the part

physically; moreover, he had an outstanding scholastic record.
He was given the role and played it well.
Bukin.

It is difficult for one to picture a stereotype

comic cemetery plumber.

This character, in the author's mind,

could have been short or tall, fat or slim.
have good comedy sense.

The choice must

The boy that was given the part had

to be taught to portray Bukin successfully.

The boy had a

deal of experience; unfortunately all of his experience
good
.'..1.1, ,;,
serious rather than comedy roles.

Thanks to a
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strong character portraying Lubodov, this boy was able to
work with him as a comedy team.

The result was very satis-

factoryo
Natasha Feodorovna.For a high school student to
portray old age successfully, weight was necessary.

A plump

person of high school age can do more to look older than
could a slender stUdent.
female roles.

This is particularly true with

Since Natasha was an old woman, it was necessary

that the girl playing this role be a little plump.

With the

proper make-up, Natasha could look like America's idea of a
Russian peasant woman.

Americans picture Russian women as

muscular hulks with no figure and no mind.
this way if portrayed correctly.
this role was heavy.
girl.

Natasha could look

The girl that was chosen for

There were many misgivings about this

She had always shown great fear in front of' the pUblic.

~

She had played roles before that had shown sparks of talent

~

whenever she forgot herself completely and fell into character.

M·

Most times, though, she was noticeably self-conscious.
author gambled on her.

The

She worked very hard to convince her-

self that she should concentrate on the characterization instead of herself.
had ever done.
;'\

She did the best job in this play that she

If this play accomplished anything, it helped

.

this girl overcome a fear that had been with her all through
high school.
f

She no longer feared pUblic scorn.

Instead she

').! " ~. '

learned to work toward pUblic approval of a job well done.
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Folina Folinovao

As was explained earlier, this

character was added in order to provide a means of communication between Alexander and Lubodov.

As the writing

progressed, the character took on more form and meaning o
Folina was proclaimed a beautiful girl by Lubodov and later
by the First Secretary.

It would seem logical that this

part should be played by a beautiful girl.

But going back

once again to the original premise, it was realized that
this girl must be plain.

The American public does not think

of Russian women as being beautiful.

In Polina the author

tried to portray the picture that Americans have of Russian
girls:

she was plain, immoral, and dedicated to the communist

party.

The girl chosen for this role had a matter-of-fact

type of personality that blended beautifully with the author's
conception of Polina.

She had played "Fairy May" in the

production of Curious Savage.

The problem was that she wanted

to get away from playing roles that depicted her as scatterj',

brained.

She tried so har'd to lose thi s appearance that she

~

over did it.

As a result, her performance as Polina was not

convincing.
Puski.
ohosGn

Puski was a stereotype policeman.

for this role. was of superior intelligence.

r~ason'l'or

The boy
The main

his being chosen for thi s role was educa tional

rather than theatrical.

The author had this boy in class o

)8

He looked the part and:he desired a part in a play.

The

problem was that he had never before been on stage.

The

boy made almost straight "Ats" throughout his four years.
He said that he felt he needed to be in a play in order to
overcome stage fright.
looked the part.

He was cast as Puski because he

Even though he did not excel on stage,

he performed adequately as

Pus~i.

During the post-perform-

ance rewrite of the play, the role of Puski was dropped
from the script.
Louise.

The part of Louise had to be played by a

girl that could be made up to look hard.

The girl chosen

for the role, while being an attractive girl, could be madeup to look very cheap and hard.

Like the role of Puski,

Louise was also dropped from the cast after production.
The First Secretary.

]'or purposes of' duplicating

roles, the boy that played the First Secretary had to
. match the boy playing Bukin in stature.

The boy chosen for

this role had played many minor character roles during the
past two years.

He desi gned and built the set for the 10 cal

. community theatre's production of Blithe Spirit.

Because of

his versatility and the fact that he had the same build as
the boy playing BUkin, he was given the part of-the First
Secretary.
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II.

REHEARSAL

The rehearsals began on March seventh.
date was finally set for April sixth.

The production

The first week of

rehearsal was dedicated to blocking and character study.

The

first-act lines were due to be memorized by March thirteenth,
the second act on March

fiftee~th,

and the third act on the

seventeenth of March.
All of the s tudent.s used in th is produc ti on were
capable of memorizing lines quickly..

March thirteenth brought

on the first worries concerning the performance of the play.
The usually reliable people in the cast were very unsteady
with their lines during the rehearsal on the thirteenth.
cast was reprimanded for laziness.

The

Once again on the

fifteenth the same problem was discovered.

After discussing

the problem with the cast, it was noticed that many of the
lines were difficult to learn.

The dialogue had been written

with such an eye for technicality and imagery that it had
lost a realistic tone of conversation.
and entire speeches were changed.
difficulty and confused them.

Many words, phrases

This compounded the casts

Rehearsals continued.

The

cast slowly began learning the changes and the word pattern.
Some lines were changed in order to let the actors speak
fluently.

The author had forgotten one important factor.

The high-school-age student has difficUlty grasping ideas
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2
that are too mature for:him. :

These stuaents proved that

this play should be presented by a more mature group.
the cast never gave up.

But,

They spent hours on private line

rehearsals, for which the author is greatly indebted.
After a great deal of confusion over the production
date, the cast looked forward to April sixth anxiously.
However, once again, the school policy -set them off balance.
l

Spring vacation kept the cast out of school and by necessity
out of rehearsal for a week prior to dress rehearsal.
last two days before production were. hectic.

The

The author

drove the cast hard during the dress rehearsals.

The

students took it well and the performance results were
gratifying.
III.
Staging.

In staging the play the author had one

thought in mind:
of
I'

p~ime

TECHNICAL ASPECTS

make the dialogue and the characterizations

importance.

Constructivism was the style of scenic

design chosen for thi splay.

In his book, Stagecraft and

Scenic Design, Herbert Philippi describes constructivism as,
"Non-realistic arrangements of steps, platforms, scaffoldings,
etc.

Used by the Russians after World War One in an effort

2 ..
r

o. ,

;Ib~d.,

po 52.
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to stress the anti-deco~ative and mechanical.,,3

The back-

ground of this play was intended to be bleak and functional.
By using the imagination of the aUdience, the set was to
suggest a very bleak and desolate Russia.

Since the

curtains on the high school stage were bright yellow the
bleak effect was difficult to achieve.
The stage was used in three different ways.

The

scenes were placed in either the office of the cemetery, the
office of the police commis si oner, or the cemetery lot in
front of the office.

Using the entire stage for each of the

first two scenes mentioned above, the author moved one desk,
three chairs, and one bench into different positions to
suggest different locales.

The third scene, the cemetery lot,

was played on the apron of the stage and down in front of the
stage to.make use of a step unit.
closed for this scene.
. t

action fairly well.
system however.

The front curtains remained

The audience was able to follow the

There were some drawbacks to this

Since there was little in the way of

properties used for this play, the blocking was hampered by
lack of places to sit or to move to.

With a more mature cast

this is not as much a problem as it is with high school
students.

The actors, particularly Dragansky and LUbodov,

3Herbert Philippi, Stagecraft and Scene Design (Cambridge:
Riverside Press, 1953), p. 385.
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got into the habit of pacing the floor with no motivation.
The author worked at great length to help the actors avoid
this bad habit.

When the live audience was watching them,

LUbodov and Dragansky once again began to pace.
A better way to have staged the play would have been

to place the cemetery office on stage right and the police
station on stage left.

The cemetery lot could have been

staged in the same manner as before.

With the use of area

lighting this would have been much more effective.

The

aUdience could have followed the action much more easily and
there would have been no need for lengthy pauses to shift
scenes.

However, the lighting a vaila ble wher'e the play was

produced did not permit this type of stagine.

Since the beam

spots cannot be focused or used with gelatin, it was impossible
for anytping but general lighting to be used.
The auditorium was used for an entrance during the
first scene of the second act and again during the third act.
,This method is effective if the approaching entrances do not
detract from the action on stage.
distraction occurs.

In the third act such a

Dragansky, Alexander, and Polina enter

with a coffin up the center aisle of the aUditorima.

On

stage a funny bit of business about BUkin, dressed as the
:,,"','

,

" 'First Secretary, asking if he can pound his shoe on the desk
; 'during his impersonation is lost to the aUdienoe.
.;~p::, .:,

The

"", ,,', • ',r
- oommot~on of the coffin being carried up the front steps of
o ,

.

,

'.

.

,~
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the stage distracted the' attention of the audience from

~

Bukin resulted in losing a laugh.

~

The same furniture was used in each scene to give the
audience an impression of functional unimaginative people.
Lighting.
Sound.
knocks.

The lighting was general in all scenes.

The only sound cues in the script were door

Each time Natasha wished to enter an office she

knocked in full view of the aUdience.

Since there were no

doors on stage it was necessary for the sound man to fake the
knocks from off stage with exactly the same timing as Natasha
pantomimed knocking.

While this is a rather trite device, it

added to what realism there was on stageo

Since the bulk of

the aUdience had never seen this device used before, it
brought a' laUgh each time it occured.
Mak~-~.

The general make-up effect for this play,

under normal conditions, should be sallow.

However, because

of the yellow drape background and the harsh white light
effect from the beam spots, all characters were made up ruddy
with the exception of Alexander.

The ruddy make-up gave the

cast the look of normal flesh color when put under the stage
lights.

Alexander was experimented on to see if his weak

characterization could be ,aided by the effect of a milder
c910r of grease paint base.

The results were poor.
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,j'
Costumin6·

The biggest costuDling problem was finding ,

dresses that would match and fit Dragansky and Natasha.

It

was illogical for the dresses to match exactly because
Dragansky presumably had a dress in his office that he put
on to match Natasha's during the impersonation scenes.

The

dresses used were of the Siline drab flowered material but with
different background color.
Lubodov wore a simple white shirt and a pair of black
pants to indicate his office as cemetery director.

Bukin

wore worknlan's clothes until his impersonation scene.

The

remainder of the cast wore old clothes that matched the
position they held in the plot.

The largest mistake in cos-

turning was the Dragansky and Alexander ensemble.

The author

had in mind uniforms that would be somewhat stylized to
.

suggest authority.

While they did wear ribbons and medals

the effect did not materialize.
Business and pUblicity.

It was the policy of the

school board not to charge adnlission to a performance of any
type that was written by a local person.

<1
1

l'

Free tickets were

distributed among the student body and parents for pUblicity

~nd psychological purposes.

A person is much more likely to

attend an event if he has a ticket even if the ticket is free.
The local radio station and newspaper gave the play
free publicity.

The pUblicity was hurt by the change in dates.

r
I

I
!
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Because the author is a: speech teacher at the high school
where this play was performed, he was able to ask his classes
to attend the performance and write reviews, in order to
insure an audience on April sixth.

· CHAPTER VI
THE PRODUCTION
On April sixth, the production was given.
at 8:00 P.M. and was over at 10:20 P.M.

It started

The first feeling

about this production was that it was too long.
to be shortened by at least thirty minutes.

It needed

This will be

discussed in the next chapter.
Approximately eight months from the time the author's
idea had become a driving force for creation, it saw production or cUlmination.

The work and hours put in were all

i

paid for in fUll during those two hours and twenty minutes.

'I

The performance went well considering the drawbacks of

1

inexperience in writing and inexperience in understanding

~

I

i

~

high school students' capabilities.

The student actors gave

every ounce of effort they were capable of mustering.
in itself 'was enough payment.

This

The amount of learning that

went on in the minds of the students and in the mind of the
author was something of value whether the play was a success
or failure.
Success or failure of this play could not be measured

fi

by the aUdience reaction or the self-satisfaction of those
back of footlights.

The success of this play depends on what

the aut~or can do with it in the future in light of what he
learned about it during performance.
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.

The cast was exhausted and satisfied.

The author

will always owe those nine students a debt of gratitude
that is impossible to repay.

Whether or not they had enough

ability to successfully create the roles is unimportant.
The important thing is that these students overcame many
obstacles to put on a performance.

After four weeks of hard

work and no real credit, they performed before a small
audience and did as well as they were capable of doing.
author was pleased both as a writer and as a teacher.

The

·

CHAPTER VII
POST PRODUCTION CHANGES
This chapter will deal with the reasons behind the
script changes made following the production.

For the

changed script see Appendix.
The play had many flaws.
consideration of the author.

The length was a major

The author had put into the

script all of the thoughts-that he had on the sUbject of
the American image of the Russians. ·But, two hours and
twenty minutes was far too long for a play to runo

The

author had to check the script to make cuts in the dialogue.
By looking objectively at the plot, the author discovered
many irrelevant lines and scenes.

While the author did not

feel that .the ideas themselves were irrelevant, it was
obvious that many parts of the story line did not move the
plot forward.

The unimportant lines were deleted from the

script.
The scene between Puski and Louise was dropped from
1'.
"

j;

the script.
the play as

The scene itself played well.

But, looking at
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author originally felt:that the aUdience would not accept
Alexander leaving Lubodov at the end of Act Two, Scene One
and sUddenly appearing with Dragansky at the opening of
Act Two, Scene Two.

This was a misconception.

The audience

will accept a passage of time during scene breaks. 1
author had witnessed this many times in plays.

The

Yet, he was

so completely wrapped up in his own wOTk that he could not
see this until the play was in performance.
A secondary reason for cutting the Puski and Louise
scene was that it was not necessary· to build up Dragansky's
entrance for comedy purposes.

Dragansky would receive the

same amount of comic reaction whenever he appeared on the
set in skirts.
After dropping the Louise and Puski scene, Alexander
opened Scene Two of Act Two.
by Dragansky.
skirts.

Alexander was immediately called

After this Dragansky came out onto stage in

The shout from offstage attracted the aUdiences

. attention and they were ready for the entrance

0

The cutting of the Puski and Louise scene created
ano~her minor problem; the scene itself was now too short.

The original scene break between the second and third scenes
of Act Two was for the purposes of having Alexander ch ange

"llNikolai M. Gorchakov, Stanislavski Directs (New York:
Funk & Wagnalls Company, 1954), pp. 4-6.
_~'.'

•• ',

1 )

i'

...

•

.'",1

.

1

clothes and the

placin~

on stage of a

eliminated this scene transition.

The author

By dropping the scene

break he solved many problems at once.
long enough.

c~ffin.
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The scene was now

Alexander could change clothes out of the

sight of the aUdience and still converse with Dragansky,
who would be on stage.

With added dialogue, Dragansky and

Alexander brought the coffin on stage."

This move solved all

of the major problems in the opening of the Act Two, Scene
Two.

At the same time the change strengthened the remainder

of the Second and Third Scenes of the Second Acto

With no

scene break between those two scenes, the author had to
change the scene number of all the following scenes in the
Second Act.

Act Two, Scene Two and Scene Three were put

together as Scene Twoo

Scene Four became Scene Three and

Scene Ftve became Scene Four.
The second major problem faced by the author was the
ending

0

It was felt that Alexander's suicide destroyed the

comedy idea at the close of the play.

If Alexander were

not to die what could be done to change the situation?

The

scene in the Third Act where Dragansky convinces Alexander
to commit suicide was dropped.

Polina returned immediately

to say that she cannot stall the First Secretary.

All of

the major characters reassumed their impersonations and all
went well until the First Secretary tickled the body.
Alexander laughed and the First Secretary discovered the
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imposters.

All of the c~aracters were cSrtain that the

First Secretary would have them killed in one horrible way
or another.

Polina explained the whole story to the First

Secretary very calmly.

The First Secretary thought about

the situation for a moment and decided that LUbodov and
Dragansky had a nice racket going and saw no reason why the
business should not continue as normal businesses shouldo
There was one slight difference o

The excess in overpayment

was to be split three ways from then on.
The author felt that the new ending would maintain
the comedy line throughout the play and still keep the plot
twisting until the final curtain.
Many of the longer speeches by Lubodov and Alexander
were cut down to the barest essentials.

The author now

estimated. that the play would run the hour and fifty-five
minutes.
The .entire script in its original form can be seen

in Appendix A of this stUdy.

The post production changes

can be found in Appendix C of this stUdy.

,

\

~ ( I
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CHAPTER VIII
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
This chapter will include a brief summary of what has
gone before in this study.

The chapter will also deal with

the conclusions drawn following the writing and producing of
a three-act play.

I.

SUMJvIARY

Chapter One dealt with the statement of the problem,
the history of the problem, the present status of playwriting
and sources of data.

The author explained that the idea for

, the play came from combining a number of ideas and concepts
he had about the Russian peopleo
In·~he

second chapter the author described how he

went about writing the plot.
~

'.'

He explained how the story line

began, developed, and concluded.
The next step in writing the play was discussed in
Chapter Three.

The problem of creating characters was dis-

cussed in this chapter.
Chapter Four explained how the author went about writing
dialogue for the play and his problems in making the dialogue
sound like actual conversation.
~n

Chapter Five all of the problems that the author had

dur'·i'ngthepreparation for production were discussed.
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The actual night of performance was recreated briefly
during the sixth chaptero
Chapter Seven discussed the changes that the author
made in his script following the performanceo
II.

CONCLUSIONS

Many people objected to the author's theories because
they personally did not agree with it.
not agree with you.
right to say it."l

Voltaire said, "I do

But, I will defend to the death your
The ideas express'ed by the author in the

play and in this study are a result of the observations he

J

has made o

1 that

They are opinionso

The opinions are original in

he has followed a thinking process and arrived at certain

.I

'I

J.l conclusions.

The opinions and ideas expressed in this study

were not tne most important consideration.

The important

thing was the process by which the play itself was created
and produced.
The playwright found that this play should have been
~
~t

performed by a more mature cast.

\

The writer was correct in his assumption that an
aUdience will laugh at a situation in Russia that they would
scorn in the United States.

Burial is a sacred ceremony in

lGeorge Freedley and John A. Reeves, A History of the
Theatre (New York: Crown PUblishing Company,-1955), p.-r4a:-
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America.

If Americans made a travesty of this ceremony it

would be considered very bad taste.
this it becomes an amusing situation.

But, if Russians did
The reaction of the

audience proved this to be trueo
The most important thing that the author learned from
writing this play was that he had the ability to write.

He

could not write well yet, but, with experience his potentialities could be developed.
This study began eight months ago, (September, 1960).
It has been a long and sometimes discouraging venture.

The

author has profited greatly in those eight months.

He has

learned a better understanding of American people.

He has

discovered how people converse; he has learned something
about writing a play.
It"is hoped that this study will be of value to others
attempting to write a play and produce it.
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APPENDIXES

APPENDIX A
THE ORIGIN.AL SCRIPT

STAGING DIAGRAMS ARE PHOVIDED 1JlliEN BLOCKING IS NOT INDI CATED
IN THE SCRIPT--SCALE FOR DIAGRAMS:

~.1

1 INCH • 10 FEET.

ACT ONE.
Scene One
TCHERNEVSKY, a cheerful cemetery in Moscow. Part of the
graveyard itself can be seen
with its various headstones
sporadical.ly disrupting the
even landscape, but the whole
of the rather dilapidated
shack which serves as the
cemetery office is visible.
If not cheerful, the place is
certainly not depressing. No
·-----------brooding pall hangs over the
---'-~------'~-'------_-r:,-,.
__,plain stones, but more a dull,
utilitarian glow. It is a section of land where bodies are
placed in the ground with no
nonsense. In the shack, almost hidden from the early
morning sun, are two men. The
.---..- first, LUBADOV, the director of
'-'-' the cemetery, lolls back in the
_ _ _ _ _---...........
-;--_.:--_-"",.="........_ . office's one chair smoking a
long cigarette. His enjoyment
of this particular moment is
immense. The second man,
BUKIN, the cemetery plumber,
is stretched out on the office's
one desk, earnestly discussing
the intricacies of his profession.
BUKIN
Would you believe it, Comrade Director; there are those
fools who nothing of the job of a plumber in a cemetery?
Life, BUkin, life.

LUBAOOV

BUKIN
But to know absolutely nothing.! can't believe it.
LUBAOOV
(Taking' a long puff on his cigarette')
It. momen.t of. ecstacy, fleet,,~ though it may be.
BUKIN
'..-l

LUBAOOV
T.o sit back comforta.bly.after a full-bod;1.ed breakfa.st of
heavy, filling food and-slowly puff an honsst-to-goodness
cigarette.
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BUKIN
!hat's the third one this week. Where did you find them?
I give you

LUBAOOV

a PToblem in logic, Bukin.

If I told you where
they are to be tound, you would immediately go there. That
would jeopa~dize the source, possibly open it to State contiscation. It not that, you would take h!l.lt of them, and my
pleasure-filled mornings would be cut in two. One way I lose
half, the other all. You don't think I'd allow that to happen , do you?
_.', -.--------.......;.--. -, ""--..__ .--.----~-~-",-_.--J"""-'._

Then you should give me
(Laughing)
What on earth. tor?

one~

BUKIN

LUBAOOV

BUKIN
(Shrewdly)
Because word that the director of Tchernevsky Cemet~ry has a
secret supply of capitaltstic cigarettes might find its way
to First Secretary of the Communist Party himself.

(Sullenly)
All the same, you had better be careful. If you were ever
caught smoking those 'cigarettes •• 0 , .

Now,
~(:; /'

::.

BUKIN
don't begin with that business.

Am I not

Lubadov~

LUBA.DOV~~
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BUKIN',
There's no room for argUl'hent; you are Lubadov.
LUBADOV'

Is the director of the largest cemetery in
responsible, an honored man?

~oscow

not a

BUKIN
I couldn't say, Comrade; I'm too simple.
LUBADOV

With a position of honor go certain privileges.

BUKIN
Ah-Ah, imperialistic reasoning.
LUBADOV

, (Raging)
Quiet, you moron!

BUKIN

I am nothing more than a citizen of the State.

LUBADOV

You are a nincompoop!

BUKIN
All the same, yOU'd better take care.
.

,

LUBADOV

,j\l- 1- <. h .... ; •

(Leaning back once more )...
5' l"1"f1 G-, \'\
Hah L take care~.. I have-:.:p'een walk1ng th~ ;tigb.t tope a 8Qod
many more years than you. I have seen in and out more First
Secretaries than there are fingers on my hand.

,
BUKIN
: ' :;'. >.(Again sprawled out on the desk)
Haven't we all.
,
"~,', :', . , ,
LUBAOOV
And I .stll1 remain Lubadov, Director of Tchernevsky.

BUKIN
.,i,'(After a slight pause)
Why is it, do you suppose, that people know nothing of the
cemetery plumber?
'
()

:';:';:":""~Ir;',,

i

'\

'

------------=-------------T--'

t:' - ~,I,>'

'."

LUB'ADOV
.~,

";"

.
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BUKIN'
We certainly are as important as the butoher or baker and
greatly more important than a banker to people who have no
money. (A short pause.) There are certain things in the
world I don't ever expect to understand.
----_._.-.._..._._---_.-_._._-_.•.....•......_.
LUBADOV <?-~-,.....~".....-..--. ----~ - - - ,' - - - - - - . :.- - - '
(Settling back further in his chair)
' . ' I";{~ A
Ahh, another day of back-straining work.
() ~l \J"....
BUKIN
Perhaps plumbers could do with more pUblicity.
LUBADOV _-.-,.
And only an inch left on the cigarette •
. BUKIN

You can hear many compliments about the pretty railings
around.the graves in Tchernevsky, but no one seems to know
or to care who put them up.

LUBADOV
Soon they will come - (Chuckling) - bearing their bodies,
the lucrative dead.
BUKIN

Huh? (Realizing)

Oh, yes, our cash and carry.

LUBADOV
(Frowning) I honestly feel sorry

And the poor ones, too.
for the poor ones.
S ,'-,\"
,,:

v

\-"

~than to

BUKIN
come to Tchernevsky.

LUBADOV
That's true, but it still doesn't sto~ me from feeling sorry
for them.

. L..; . . . ).'"
f

",..r

~

,

C"

.

"\'.::> (', \

n

Forgf!~~om~ade. (ThinkingB~~~ment,

then laughing loudthe funniest is the rumor
truth, that we haven't a foot
of ground lett here, that we're up to our necks in the dear
dep~rted. ' .
~he thin~that strikes me
1ih~t-...~~ takes as gospel

ly)

~~'~~!.~~~~i·7,a~or,

LUBADOV
my dear Bukin. . .There was a time when
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BUKIN
Yes, surely, but since we dug up those old rotten ones,
we've had more empty land than Siberia.
LUBADOV

A simple rule of ecpnomics. Let the people believe there is
no space available, and they will rush to get what isn't
there. If they knew what room we do have, Tchernevsky would
look more like a graveyard than it does now.

BUKIN
(A moment of silence)
I missed the last Party Lecture on economics.
LUBADOV
Not a good practice, dear Bukin. Careless.

A definite mistake.

BUKIN
LUBAOOV

J1Z....".<iJ-: 1\1 oJ",. dH,

Perhaps nothing will come of it.

BUKIN
(After thinking a moment)
I have decided - nothing will come of it.
better.

\) ta. <: .. ~ .. '. " c >.
5()V"S c.v"--b,,.,~)::..,<.c.f::.

I feel much

LUBAOOV

Good. No one is happier than.. :the complete idiot.
What?
An

old Russian proverb.

(leaning back)
Or as dead as an'old Russian.

BUKIN

----~--._-----..-----

.._~-------------.~,

LUBAOOV

BUKIN
.

----.,

LUBADOV-

.

PQrhaps.

BUKIN
Are you aware tnat if it weren't for the public toilets in
.ft'~~ji,)et Tchern~,.vsk1, .the cem~tery plumber would be comp1etely--unkrio~?

_

DRtJ" (' (
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BUKIN

(Warily)
What is that?

------_._--------_.
LUBAOOV .-_ ~--------~_.-----------~_._- -French.
-=t~
BUKIN
(Sneering and leaning back)
--~
Hah, a decadent language.
..

'"

...

<:I4"'L

N
--.-.'-~

U>--------- Tb..,ete is s" .. BiItaJ.l

""""---...-

I

door.

Get off that desk, fathead!

~noQk t:l.ti.lle

~he two fly in~o ~ction"

LUBAOOV
How many times have I told you?

LUBAOOV

What?

-

BUKIN

Cigarette:

LUBADOV crushes the offending
cigarette out on the floor,
then rushes to his account
books, opens one and places
the butt in it. Rushing to
his desk, he speaks.
LUBADOV
All right, all right, open the door:
BUKIN

Remember, bow low:

~~:;y. .1\ ~~::~

LUBAOOV
Hat in hand and bow low:

l--o v

~~.

BUKIN'
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BUKIN, hat in hand, opens th6
door bowing as low as his
round figure will permit. Revealed in the doorway is
NATASHA FEODOROVNA, a simplelooking, elderly widow. The
.---- two men are eVidently disap"-'-',<Y- po inted.

i,,~~

I',

l

LUBAOOV

Who is it?

---"c~
~-.s>- \-J .-,\\::.,;

D"cc k -, ,~,,\~
v p ~O

Oh, no.

I

(l

B~K,IN

a,,~ K.

NATASHA
beg your pardon, Comrade, but I live in the city.

LUBAOOV
Mother, today that is no distinction.
I beg your pardon.

What is it you want?

NATASHA
It's very difficult to say •

. BUKIN
(Walking away from the open door and sitting on the
desk)
Come in, and shut the door behind you.
Thank

you~

NATASHA
You are very kind to a woman torn with grief.
LUBADOV

Come in, come in.

BUKIN

And shut the door.

NATASHA
:,Th~I$Y:ou,' ~nk you,COmrade£. . .__~-,.,....,.~------

I.....

NATASHA closes the do~ turns,
and, stands awkwa:rary-before it.
LUBADOV

,"i'

,"

,(,J;~p,atie" ntl,Y),.·

'Weff," " -.

\~,\,,-.

"
"
- ,NATASHA
my grandson •••

"1;"

, .Iou 'se'e ~-,. 1 t f S

my -

____

6)

LUBADOV

J.. He f s dead.
ii
1,i

NATASHA
(Takeri aback by his abruptness)
Why, yes, h~ •••
BUKIN
And you want to rest hie weary bones here at Tchernevsky.
Yes, I do, but •••

NATA-SHA

__ _._---.

----_.------~-----.

LUBADOV-,LLWe are very full here, you know.
()
~

..~..

L._J

}'J

B

NATASHA
The coffin-maker told me •••

Yes, I know.

LUBADOV
(Surprised)
You were at the coffin-maker's?
NATASHA
Yes, I was, and he. told me that you were very full here, but
that he thought you might be able to place (biting her lip)
my Pepel.

LUBADOV
We understand, Mother, and we grieve with you.
NATASHA

I thank you.
f

How much did you pay ••• ?
. (Sharply) .
QUiet~ (Then smilingly)
ed nephew.

BUKIN
LUBADOV
We must bow our heads for the depart-

"
NATASHA
. T~ you. . He was my grandson.

O.t
I

I

CP.¥l~~,~e.

LUBADOV.
BC'w our heads f'o:r NlkoUii.

ypu.
are kind.
,:': . . ;,::-l"...
.;~.

NA~ASHA

Hi s name was Pepel.·

NATASHA
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to weep.

be~ins

LUBADOV
Now, Mother, no tears. We are remembering him in the full
bloom of youth, his happy time.
NATASHA
, You are considerate, but he never reached his youth.
not yet twelve when •••

He was

She stops, unable to continue.
LUBADOV fills the gap.
LUBADOV
Your hat, Bukin. A moment of silence for the lad. (After a
very slight pause) And did you purchase a coffin, Comrade
Mother?
NATASHA
Oh, yes. It was a very beautiful on~, and even though I
thoUght the price slightly high, 'it will be worth it to know
I
he is comfortable.
The price Was high?
tif'ul coffin?

LUBAOOV
And how much did you pay for this beau-

NATASHA
It was'- let me see. Fore;ive me, I am unable to think clearly. My mind fills constantly with the picture of his sunny
face."
Only natural, of course.
we?

LUBADOV
But mustn't dwell on memories, must
BUKIN'---------------z::----'-

<}f~I<:;

(Impatiently)
How mUch'was ••• ?

IV

.I', .

.&

LUBADOV
BUkln: Your hat has wandered back to 10ur head. (BUKIN:
sullenly- removes it.) And how mucll-.d1d y-ou say the price of----rthe cOffin'"was, Mother?
~_,
-,, __.'_
NATASHHwAA..- - - - - - - - - - - - I think - yes, I'll'sure, for I thought it a bit expensive.
" ';

yes?

-,~,

I,'

,- LUBADOV
'",

NATASHA

Three hundred rubles.
--

~-- ~-~--

·---J..rJ

(,.(~~----l<>
N~~13
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The effect is instantaneous.
BUKIN jumps off th desk and
rushes to the woman's side.
LUBADOV hops to hi s feet and
bangs his chair as he brings
it around the desk.

~LUBADOV

here, dear Mother, y~ust rest. Bring the dear
Mother here to my chair, Bukin. Yours has been a trying
time, my good woman.
~,

NATASHA
(Protesting as she is led)
But, your own chair. I couldn't, Comrade; it is inconsiderate of me.
LUBADOV
Not atial1, I want you to have it.

NATASHA
~--------.....

'She is seateaOand feeling very

'uneasy-.'

LUBADOV

NATASIi..\
It seems I'm not able to think clearly. Everything came upon me with such suddenness. 'I'm a
widow of many years, and one would imagine me hard to such
happenings. But •••
I am indebted to you.

.

LUBADOV
And we are here to aid you with those
11aet bothersome details. I am Lubadov, director of Tchernevsky cemetery, at your servic~.
Q~r~ain1y, certainly.

NATASHA

:~~'tl0:l;lo.r me with your . attention.
~

'.......

,

..'

("

.\

'

.

. ' . .
LUBADOV
who am honored 'to render aid to such a fine and
p'¥o'mfnent citizen oftne state.
It~fs I
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NATASHA
No, my goodness, oh no. :1 am not prominent.
Do not be modest, Mother.

LUBADOV

Your bearing is magnificent.

NATASHA
Please Comrade Director, you shall make me bluah.
such a common person.

1 am

LUBADOV

(Hesitantly)
But your husband; bless his soul, did manage to put something by for you before his'~ how shall.I say - untimely end?
NATASHA
few rUbles, yes. Nothing out ot the ordinary.
a kind man; people often took advantage of him.

A

He was such

LUBADOV'-~--'--'-'~--------:::::--"-'-----~-'-----'

Ah, yes, there are tllat

There are.
A.tew rubles, you say.

sort, even today.

LL

.(,).
J..- Ii
I- , , _ \ .
8

NATASHA
LUBADOV .
...

..

-....~r--

..

BUKIN
Pardon me, my dearest Comrade Mother, but if you have made
arrangements for a coffin, then most certainly you have seen
the undertaker.
(Q,uietly)
I have.

NATASHA

BUKIN

.And being the skilled craftsman he is, his services, Which
are undoubtedly well worth 'it, must have required a bit of
money.•
O.h:,\; 18S .:

NATASHA

You. see, dear Pepel, my grandson, was so wasted
a~a1f••.• E~cuse me.
(She dabs her eyes, then continues.) He
had suffered so long from consumption that he was nothing
but a stick. A stick, I tell you. 'The memory of his eyes,
~+g.::,~p.~,!,plack as lumps of coal, in his shrunken head •••
(She breaks off, bringing her hands up to cover her face.)
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How much did you pay for

~he

BUKIN
embalming?

LUBADOV
(Waving his hand furiously at BUKIN)
Now, now, Bukin. You must forgive our dear Bukin. He is
one of my assistant directors. His responsibility is plumbing, and he is always watchful of the other professions lest
they should forget their duty to the people and think only of
themselves. His concern for you is touching, is it not?
NATASHA
(Lifting her head)
It is. His is a profession much wronged. by the public. The
Tchernevsky Cemetery outside washrooms are of great value to
the citizens of Moscow.
BUKIN
(After a look ar LUBADOV, turning away)
I thank you, Comrade Mother.
.I

I

, \1

NATASHA

I thank you.

LUBADOV
Alas, one never realizes the terrible expense that goes
along with the loneliness at the death of a loved person.
That is
very
true, very true.
,
'.

NATASHA

-,

LUBADOV
For instance, the .subtle art of embalming, while necessary
land appeal+ng, is a very costly thing. Is it not, Mother?
1,
f

NATASHA
Much. more than it once was. When I buried my husband - that
.:W~s years ago in the time of the Czar•••
•._

~

.;

•

~' ..

.'

,r ",

1: ',,'

..
LUBADOV
lA/horrible time, the time of oppression, the time of plague.

NATASHA

j

£;i.8~·'but strangely enough~ it· seems that burying was chea.per

then th&n it is now •

.t,

ll: '1 '. '.'

~" t;~,

" ..~:-'.

~,

J ..,

:.J
••.., - .

I'

.

, 'Uhbelletable.

,

LUBADOV

-~-'--'."-'

BUKIN
Dangerous to think about.
....,--.

------.-~

.....
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NATASHA
I know it sounds unusual y but it doesn't seem that I paid
anything like five hundred rubles for the embalming of dear
Michael.
BUKIN

Five hundred•••

LUBADOV
And the restoration of dear Pepel's sunny face cost you five
hundred rubles?
NATASHA
There is no doubt thou~h that to have him put to rest in that
manner is well worth any price.
--------------------------,.~
.•.~_.

LUBAOOV

Any price.

~

r-rL.---\ '(~

L.~,_~
"-~'
NATASHA
, \f?
Still, it does seem like a great amount of mone .' ----,
LUBADOV-------It does; it does. Now dear Mother, to cases. You are here
to secure for your grandson a final re!..!s:!..!t:!.=i~n~g:>--tp"",llr.iiallt.lc~elt.J.L-

NATASHA

Yes, I •••
X D .=s.l-.

~

~-

,.,. 0 ~

...........

~ ~:J ," ...\

.; ,,")'

.\-oJ

~ .........:-\ fJ \rl

"'.=
._LUBAOOV
'-.Jl. pla~e of. ,e.eace and contentm~ A place where, doves sing,
)(-t and -f owers bloom, and Slfring is eternal.
~:

t.

NATASHA
That sounds exactly right. It's the same sort of place I
had in'mlnd, but I hadn't dared to hope that •••
Say no more, my good woman; tfOi'~~{[e~-g9_eS -to the gQor~
Bukin,take our good - oh, you will forgive me for not asking sooner, but what are you called, dear Mother?
Natasha Feodorovna.
~ A melody of beauty.

: ~pe;r.~ne..plolt, . Bukin.:,....

NATASHA

LUBADOV
Conduct Natasha:Feodorovna to our most
BUKIN already has the shy woman
on her teet.

_

BUKIN

r It is a pleasure.
~
~

I
I

NATASHA
But I thought we might talk about it first before •••
LUBADOV
That is the word you sought, isn't it, Natasha Feodorovna,
serene?

NATASHA
Serene is just right, but •••

Why, yes, serene.

LUBADOV
FUllow me there then to our earthly paradise.
I

Why, I -- thank you.

r!l

NATASHA

1-----

'1------------- --------,-~ Wi th LUBADOV leading and BUKIN
~ r~ ()

!

.../ 1

i

/

t

!
j

gUiding' the widow, they move
outside and straight to a
rather stark piece of earth.

'1
fj ~.
/,
LUBAOOV
lit ~ i t iS~ ~ orne, Natasha Fe..Q..dorovna; come rest your weary
", e.:'l!!!. on the\: t beautiful J~!ght in Russia.
.

------"J>~~--!l.~r__ . ' ..--- NATASHA
"'''
.'_
(~truggl1ng to reach the p~ot '~~c~ in a:sJ:.:,gh-t ~~~J~.~ ~;-.
depression)
~c
~,,,,",,, ~~
Te.' ....;-.
)

o~ ~om~t, ~ra~ Dl~ctor,,,,wait.

~'~athe~ifflb~lt. ~

LUBADOV
Not only does this surpass all sights in Russia, but I dare
say, Bukin, thatth1s 1s the most serene spot on earth.
I would dare say that.
'~here,
1··,'
'.

,Mother, you see!
•

LUBADOV
Here, look at 1t; gaze about!'

'

Let me see.
i'I~

BUKIN

it not breath-takine;?
,

I

~ •

NATASHA
LUBADOV

''tS1:····
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NATASHA
(Looking searchingly about her)
Now then, Just where is it you want me to look?

~

;1

LUBADOV

~
'i

About you, my good woman, about you!

1
j

NATASHA

". \(p. oi~,ti~g nearby)
YO\l,me,~, ,\e,e?

f) (/::: ~.T(
E5 f) D .~~

, LUBADQV

.

(Fl1nging his

~nd carel~ssly

,- (30

W ('

(.J y

ro ound)

Ad~ there\ and there and ever~here bout
seei~he gr~eful. curv~g of the earth,the

of \le gro

dthat wil

house an

you. ~ yo~not
gentle wellih.g
prote t your bel yed Pepel?
\

.

Is it there you mean?

NATASHA
LUBADOV

(Continuing)
It slowly bulges, yearning to be honored by Pepel. It soon
will bear spring flowers; did you know that, Mother?
Yes, spring is not far off.

NATASHA
LUBADOV

Soon the~inal resting place will. be a garland of color,
of sweet scent, of gracious memories.

NATASHA

(Sin1l'1ng)
Yes. That is nice.

LUBADOV

All a sort of tribute to the full bloom of youth that •••
,

BUKIN

'

(Hoarsely)

-----------------------:...-n

~ l..--_._J 0.

LUBADOV!
~" ,.:~.

I

t..) >"_;~

~< ,'I

(Without stopping)
That your Pepel never had.

LUBADOV

j.

NA!ASHA,--."..
i

!
z:

Very romantic.
t.)

:'

1."'8,/ \ ",~.'

I.,'!

'-
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LUBADOV

~

n

(Quickly)
{ Yes, yes, perhaps a bit romantic, but only a bit.
the earth is Russian.
'1

That's right; it is, isn't it?

After all,

NATASHA

LUBAOOV
And thls panorama, this truly Russian panorama, this festooned fairyland, this earthly paradise, this Eden in Moscow
is yours, dear lady, or more rightly, your grandson's for
all time, for ever and a day.
(Hesitantly)
That 's - fine.

NATASHA

LUBADOV
Shall we return to my office merely to dispose of the
details?
BUKIN'
1

;'1

II

~d

N

(To 'LUBADOV)
The railing. Show her the railing.
NATASHA

lj

I had thought •.• I mean, may I look at some.~o~t_h~e~r~p_l_o_t_s_?

1,'

LUBAOOV ---_.----._-Mother, you know how full we are here.

}!

t

Are there no other plots?

.. _._----~--.,._-----...._---,_.-".'-

NATASHA
LUBADOV

None.

BUKIN
6'
N
L.
But if-'you'll look at this plot here, you will see a beauty
not to be found •••

Lat'eri" Btikin,· Ifyou please.
return to the office.
But, the •••
1"

LUBADOV
Natasha Feodorovna wishes to
BUKIN

NATASHA
~
~bege;lng your. pardon, Comrade,' I really;would have liked
r to have seen a few more plots.
•

\

.!lfo l,

r.; .

_

7'4

LUBADOV

,~. An impossibility.
~

~

NATASHA

~~ you must understand a grandmother t

'I

:~

il

,

duty.

LUBADOV

>1 Oh , we do, dear lady.

II

S

NATASHA

(Dabbing at her eyes)
I couldn t t sleep unless I knew dear Pepel was safe and as
comfortable as possible.

)

~'

And so he shall be.
plot?

LUBAOOV
Have you not seen the beauties of this
NATASHA

(Looking about)
q I don't know. I don't wish to be hasty.
i

I

LUBADOV

I

~

Why do' you think this is the last available piece of land?

~
,

B~cause.all

'{

'.

I)

NATASHA

the others have been taken?

.'.

LUBADOV

~ ~:;d1~h!~e~y ~~1~~:r ~~~:t~~~. b~~~;~~~\~e;~~;~.~_~~v~~_.

.

NATASHA - - - - - - -....._..-~ - - '. "" - __._r._.

For me?

."

J (;

<>~
LUBADOV'

correct.

NATASHA~-_._,,...-......

, . A~~.gn.
~en
s1!lJl W~!lJl wi
en~ng,e~r-fr~h love. \

,il,'{

f,-'i1l.ll'

t~~g~~10::,a ~i,~r':-b E L~TE
----"
:~ 0 ),~D~

NATASHA

~-

;~.. ·.~~~~~tS~~d1~n,g~hO
'~'~
ri..~~~._,~.

.
"

..:·:Jl.l{-t

':":"

,LUBADOV
,:

.

N '-' t

~

-..-J

h ....

<::".1S GI'l

~.~I~ves.t~ie~.··
·holCel?l~,c'mofe~·.,
h an
s~)·
i'';':~;\~, .' . '.'
...,....
.
. " a\
.

.

.'

.. ,.-..__

.

'

'-

w:ma,n? Tel\ me if yo~ can, Wh~WOUld de~ wh WOUld~l.a,VI;:
th~ vile basapess to k~ this Wman from this p ce 0 ,
healen?
\
\.
b E l-~ (
NATASHA
1- (') () 'r'" (I
(S1..t~ht~~ ~onfu~) '"'\.._A
t
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tJ)'

N~ne, ~ one~ould b~SO ~l.
LUBADOV

(Smiling)
No fear, Natasha Feodorovna, (patting her hand) it is yours.
(Smiling wee,kly)
Don't you find it rather low?
a little valley.

NATASHA
I mean, it seems to rest in

LUBADOV

A charm, a haven, a nest hidden from the outside world.
NATASHA
But, I was thinking that perhaps the rain ••• don't you think
it might settle in here and make a pool and mud?

LUBADOV

yes, under normal conditions, it would. But you see, Mother,
, science, the great and all-powerful GOd of the State, has provided for our poor remains. Hidden in this round, where you
can't see them and never could find them, are secret drainpipes t~at take the water, immediately as it falls, down to
the subterranean depths to be disposed of in cavernous lakes.
(Smiling) Is it not amazing?
.
NATASHA
, It is that, simply amazing. ~n old woman like me will never
,be able'to'understand it all.
, .,.-, ... _-----------

..-'--·----··

LUBADOV~-------------·-

,: ) Cl t::r

Now to the office.
~

'.

'(Insistently)'· .
The railing.

BUKIN

8

N

----'------

NATASHA
; l'CQrle more' thlne;, Oomrade Director, the plot is truly lovely,
and ita scientific workings are marvelous, but even with all
these.marvels I wonder, not that my Pepel doesn't deserve
N

.

,
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L)E.LI(\~

the fine ~h.ings. T*ere \w~s no\ swee~'I' C:ffild.. ~n al~the~o~ldrB.:-. ~~\J.._.(
atJ,d \n~e ~o l~ed
d o~.eyed 1\is gr ndm ther i th more in",::"·'
c \.
~ cer1!t. M hea t be meS\heavy\at th te ing of i . (he'r~_;e>~;v..o
:, contro s he em tion with Borne effort.) But it ecomes a
'i.
i
question of a poor woman's state and ability to provide. The
fact that you kept this plot especially and that it has such
advantages ••• Does that make it very expensive?

iI'n

I

LUBADOV

I

Not at all, not at all. (laughing) Did you hear that, Bukin?
She wants to know if this plot 1s expensive!
BUKIN

I heard.

LUBAOOV

(Laughing)
Dear Mother, forgive me. Of course, you wouldn't know. Oh,
no, not expensive. As a matter of fact, - correct me if I'm
wrong, Bukin - it's one of the cheapest we've sold. Right,
Bukin?
BUKIN

The cheapest.

NATASHA
Well, I must conf,eSs, that is comforting to a widow in my
position.
Certainly~it

LUBADOV

is.

NATASHA
[ It's so' riice to be able to satisfy your desires and not spend
t too much doing it.
LUBADOV

The dream of a lifetime.

Shall we go to the office?

NATASHA
(Not moving)
Just exactly how much will the plot cost?
;':.

LUBAOOV

A trifling sum When you consider the features.
member the figure, Bukin?
-

) T\!

Do you re-

---.---- ------

- - - "..--~_.~----_ ...,.. _-_.

i:~'

__

BUKIN

No.
. ......
,',
: -,

;

',I'

.'

'.'

'-----

LUBADOV
I'Let me see; we so seldom sell a plot for so Iowa price.
;, believe it was - yes, tha-t's it - two hundred rubles.
1
NATASHA.
i(
Two
hundred.
j

1
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I

LUBAOOV

Absurd, isn't it?

NATASHA

But isn't that ••• ! mean, for a plot of ground •••

LUBAOOV
undoubtedly the finest bargain in Moscow-today.
you say so, Bukin?
.

The finest, dear Mother.

BUKIN

Wouldn't
~J

NATASH1\..
LUBADOV

~<.,

,GoOd.} That's settled.
Yes~

LUBAOOV
The plot is yours - and Pepel's.
NATASHA.--_

.~\,

Now, for the turf.
",
.~,,-,

_..

J••. ;

,I

LUSADOV

'.,

j :

:

NATASHA

~rf?

,

.'
('i'o':LUBADOv)
(Don't forge~ the railing.

--------~--,~--
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LUBA.DOV

(Brushing BUKIN aside)
Yes, yes, of course. You don't want the top of Pepel's
grave to be nothing but a pile of dirt, do you?
NATA8HA

No, I don't, but •••

LUBADOV

We have our turf man,who will lay the top of the grave with
a carpet of grass and transplant flowers that will look like
they have been growing there since your grandfather was a
baby. Ahd reasonably, too.
NATA8HA
The turf, the grass, it isn't included in the price of the
plot?
LUBADOV

(Laughing)
Oh, no, never. I cs.n't remember that's ever having been the
way. Can you, Bukin1
_.0._ " " " __ "
_
..

__ ..__._.

----._-----~---.~ _._--------~_

BUKIN

. Never.
•

Only fifty rubles for that.

..---

.

LtrBADOV
NATASHA~

Fifty?

.

-''---'j

~
~
LUBADOV-----.. ·----···...£-···--f!...-·..-·--~---·-----·..:..·---

Then the .gravedlgger will want a hundred.
The rai11ng.

BUKIN

NATASHA
. Did you say I must pay the gravadigger one hundred rubles?
,

LUBADOV

Certainly, dear Mother, unless you want Papel to rot in a
.,pilethere beside the undug hole. And you don't want that,
~c)i~u?

.

.

NATASHA
.(very cont:~sed)
~ ,Ti No", I don't. I didn't realize. It's very complicated.

.
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LUBADOV

(Thinking)
_
You've already got the gravestone., I
yes, one thousand rubles.

.

suppose~

NATASHA

LUBADOV
Too bad. (Quickly) What I.mean is that it's a shame you
couldn't have waited until you came here. We probably
could have arranged something less expensive.
That is a shame.

NATASHA

BUKIN
(unable to repress himself any longer)
Dear Mother, do you see that lovely fixture over there?
_

~

·

~

.

·

_

~

..

~

_

~

·

•••'H _ _

~

_

.

_

~

.

, _ _ , •.••

~

•• _,

~

~

_

.

..

~

_ _ _ _. __ •

_

NATASHA
~

(Dazedly looking about)
Where, Comrade?

LUBADOV
BUKIN

LUBADOV ~~
All right,. all right, go ahead.
.

.......... ....__. r
~

...B.. . __. .!L

.i:::.

BUKIN
(Pointing)
there, Natasha Feodorovna.

NATASHA
the grave with that beautiful railing about it?
'~a.ctly •.

BUKIN

A work pfart, that railing.

you'll not find

another like it in all Moscow.
:.
NATASHA
It makes a pretty setting for a last resting place.
finishes it off.

(i;, L.

It crosses the t's.
,

~ ~:

BUKIN

.~.,

NATASHA

It

. __ .__
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BUKIN
Do you not think a fine child like your Pepel would be the
one to appreciate such a work of art, such a finishing touch?

I
~,
'f

J

1

,~

NATASHA

Oh, Pepel would have jumped with pleasure and begged to run

his hands allover it.

Dear sunny face •••

BUKIN
I made that one, and I'll make another just like it for youfor Pepel.
NATASHA

Dear Pepel.

-----'-'-.-.

__

.~----

... -.,_ .._~------ . --.

~--

BUKIN

Is it not magnificent?

NATASHA '-.Beginning to cry)
For Pepel. His eyes were so large.
BUKIN

Do you wish me to build you one very cheap?

NATASHA
(Sobbing)
As large and black as ••• it is beautiful to run the hands over.
BUKIN

Well'!
I told you, not yet.

LUBADOV
She's blubbering.

BUKIN
QUiet, I've got her just about gone. (To the Widow) Very
oheap.
~

Will you build one for Pepel?

I

NATASHA

NATASHA

~o tij6~s~nd;one hundred rubles? Why that's •••
I,.,.'

.',

.~

, 1 ' , ,)

.'

", • :

,~~ot+.Q~,lly
,

....\j t,_ .' ,

.'"

',~'_., '."

. _

.

>

a

'.

I

' .

gl~t.
,;

~_,

LUBADOV

No.w to the offioe.
<.

---

......

fl-

~ ";'
. 'J- '.

(

.... ,

.1I'rt--

But I couldn't - for

jus~

BUKlN

J Just a railing??

t

I
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NATASHA
a railing?

LUBADOV
Shut up! Not a railin.BL~other, but a tbj,ng of beauty, a
guardian for Pepel. (Re would have loved i~woUldn't he?
-----

'j

NATASHA

Why, yes but •••

~5'''-~.(~ L~,-\d ...... 'S
(:0,-\,-\, c~

-To

LUBADOV
And you would throwaway his happiness in the hereafter for
a mere two thousand-one hundred rubles? For shame, Mother.
NATASHA

No, no ••• but the money ••• l don't •••

LUBADOV
Of course, Mother, we understand. YOU HATE PEPEL: You don't
want him to rest in peace;; you want him to decay
a 1'rightful word, decay - in front .01' your very eyes.

_.

NATASHA
~"
/ !i\-t c \ ,c;,\ '\ ~
I must \~i t down •.

{ No, no, it's all very confusing.

or

course~

Mother.

LUBADOV
The papers, Bukin.

.....

,.-

BUKlN

Yes.

LUBADOV
Sign here, Mother, and Pepel will rest in peace.
and he will DECAY, ROT.
Th: 5 c " .....,

Don't sign

b~

. J . . . l~~··c.c-\-.
BUKDr
.v....-:.....· --.-"..-----------(Bugs will eat him. I T v... <\..'1 ~~
"-'.tc,<, ($,U<..SaV1\e.
0
~: ~L""'\1 €)\;) - - ~ 0 ~~y..i?c, \JC\tmfADOV
,.
Bukin, no need to be that descriptive.

~

(Sighing)
Oh, it's horrible.

NATASH:

LUBADOV
Nothing is horrible. This i~ Russia; everything is
-JIiL.-~--.

_

. beauty and peace. By your signing these, your grandson
. will rest in peace.

i

're~t

Yes,

in peace, Nikolai.

BUKIN

j
CURTAIN

I
j

.~

..

..~

"

\'

,

,I:
",

'.'.,

.,'

.
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72
'An

impossibility_

LU13AOOV
NATASH.A

you must understand a grandmother's duty.

,Ion,
~

we do, dear lady.

LUBADOV
NAT.'\SHA

(Dabbing at her eyes)
I oouldn't sleep unless I knew dear Pepel was safe and as
comfortable as possible.

.And so he aha.ll be.
plot?

LUBADOV

Have you not seen the beauties of this

NATASHA
(Looking about)
:1 I don't know. I don't wish to be hasty.
LUBAOOV
Why do you think this is the last available pleoe of land?
NAT,ASHA

Because all the others have been taken?
LOB1\DOV

That 1s true. And they have all been taken beoause I have
saved this, my choicest location, for such as you.
N.4,TASHA ~------------_:..-_-- ...._..- . -.

Pol' me?

LUBAOOV

•

~~.

j ..;.

r. '.

y [~~__J0

LtmAOOV

des~e8\Il1S ono~ p~.or~nllJ1~Uo\

8

ACT ONE
. Scene Two
District Office of the People's Protectorate. It is a
shabby, ill-cared for room,
________________ .its severely fashioned furniture unfit to the task of
- .... ----- filling the cavernous Space.
~'\)D
One wall is brightened by a
~~
~
huge and ancient photograph of
, // '
Lenin. Striding about the room
~
at what could be termed a restless, but-never an anxious
-~pace is DRAGANSKY, the ener...---..getic District Commissioner of
the People's Protectorate. He
--------------------------occasionally points a word at
the seated but attentive ALEX~
ANDER ALEXANDROVICH, his youngest assistant and protege.
A

P

rn=IiAGANSKY\

I tell you, Alexi, you must persevere,
Ever alert, watch for the opening, the
then strike. Grasp a firm hold; never
until the opening is won. That is the
Assistant.

always persevere.
crack in the wall;
let go; persevere
only way, Comrade

. ALEXANDER
I know; you keep telling me, and I am ever watchful. But it
seems to me that the opportunities, the cracks you talk
about,?theyare so seldom visible.

DRt\GANSKY

Just so •. Is that not the reason you must always be on guard?
Never for one moment relax, because in that single moment of
relaxatlon,the crack is resealed, the opportunity los~, perhaps forever.
,.<

Af'

<

ye.s~. ~onstant vigilance.

tExactly.

ALEXANDER

DRAGANSKY

ALEXANDER
that demands a great deal of strength, an extraordinary
amount.

But

To succeed, a person

82

DRActANSKY

mu~t

be as strong as our national bear•
.ALEXANDER

I sometimes wonder, Comrade Commissioner, if I am physically
qualified to meet these demands. I really don't feel very
strong.
DRAGANSKY,.

Dear Alexi, you make the mistake of many fool~. You jUdge
strength by the size of the body. Look at me. I am not
the perfect'figure of a man, am 11 A person passing me in
the street would not ~hink Hercules had been reborn.

i

,j

I

(Clin16al11)
No, that is true.

ALEXANDER'

You are physically not very impos1ng.
:>< -To

c::.s

framt~~~~~K~hS

<

And yet· in this c:;,oCky
power of oceans,
the force of the win
. sweeps the Siberian wilderness.
j!
There beats wit~n me, de~_ bOY, the heart of a beast. Some
: ,call me Lion.
~ ,-:~",-,:tisabsolutelY true.
~

)<. -'l c· V ~

ALEXANDER

.

(Thinking)
A beast.
DRAGANSKY

(Laughing)
Do not be ashamed of your stature. Instead, use it. Become
the fox. Better, be the jackal, for even the wily fox has
scruples, and scruples are stones about the neck. They will
drag you down, deal:' Alexi. (!larK me w~.... s .. -\-'
(Enthusiastically)
I do, Comrade Commissioner •

ALEXANDER

. (Dubiously) ,

'1; d.d~ t;.~d.o •. Yet •••. '
f',

Yet?

'

DRAGANSKY

-,
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Allow me to present the

ALEXANDER

~~oblem.

(Resting a moment)
Certa1nly.
..,

ALEXANDER

Today we live in the perfect state, do we
-.........-.--

no~

.....-..._.- ..

DRAGANSKY
....

Without question.

"'---..-.

ALEXANDER '

Russia 1s utopia; one equals . the other. We have perfect unanimity; tne people are the State; the State is the people.
Since the death of Stalin, an event both happy and tragic,
the personality has disappeared, and in its place we have
equality. Not the false equality the decadent Americans
sing about in their sentimental anthem, but the true equality of a classless society.. The people are equally rich.

DRAGANSKY

Or equally poor.
)
)
'l

if

ALEXANDER

Of course,. Now, if this si tua tion exi s ts, and we know it
does, Why is it necessary to be alert for opportunities? In
a society such as ·.·ours, there are no opportunities. There
is no nee~ for them.

DRAGANSKY

Well?

ALEXANDER

(Confused)
Well, Comrade Commissioner, that is my problem.

DRAGANSKY

What is?

ALEXANDER

That ••• I mean ••• well you see, you tell me to be ever watchf~l .for .cracks in the wall.
,.,'..

r.

_

.

" .

~

9;.~.,.

DRA.GANSKY

I;)l;rge y~u to do, so~ .. There is no' other way.
1s the gateway to promotion.

Watchfulness

~.
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ALEXANDER

And yet you agree that opportunities do

~ot

exist.

DRAGANSKY

I do.

ALEXANDER

But my problem then is that opposite statements are true,
and that is impossible.

DRAGANSKY

Why is it?

ALEXANDER

It's a simple rule of logic.
be white.

Something' black cannot als.o

DRAGANSKY

(Moving about restlessly)
A capitalistic fable~A great lie of the imperialists, concocted to sUbjugate the masses and enslave the minds of men~

ALEXANDER

(Bewilderedl y) .
BUt - I'm afraid I don't understand.

DRAGANSKY

(Picking up a sheet of paper)
Here, this piece o,f paper. Tell me what color it is, if you
can.
If I ••• why, it's easy to see.
How can you be

BO

sure?

ALEXANDER

It 1,8 white.

DRAGANSKY
ALEXANDER

It
"
'j'

Or do you see ..only
a part?
. .
,.

:.~\

,;;

w

"

DRAGANSKY

What. was this paper originally?

.ALEX..4.NDER

---

It was wood, part of a tree.
.. :.

",

~.

,,,.~---,-,--------_.-._-------

-...-.---

DRAGANSKY

Exactly, and the color of the tree?

",

'

•

Its bark? A kind of brown, a darkish brown generally. ' The
inner tree is a lighter brown.

~.

~

1

Ii
!
'I
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ALEX,ANDER .

DRAGANSKY

It will suffice to say a kind of brown. But yet, you tell
me this paper, taken from the brown tree is White.
'Well , it is.

ALEXANDER

You can see for yourself.

I

DRAGANSKY

I

i

could I, not think of it as something b~own that happens to
be white for the moment? (Scribbling on it) I write upon it
and it is suddenly black'and White. 'If I write close together!and a great deal, Who's to say the paper is not entirelyblack? You spoke of a brown tree; yet the leaves it
bears are green, which inautumn·turn gold. The soil that
gives it birth is sometimes black and sometimes red, and the,
rain that gives it drink is colorles·s. And if I put on
rose-tinted glasses, the paper becomes rose. Closing my
eyes, how can I be sU.re the paperexlsts at all? (Laughing)
But-I know it does because you, dear ,boy, with absolute
assurance, tell me it does.
ALEXANDER

" You are confusing me. I will have to stUdy what you say,
but I'can't see tha.t l't applies to the problem I have mentioned~' I cannot watch for things that are not there.
DRAG_~SKY

Look, Alexi, we are a classless society filled with classes.
"It: depends on which class you view the rest from, (Laughing)
a question of whether or not you wear rose-colored glasses.
~.'

ALEXANDER

,t

(Shaking his head)
We have never discussed this at the Party'Lectures.
j'"'

<

,

"j

1"

;'.)

.

DRAGANSKY

.. , . .

You,'dbetter not mention it.
myst~:r;'iouslY!ii,sappear
from
;.1
'
;},
~.

Our two heads might'some night
our bodies. Do you see?

.' ":~ ,:1

'

You haTe, my pledge.
~,:L,·,·;'·n,~

~

" :

\",>" .,: (Ohuckling)'; -

DRAGANSKY

,

£'

~

' .,,' ,', .
, ,
'
t 'e)~.1i·s~~'6~~d.' ~1;l~'uF;;h~, ther~ i s n~ need t~r, ,~~~t ". Those who
tUh~erstahd the 'system l.ive by it. Thbs'e'wnodon't live by

_

: 'it wouldn't understand it.

Quite fool-prqof, isn't it?
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ALEXANDER

you could please clarify, Comrade Commissioner?

}i

DRAGANSKY
My advice to you is to take off the glasses. Look at our
society today in a different light. At first, it may seem
harsh. It certainly is dangerous. Yet, once you are geared
to the system, it becomes inevitable. That's the beauty of
it. No oasualness involved, no luck. Be ever alert, like
the eyes of the hawk. See the opening; seize it. Glory in
the Victory. Follow the golden rule, and your advance will
be unlimited. I wouldn I t be telling you' if I didn't think
you had the potentialities. You have magnificent beginnings;
otherwise you wouldn't have risen this far so quickly.

;~

Such. praise is lavish.

L
i-'

"'I
':'.:
"

f,

,::

ALEXANDER
DRAGANSKY

r The fact that you were the direct cause of your father's
o death bodes well for the future.
ALEXANDER
But he was a Czarist. Not only did he rebel in his thoughts,
but he actively sought the overthrow of the Central Committee. He was an obvious enemy. There was not the ghost of a
choice.

DRAGANSKY

'Ah, yes, but many of our yt>\.tng people would have dwelled on

the family connection.

-----------

ALEXANDER

dertainly not!
Oh, but they would have.
view.

f.
,
,

DRAGANSKY

~

You did not - a pro~~ng
ALEXAND~

,

(uncertainly)
Even
my
mo ther. 's. curse has no t swa Y'ed:Dim!-'ll1&.....fe~e~n!-'ll'V'~i~e14tr11:-ee~nl:o.:---------~7~(.:,;"j:" '.;

DRAGANSKy
, '..

(Warningly)

da~efuTT careful now.

Keep tne glasses off: Ever watohful.
HHe reaches behind the Lenin pnO'tograph.) I, Dragansky, Dis'trict Commissioner of the Peoplefs Protectorate for more than
';:

.~

f

$7

1:.\

ij' twenty years, say it to you.

(Taking out a bottle of vodka)
Dear Alexander Alexandrovich, a small, an'infinitesimal drop
of vodka?

l

~

ALEXANDER
No, thank you, Comrade Commissioner.
f tJ c.-\, 1>$ h

Q.

i ..

·~""

11\

DRAGANSKY ~~(Drinking)
~~
See the opportunity; pounce on it. ' ~ says it to you.
I

~be~1

I

~

gu1e t rap at the

door. DRAGANSKY stops in the
middle of a swallow. He feverishly corks the bottle and
stuffs it behind the photograph
as he shrilly whispers to
ALEXANDER.

•

I
I

I
Put papers on it:

The desk:

':J

1§

~.

DRAGANS~

Nervously ALEXANDER runs the
wrong way toward the door~
DRAGANSKY is almost apoplectic.

1

1
No, no, no:

The other way:

-{"}

DRAGANSKY
ALEXANDER 'obeys but -stands
stupidly at the desk, not knowing what to do.

~
ti

Papers:
fool:

In the bottom drawer:

DRAGANSKY
This damn bottle:

Quickly,

immediately complies,
throwing papers around the desk.
He continues to do so as DRAGANSKY finishes hiding the bottle and rushes to the desk.

~ANDER

'~;.",',

....~1-.\..

Enough, enough,
I,Yes',_ yes.

.r

DRAGANSKY--.;.~._.~.

anBwer~hedoor:

NoW:

ALEXANDER
.

..~

I.

------------------
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ALEXANDER runs to the door and
flings it open. Standing shyly in the doorway is NATASHA
FEODOROVNA. She bows slightly
to ALEXANDER. He replies.

j

j

must forgive me, Comrade.

yoU

i

'i That's

NATASHA
r do not mean to intrude.

ALEXANDER
qui te all right, Comrade.

I

i

DRAGANSKY _ . ,....._ - ,__._

j

(Sighing)
!.1 I am running races that go nowhere.
,I

NATASHA
(Calling to DRAGANSKY)
Good morning, Comrade. r am intruding.

I

~

1

~

,

~.,

p

--

10_. __ '-'--_._ .._ .__

DRAGANSKY

You are, dear Mother.

~--

'i

NATASHA

;j

--..- ----------,------,;

~ It's just ••• r don't know quite where to go.

~ Why

DRAGANSKY

pick on us?

,
NATASHA
The police, the Protectorate, r thought they might be the ones.
(Haltingly) You see, r really have no one else. (Crying)
.
Please forgive me.
She stands sobbing with her
hands to her face. ALEXANDER
looks t'romthe woman to DRAGANSKY•

./ " .,

She
is
r'~ ~ ":"~-'

.~~

c~ylng,

ALEXANDER
Comrade Commissioner.

','
DRAGANSKY
Within me,I am too. (Sighing) Bring her in; bring her in.
It's, certain she's.in trouble.'
'
l'i 1.:

,. , .' "

: .~,

',",i

ALEXANDER· .

.

Good •.

,"

l'

:: ( J'c. "',;.";'
1~ .;--'
r-'~ l'
~.:" .'
."." .~.,

'1'"\':\
" ~~.

.... ('. '

j ,

• ,::

\,

'"'-.

.'.

f

''to

=

_

g
ALEXANDER gUldesthe.SObb8;)i

. woman to .. chai rand stands by

her.
"'-.._-

---

.....-

.... -.--

--

ALEXANDER
Is there something you' d ~ike, Mother? _.. L._..,..
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,_,
-._.-

DRAGANSKY

Perhaps some vodka.
No, no, I want nothing.
it would be wrong.

A

NATASHA
Do not trouble

/?

yourse~~, please;

ALEXANDER--

But that is our business.

NATASHA
No, no., I want nothing except if you could help me a little.
I don't seem to be able to understand everything that has
happened.
Tell us what the matter is.

ALEXANDER

DRAGANSKY
Please do, dear Mother. We are listening, but be brief if
you can. We are busy men as you can see.
NATASHA

Oh yes, certainly. I wouldn't have troubled you if I could
think clearly about what's to be done. It falls before me
like a jigsaw puzzle.
Let us solve it for you.
'.. " , ,

ALEXANDER
What is the story?
NATASHA

; It began When Pepel, my twelve-year-old grandson ••• you see,
we never ~ew his father's name, and so no father did he
nave, and his mother ran off with a no-account brother of
the second year school teacher. So Pepel ••• or should I say
the Pepel 'that was •••
i'::;; . ,
DRAGANSKY
One moment, old woman. You have not come to worry us with
'. some cheap sex romance, have you? Because if you have •••

NATASHA
Notli11Ig of· the kind., Those matters should be dealt with in
the home. Each, shepherd is the keeper of his own flock.

·h~:·'i::,',

Yo U ).,1.":

I

.

(To Alexander) .An
please continue.
~l1';,';l

t n :"e,

~ .•

DRAGANSKY
old Ru.ssian proverb. (To Natasha)
'

Good,

~--

,

-----._-
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~~~r~~y.
"

G~~,,¥~.} Yo~ will

NATASHA

--'--~-----_-:---.,.-._.

--.

find an answer.

DRAGANSKY

I will, if and when I ever hear a question.

I
I

I

-----:!I
(Helpfully)
And after the death of your grandson?

'--------l

NATASHA.

}3eing his only relation and loving him as no other human
.belng~!'~was, and am" firmly decided to provide for him in a
;fitting and comfortable manner.
I)

ALEXANDER

I

the more honored for it.
~

,;

..

, '"t,

(

NATASHA

iW1"th,'that in" mind, I took him to the embalmer IS, for as you

t,

'---1:
[i

. I
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lcould see, he was wasted away.
, into his very •••

The consumption had eaten

DRAGANSKY

If we could have fewer details.

i

Yes, yes.

.We ·do,

I

NATASHA
,'t
You see the need for the embalmer, though?

Mother~

"q

ALEXANDER

NATASHA
And even disregarding that the price was 'very hard on an old
wi.dow, I determined Pepel should be put to rest properly.

DRAGANSKY

, 'And how much did this fine fellow, the embalmer, charge you?
Five hundred rubles.
(QUickly)
How could he?

NATASHA'

'j,

ALEXANDER
DRAGANSKY

No, no. The price is a good deal, but he is a man of skill,
'and the materials,no dOUbt, are expensive.
Still, five hundred rubles.

ALEXANDER

DRAGANSKY

:~d you purchased a coffin for your dear departed?

NATASH A
Yes';' th'e finest I cquld a f f o r d . -

'_'0

I

aplounted to ••.•. ?
Three hundred rubles.

_

DRAGANSKY
NATASHA

ALEXANDER-lJ{otlier, do you have so much money?
i<,' :'

'

' .. "

NATASHA
10~S$r, my ~oy. ~~ ~usband was a, c~r~~f man. It took
fuueh tbgather it,-and look how it spills away.
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DR4GANSKY

(Smiling sweetly) ~
now, good woman, if I do not mistake you, you wish to
seek out a suitable resting place for Pepel, and you come to
us, the People's protectorate, as you should, to get the
proper advice. Fortunately for you, we have in this very
district of Mos
ineet cemetery in the land, its
peaceful name,~~~;v:~~. World of lasting dream, you
have no doubt he
• X ;'..:.. tV
~d

NATASHA

I have.

DRAGANSKY'

(Handing her a card)
If you' will but take this card and place it personally in
the hand of the Director of Tchernevsky, a worthy and dedicated fellow named Luba.dov, you will receive more attention than
you have ever had in your long and useful life. (Dismissing
he.r) No need to thank me'~U:lear Mother. Oh, I think you
will f1nd it extra helpful>'to mention the coffin and the
embalmer.
But I already have.
(stopping)
Have what?
NATASHA - . I
Mentioned the coffin and embalmer to ~omra~~_~E_1.?~9:?Y_~_.~_......__._
How can you have?

DRAGANSKY

You haven't Been Lubadov.

"

,"

NATASHA
I must beg your pardon, Comrade Commissioner, but I signed
a contract in his office at Tchernevsky early this morning.
. ',;

(Shocked)"
But YOu,' couldn't have!

DRAGANSKY
NATASHA

r:~ ; -

AJ.;~ have" told you,- everything is so clouded today, I'm not
.U~Eh
"

,

DRAGANSKY
(Relaxing)
,It must·, have peen a cemete;ry' in another district.
I

~

f
~

don't be11eve ..• oh, yes.
I pocket.
Would you care to
.!

NATASHA
.
I have the contract here in my
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see it, Comrade?

q

DRAGANSKY
(Grabbing the paper ~rom her hand)
Give that here. (He reads it.) Signed by the scoundrel,
Lubadov. (Beginning to rage) Despicable, worm-eating
fi sh ~ LUBADOV ~
NATASHA
Do you know him well, Comrade?

"PC\G'\'':'>''

~GA~SKU

cv<c-\.-t

d stC"\l'~

- V'~(>i ....~I.,. \I\">~.\ N "''-><'¥4
crurning furiously, then gather ng all his booming temper into a seething, sibilant speech.)
Yes, my dearest Mother, I knO\'1 him as"none other. Lu-ba-dov.
(Looking qUickly at the paper)
I see he has taken you for a wild and free merry-go-round
ride, hasn't he?
NATASHA

,"' (unsure)
I think ••• that is there were so many charges.
For ma.ny
things that one would not expect to be charged for, especially in the case of a death in the family. I don't know.
She begins to weep softly.
ALEXANDER tries to comfort her
as she speaks to DRAGANSKY..
ALEXANDER
What was she charged for, Comrade Comm:tBS1:Ofler-r'-----'
DRAGANSKY
(Reading the~oontract impersonally)
Two hundred rubles~or the plot •••

...............

DRAGANSKY:
(Droning on).

----::::::::::---/',:-.-" !

--

\

,,/

.

ALEXANDER--

. Two •••.
'" .

lR

\

/F,~J·tyru'Ples.~fC)r.8. ~t;:rip

I'

/:1\
./

-_.".,---

._--

I

!.!

..

I

'~I
---..1

1

'~I1

of turf', one hundred rubles for the

,lti:igg1ng "Of the 'grave , -'twelve rubles for. the sealing of the

'lid, aria (he chuckleeii';S:ppreciatively) twb thousand-one
. hundred rubles for a mahogany railing to encircle the grave.
: ."Dear '1 Bukin.·
.
-t ·~'i;'\. ~;"- -J..
;':'; \;-' L ;
"-' "

,I

II

Ii
Ii

I!

i!

II
I

f
•

Comrade, I am staggered. .
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ALEXANDER

,
[

DRAGANSKY
(Pacing nervously, thinking furiously)
\ An outrage, it is a pure and simple outrage.
Clumsy and
ridiculous, but nonethe.less, an outrage. (He stops as if
struck with an idea. His face contorts in anger, and he
wheels back to the woman, yelling.}This~ Madam, is an outrage: I have never heard of anything like it in twenty
;~ years as District Commissioner:
You were perfectly justi'.~.• fied in coming here: We have before us a pure and simple
.~ outrage!
NATABHA
I1I paid(Still
weeping)
one thousand rubles for the head~~(:me._":~

~

Dear Mother.

ALEX..~TDERv._.

I
j

i
(Alert)
.~ Not to Lubadov.

DRAGANSKY

!,~

----

.

~ ~----

/\d'/A
~/
/'

NATASHA _ .
, No, it was a certain ••• l can't recall ~••
DRAGANSKY
Immaterial. You have my word, Comrade Mother, that this
affair will be ended definitely and strikingly •
.,
NATASHA
Oh, thank you, Commissioner Dragansky, you are too kind to
such a common persorr. There is no way to thank you. I know
no way •••
DR.'-'lGANSKY
(Dismissing h.er)
The word from your mouth is sufficient.
NATASHA
(Wi th tears again .in her eyes)
you have-: no 'idea of the loneliness that can creep into your
'ii-ite. a's : the 'ebbing of ·>the sea, and as cold and black. (Sob:"
~ing)
He was such a young child, not yet twelve.

'.

~What is your name, woman?
~
~

~
;.,',

"j

DRAGANSKY

I"
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NAT1!SHA

(Crying)

:{ Natasha Feodorovna.
DRAGANSKY
(Suddenly and harshly)
Stop your driveling, Natasha Feodorovna: Are you unbalanced?
Do you not realize that people die every day? With these new
scientific advancements, they die twice on Sundays, once for
themselves and once for science. You must not make an occupation of grieving. It is too personal, too self-loving. Are
you somebody special that you should weep more tha.n anyone
else at a loved one's death? (Thundering) This is the Soviet
union: We are all equal here! You are qUilty of capitalistic selfishness!
NATASHA

(APpalled)
I had no way ••• I'm sorry.
i

"j

;!

So much has occurred.
DRAG.ANSKY

(Coldly)
There is no excuse.

(Steeling herself)
'l You are right, Comrade.

NAT,ASHA

"

I have acted selfishly.
DRAGANSKY

) Of course; Alexander Alexandrovich, show her 'the door.
NATASHA
(Breaking her resolve as she moves toward the door)
[ But the outrage...

__._..

..w._=~

DRAGANSKY----~·_~-----~.. ~".......---

4

I;

It will be seen.

/?

NATABHA

~/

My money, .Comra de Commissioner...
(Raging)
most of all!

_._"u,..•__._•.. _ _

DRAGANSKr

__,

~~

D..\"

,/

Enough.
i s gO~;;S ALEXANDER stands
at the closed door. DRAGANSKY
screams without warning.

(::she
get her back!

DRAGANSKY

.
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l,

rf But

you have just told her •••

ALEXANDER

';'1

r~

DRAGANSKY
Never mind, get her back immediately!

-----~.. _--_._----.~~------_.-

1

I

ALEXANDER dashes out the door.
. DRAGANSKY paces the floor.
ALEXANDER reappears gently
( pushing the woman before him.
\ They stand just inside the door.

I
I

'_._---------_

..,.. _.... _._-~-~

DRAGANSKY
You have arranged to bring the body to TQhernevsky.
Yes, this afternoon.

F7

.. __

._--~-----~._

'

NATASHA

Yes.

1 You

_ _ ~N'~

DRAGANSKY

Today?

.1

NATASHA

DRAGANSKY-

will not.

!

NATASHA

:~ BUt Why?

J

DRAGANSKY
Beoause I, Dragansky, say so. You will on no condition bring
Pepel to Tchernevsky today. You wish the affair finished,
do you not?

NATASHA

Yes.
Enoug~.

Take her

out~

'(A,s she is .escorted out)
But, Pepel •••

. TWo

large blocks of ice.

DRAGANSKY

NATASHA

DRAGANSKY
AIEX-

."' ..·,1,

closed

.-,-,~._

.. -

·.or

A deplorable situation •.

door. DRAG~SKY paces. At
length, ALEXANDER speaks.
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ALEXANDER

DRAGANSKY
One which will not long prevail. Mark me well, Alexi.
heart of the beast beats fast.

The

ALEXANDER
That some should live off the misfortunes of the poor.
Who is poor?

DRAGANSKY'
ALEXANDER

Why, the widow, Natasha Feodorovna.

DRAGANSKY
That woman has more gold. than is buried in the Kremlin.
That poverty we should all be oppressed with.

Ha~

;

1 But

ALEXANDER

those vultures at Tchernevsky •••

,

'I

'1.

::1 Lubadov.

. DRAGANSK¥ ._-.

I

'j

ALEXANDER
.il Have you ever heard of such prices?

....~

Certainly, I set them.

DRAGANSKY--..
ALEXANDER~

I beg your pardon, Comrade Commissioner.

~
~

(

'I

DRAGANSKY
, (Looking at ALEXANDER)
Ah, I see those burning eyes staring through colored lenses
again. Did you imagine I was angry at the thought of an old
woman •s be ing bilked?
ALEXANDER

Why, of course.
DRAGANSKY
Why, "Of course?t1 Every sack of bones delivered to Tchernevsky. is a bagful of coins.. Lubadov and Dragansky, an even
split. That is, until this moment.

-,--
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l

;j

ALEXANDER

11'

J, I don't see how •••
j}

,

:.1.)'

I

DRAGANSKY
My child, apply the golden rule. We have two facts: one,
pe'ople die; two, there is money in the world. Add them up.
Shall we let those with money dump their dead in the ground
free of charge? Foolish, entirely against the idea of having money, which is to spend it. What better way? Money
must be spent; people must die. Two birds with one stone.
:5':'-\'.$

~
",--------'
l

think I see

I

ALEXANDER
.

.... x ,. ~ f)
DRAGANSKY
~course, you do~ Forget the sp-ntiment; the dead do. It
is the living w~must look to, our friend and fellow money
grabber, Lubadov.
'

ALEXANDER

You are angry at him.

DRAGANSKY
(Pacing again)
It was the strict rule of our bargain that he was to telephone me the moment a contract was signed. Obviously, that
was not done in this case. Just as obviously, it has not
been done on other occasions. That means an unknown quant,~ ity of money is in the possession of Comrade Lubadov, possi: bly more than in my posses~ion. Dragansky does not like
~ those who don't believe in sharing the wealth.
It is dishonest, and what is more, it is anti-communistic.
ALEXANDER
Aren',t' you premature? Perhaps Lubadov hasn't had sufficient
tim~ to telephone you.
,,

DRAGANSKY
bargain was immediate communication. Lubadov has failed,
reason enough for action on my part. But it also seems he
has ,~a11ed with a purpose, a signal for drastic action.

,~he

I

ALEXANDER

',l),O:youh,~ve something in mind, C,omrade Commissioner?
..• _.._----_._--_._----- ._--;.:: ::
,

DRAGANSKY

r •• _ _

I" \.

~'!citi'~re notthiriklng

or... ?

~

__

~

" ' _ ~ _

,ALEXANDER

--_.__._--,---------
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DRAGANSKY
No, no, something less passionate, but inf.initely more effective. I have a plan•. No:: It would be more appropriate
to say Dragansky has a plan, a masterpiece of cold-blooded
reasoning and red anger. (Strutting and mumbling) The lout
will withhold money from me? Will Lubadov from Dragansky?
Ha:
ALEXANDER

.(Very interested)
What is it, Comrade Commissioner?

DRAGANSKY
(Turning)
What is what?
ALEXANDER

What are you going to do?
DRAGANSKY
(Smiling)
r It is shapely; it is sweet, light and poisonous. It drifts.
r 'It does not move; it wings; it darts. Heavy and weightless,
j
black and white. All things to all men, dishonor to one man.
I
It woos; it siren-calls; it embraces, unfailingly. It
obliterates. Alexander Alexandrovich, it is a plan.
DRAGANSKY laughs lOUdly as the
young man puzzles over the
matter. _.....- . - - - - - - - - - - - - - ALEXANDER

I am afraid, Comra •••

f ()

DRAGANSKY
(!1hUndering)
.//
I 'a:m not: Ever watchful, I see the op~.unity, and I
strike: Observe me carefully, dear boy; mark me well.. The
beast, the golden rule, the Lion! I h~been crossed, Alexi;
40 you realize that? Dragansky has been stabbed in the back
by the scurviest of peasants, Lubadovo (Smiling) But after
the evil deed, after all else is over, we always have·.
~evenge. (Laughing)
I tell you, it is as tasty as a virgin's
kiss. Always - revenge. If you but notice, I do not rush
over to Tchernevsky and face my leering partner with the
accusation, no. A mistake, a distinct error in jUdgment.
;Instead, -I calmly remain. here, or more precisely ,in. the
next' room, where I intend to throw off the uniform of the
People's Protectorate and in its place, don the shabby but
spotless dress of Natasha. Feodorovna.

..,
,

;

,

'",

,

:"

:

;"

: ',: ~

".
','

,',
,',',

:"',

:' ,')

,

,, .

~~
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ALEXANDER

d~:~~~~~d)

DRAGANSKY

r~

The peasant, the widow, (in a good imitation of her voice)
ft the wailing, grieving grandmother of the brat, Pepel.
1I

'd You
:

~
~

I,

mean to deceive Lubadov?

ALEXANDER

DRAGANSKY
Deceive, destroy him. Instead of the widow herself, he will
face Dragansky, and he will sorely wish he never had.
DR~GANSKY rushes toward the
doors leading to the next room.

ALEXANDER

Comrade, it is impossible.

:ocr

(HOWling with delight)
1 LU

-

BA....-----....
- -

~-------

;

~

@A<lANSKD--

p

- -~_.--------~.- -.,-

Without halting, he is gone.
ALEXANDER looks after him,
~ , " ,
trying to sum up and analyze
- -~______
what has transpired. In his
~·~-;:'thoughts, the young man wan--ders toward the desk. He speaks
. . . . ;to himself.

<:)

---------7~AN~x oS I 0 '-.r Iy D L.
The Commissioner dressed as a ~~n? It seems a dream. And
still he has never failed to do what he intends. What a
ridiculous sight that will be. (Chuckling though serious)
Yes, ridiculous. (Struck by an analytioal thought) Ah, but
certainly, the Comrade has never worried about such trifles
'S;'s·appearanoes. Always it has been the f'aC,t, what exactly is
to be acoomplished. I will never learn. ~orget the sentiIment, the deoorations; concentrate only on action, event,
:deed, reason. Ever alert, see the opportunity, and •••

POLINA

it by its lilY-White neck.
to you.

Then, friend AleXi, it

.~--------

.

is POLINA POLINOVA,
eyed girl

--

E',,-\-.... '\~ lJ /.....
>(

f')

C
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appearance. With no adornments or elegant clothing, ahe
is well worth a second look.
She is standing i ~ ~ ,
having entered at '0-LEXANDER I~
last words.
-,----

r:--,---

r ALEXANDER

.

pOlin~~~~
y~ulre
for you
breathleBB11~

.

late.

I have been waiting

POLINA

i
: I

(Holding him at a distance)
Then breathe aWhile; it will do you good.
ALEXANDER

i

(Smiling at the girl)
.1 Ahh, Polina, one tiny kiss - (looking behind him) - while
.! the Comrade is away and before he catches us.

POLINA

.., If we wish to kiss, Why should we be ashamed of it?

~

ALEXANDER

......---.-----_._._------

Polina.

:j

'1

~ Do you wish to kiss me?

~ Yee,

desperately.

POLINA
ALEXANDER

POLINA --Then, we shall wait for Dragansky.

-·--··---.---·......·-·-------·---..- - . - - - - . - - - - l i .

ALEXANDER

~
1

(Sincerely)
Please, Pollnotchka, it would be a great pleasure to me if
you would· permi t me a kiss now, while we I re alone.
She looks at him, weighs both
sides a moment, then makes a
firm decision beeause it pleashim.

es
iti a's

m~r.

:

POLINA
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ALEXANDER eagerly embraces her.
FOLINA, once she has decided,
kisses him passionately. The
young man is enveloped. A
long moment later they part,
ALEXANDER a bit shaken, POLINA
calm.
POLINA
Are you ready to go to the Party Lecture?
(His hands to his mouth)

ALEXANDER

M)Dmmrnrnm.

..-,-:~---_._--.---'-..

.-----.-----------.-------, ..."":-_--.~.

-'---_

POLINA

'. What?

ALEXANDER
Mmrnmrnrnm.

POLINA..-_Is there something wrong, Alexi?

ALEXANDER

(Suddenly smiling embarrassedly)
Oh, you must forgive me. It seems ••• it's a bit embarrassing.
My lips ••• they were stuck together.
Understandable.

POLINA
I k1ss rather strongly.
ALEXANDER

a

Yes.

(Warmly)

'-,'I.

Come, are you ready?

POLINA
We must not be late •

. ALEXANDER
Oh, I don't think I'll be able to go, 1'o11n8.
1'OLINA
(Bristling)
Why? Why won't you be

abl~

to gO?
A~N'DER

Ur.

I believe I'll be needed: here all day.
POLINA
'!bl.f have missed th.e morning lecture three times this month.

r{(-;<

i.

....-
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ALEXANDER

,,~

1j;\,:_, ~,

Each time I was needed at my job. You know absence is per_] fectly excusable if you are required at your work. Work
to!
takes precedence over lectures •
. .
.!

01

Officially.

POLINA
Morally, it is a sin to miss a lecture.

I (Piqued)
-A You know I would not miss if I

ALEXANDER

could help it. I like the
There is no more eager student in Moscow than I.
It is a case of duty.

""'1

IF; lectures.

I-If'

I

"

j

POLINA
Your first duty is to the Party. How can you ever expect
to advance?
~,~~------

(HUrt)
I do my utmost.
You must do more.
~

I have risen fast.

ALEXANDER

POLINA
You are slower than the
ALEXANDER-

POLINA
Not fast enou6h for one'of your potential. (Smiling warmly and openly) Dear Alexi, do you want us to marry1
ALEXANDER

(Suddenly passionate)
Wildly! Longingly! I can taste the wish. When shall we do
it? This minute? (Reciting) "By the ideals of the highest
s~cialistic order, I pledge my working ability, my working
time, and my working potential to Polina Polinova."
'JI

POLINA
I don't want to be married this minute. You
always react so hastily. Alexander, I have chosen you as my
,~ife partner.
Have you ever tho~ght of it that way? Have
I -you' ever thought why?

No, no, stop.
"; ~;. -

.

ALEXANDER
that the choice amazed me.
POLINA
, Reason a moment. Why do we want to marry? What shall 1t
br1ng\'Us? It 1s not for fellowship; we have that now.
V",t, .~~',' "

l/

r"

~

1'04

It is not for' physical love; we experience all there is to
experienoe there and find. it -- satisfying.

;',1

.~

':'

(Blushing slightly)

~ Extremely satisfying.
i

i

roun

j

~1
~

Yet we have that without being married.
still want to be joined?

Then why do we

(:Puzzled)

ti I have never thought of that.
;TIl'1 To advance.

POLINA
A simple conclusion, is it

i

ALEXANDER-·

1

~

'l

~

:f

)

I hadn't realized that was the reason.

--.,--.-------.~------.--

POLINA
Nevertheless, it is. A basic drive, as undeniable as the
death wish. We both want to rise. Separately there are
obstacles. I am a woman, which even in our most modern
society is considered second-rate. Oh, there are certain
heights obtainable by women, but not the pinnacle. As for
your weakness, you have wide possibilities but are slowwitted, in need of guidance. Together, in marriage, however,
there is no limit to our climb. united on two levels, socially and ideologically, we are dauntless.
(Appreciatively)
A life in paradise.

ALEXANDER

POLINA
But it is necessary that you first reach a certain level
with your own attack, dear Alexi. I must not tie my wagon
to a falling star.

ALEXANDER

I",am prepared, my dearest polinotchka. I already stUdy doctrine four hours each night. I will step it up to four and
one half hours each night.

POLINA
\ L·'; \

",

(Gallantly)
well then, five:

ALEXANDER

~
,J

Good. Now, to the lecture;

:r

ALEXANDER

~
.. 1

Ah, but I cannot.
J] tell you.
1
i

~,
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POLINA

Something special has come up.

Let me

POLINA
Has it to do with what you were mumbling as I came in?

TI Yes, yes, but let me tell you.

ALEiCANDER

This morning, not a few
moments ago, a widow, a kindly-looking but cornman thing,
~ came into our office seeking help.
It seems some scoundrels
~ at ~bernevsky had charged her really outrageous prices for
•'. ,'~ burial things. I'm sure you know the fellow ••• what was his
.It1 name?
.------I

.iJ1'!

i

I Lubadov.

POLINA

~------

14
~

//
C/' r~

ALEXANDER

Yes, that was it exactly.

-_.-----_...

-----

----

POLINA ---.
He has been kind enough to deliver one
or two of the Lectures for us. In a minute I will be late.
Is there a point to this tale?

'"

ALEXANDER

Definitely. It also seems Comrade Dragansky was receiving
a large share of these exorbitant monies.
POLINA

~

(Interested)
He was?
ALEXANDER
But Lubadov had not reported this kindly old widow.
words, he was pocketing •••

IeliJ,

.'.'
j

.

1.

POLINA
I kno:w ' what "other words" means.

In other

Anything else?

ALEXANDER
best part. To get his revenge, Dragansky is to masquerade this afternoon as the widow, Natasha Feodorovna, When
sq~ retq~s to Tchernevsky with her dead grandson, Pepel.
(Laughing) What do you say to that?

The

- ..,.

A

A fine Party member.
!
3

~-

~

~

1
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POLINA

(Smiling)
" Wonderful: It is a perfect opportunity.
I

;j

ALEXANDER

I

:~ Eh?

!

J Well ,
,

of course you're going.

POLINA

ALEXANDER

.~

Going?

Not that I ••• going where?

POLINA

i

If! To Lubadov.

P'

n

I

I

lI~ No, certainly not.
I

What for?

ALEXANDER
POLINA.

,

(Irritated)
Will you never learn? There are times, my dearest Alexi,
1~ when I almost despair of moulding you.

~~;

,J'

ALEXANDER

But, I don't quite understand. Why should I want to go to
Lubadov? I don't even like the sound of the fellow. And
you mentioned something of an opportunity. If there is one,
it's hidden from me. And believe me, I'm looking.
POLINA
(Professorily) Listen, the case is
clear. The thing for you to do is go to Lubadov. Tell him
what Dragansky plans.

But you will not see.

ALEXANDER
(Horrified)
Tell ••• but that's unthinkable.

I couldn't.

POLINA
Stop talking and listen. Tell him exactly what Dragansky
. plans. -This way Lubadov is indebted to you. He is your Party
friend. When the chance comes to use that relation, he is
there. It is like banking, The principle is elementary.
Oan you grasp it?
ALEXANDER

Yes, I think I do.
r·, :-: '!"_
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POLINA
Naturally, Lubadov will pay you,too.

ALEXANDER

Naturally.

POLINA
Good. At least now you have a legitimate reason for missing
the lecture. I must be running. (Going to him and crushing
him in an embrace) Goodbye, my darling.

ALEXANDER

Goodbye, Polinotchka. (She turns to go as he stops her.)
But,- what if Dragansky finds out? He is a powerfu~ man also.
Use that power.
How can I do that?

- - - - - - - - _..'..... __ •__ .<..-.,.

ALEXANDER

POLINA
Must I answer every detail for you?

A

ALEXANDER
You don't have to.

POLINA
l'

I won't.

Goodbye.

ALEXANDER
(stopping her again)
Dragansky is my chief. lowe a certain loyalty to him.

POLINA
Will you control those piddling, sentimental drives of
.:00 you weep when you step on an ant, too?

yours~

ALEXANDER
No!

(Shouting)

POLINA
Thank the Central Committee!

ALEXANDER

out the
ALEXANDER

She is infuriating. Do I weep for crushed ~nts? Of course
not. ~t d~ she t~me ~ a c~? Afta yet i~oes~

o ~l.. E:T-€

>'~c..~
~"""If

"'00

L 0''''5

r.. . It'ttl-e...
C!>

,I

4'

ri~t.

1

1

r'~

ii'llt
d'

::rt~

.:~
~!l

JEi
:11'1

Ji'l
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i

J

i~
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i
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eem
There
word,
it
a tually ril~an? Let me tr~nk that out>
Right.\ Does it
me n what 1~ the proper action for me ~o take i~ this situat on? (He~hinks a momen~.) It does.\ But pro'p'er for
.
who.? For me"l\ For Comrade Dragansky? ~hh, ther~ is the
'.
clue
Let me ~rink what the'\Commissioner\ would saiY to this(.. J?~:L~"~
ques on.
(He thinks a momen1;..) He would\probably\ say,
, } 't.
"Ever alert~ Ev~..r watchful! '~n this stock! frame b~at8 S'(["'''e.<:.-....
the he rt of a be~t." Yes, a'1Qeast. The e:~swer exaptly! i-v,,"y)
See the opportuni ty\and seize i t\ Words fro \ his own \ll1outh. 5 c _1 s t6C>
He would tell me to 0 to LUbadov~He would 0fder me -tp.
i.. ;-\-\-1"(...
In other ~rds, I wou d be betrayi g his trust~n me if\I
did not r ~eal his pIa.
(Smiling) What a pow rful thi\g
is reason;
feel marve ous.
\
.
\
DRAGANSKyts voice rings out
from the next room.

Al ex.
it

DRAGANSKY
My dear boy!

I am in dire need of you:

I

I

ALEXANDER runs to the door of
the next room and flings it
open, then stands in the doorway.

I

:)1'
)

ALEXANDER
Yes, Comrade!
The happy, booming voice is
heard again.
DRAGANSKY
I tell you, lad, persevere, persevere: What a surprise! Come in; come in; shut the do'or!
This skirt is a little tight.

Do I not look magnificent?

v

ALEXANPER
I am honored, Comrade.
, ALEXANDER enters, closing the
doors behind him, as the lights
fade.

-

....

~'

,

f)1'V'C\nA~.,- - <K.e·..

Jt

ACT TWO
:Scene One

TCHERNEVSKY, a bit later that
morning. The air is still and
more luminous than before. In
___ the midst of the silent graveyard st~ds the imposing fig'ure of ~UBADO~_.Jll1Lf.'~C_E?--~~.-t .
the pict~"'-o1" contentment.
'--1"'" • "'\
~1"\j
He lifts a peaceful smile to
.B.~e--L
I'~'
'-._--~- L.the sky and sighs.

.r--3

LUBADOV
The sky is a gigantic
fluorescent tube, modern and efficient. It spreads its rays
below to all the world, the clarity of our society. Balanoe,
logic and most of all, functional smoothness. (La king
bout him) . e ea th is ~till, ~s inh bi tant' at eace.
eir' rema ns ile tly mel into he gro nd and are bsorbed,
a wa er se ks ts evel.
hey al disin egrat , as someday", r: .r·I~
L bado mus , ( eas uringly a dis ant so day. Ther will _U 'C.L ~. I
.
be time enou h t th nk that out.
ur dee frie ds h e are !i><::>"', c \-J'~11
i edia ely c nce ed ,with ttl probl m. Th t is, if t ey
Tel 0 ~_-')
ar capa le 0 thi rin~, if t
brain is the last to go or
if n the afte life som~ thoug t waves remai. An inte st~ ._~~~
ing quest on. (Brig ten~ng) A, but s ill, hey
rfo
10"" \--J<: cr\/i l
thei runc ion. The iss~lving ody fe s the eart life () n~=<'~5S""? i!
givi g vita ins. No f neryertil zer th
huma was e. ..._-. ._...
i:
ppy
(Chu ling) It s inde d a\ha
aYe
.
An excruciatingly beautiful day.

I

I

j

Iii

I .... S(,..('"rn f\u j)

~~iS seen wandering in.
R }fer'S entatively searching
about for Comrade Lubadov.
Seeing the figure out in the
graveyard, he smiles broadly
and calls out.
ALEXANDER

Hello there:

I beg your pardon.
LUBADOV

(Turning)
Oh, do you? Well, fine, fine, that's a good fellow.
'.,.,

ALEXANDER

(Coming over, smiling)
:Tl\tSnk you, Oomrade, you are kind.•
C>·',·

w,

;' ·,'1

'

LUBADOV
(Laughing heartily)
'Come step into my parlor. ·Is it not beautiful?

Come in!

i

I

:~
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ALEXANDER

~It is ••• very beautifUl.
~{
.,'~

LUBADOV

't1
:I "

ALEXANDER

:!~

Bracing, cleansing - and every blade of grass a perfect
U, Ii ttlemachine! Do you not agree?
:~
j

:.~

I do, wholeheartedly.

.q
L'\1

Fine:

Good, I like you.

)~ me?

LUBADOV

I am Lubadov.

.

You have heard of

--

ALEXANDER--- .

"---_._----_._---_._--_

have.

LUBADOV -

have not heard of you.

ALEXANDER
~

(Bowing slightly, smiling)
I am Alexander Alexandrovich, Assistant Commissioner of this
District's People's Protectorate. I greet you.
LUBADOV

(Pumping his hand and chuckling)
is a high station for one so young.

ALEXANDER

from a king.

LUBADOV

Oh no, nQt a king, not that.
~rgiTe
~

',.-'

Lubadov greets you!

It is a decadent word.
ALEKANDER

me.

,

• . .

I~:~O..

LUBADOV

. (Br~athing

deeply) Aahh, the air is like a stallion.
It races through your blood and stampedes its way to your
heart. Most satisfying.
J

'.<

ALEXANDER
day.

~~~n5~·;ar$working.

t($e~retively)
'
LUBADOV
All

about us, even beneath
feet, tM1 slBJe, right to.";the last dusty piece. Do you
understand?
Q~r

.'"

...

~...

;

.......

..

-~

,
,

:f

~
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ALEXANDER
(Laughing to cover his ignorance)
Of course, dear Comrade, perfectly.

~

LUBADOV

if

(Laughing with him)
Excellent:
An intelligent boy. you will rise. Lubadov
'!t1 says it. (SUddenly
But tell me, dear Alexander
;, Alexandrovich, what serious)
says
our
ancient
friend, Dragansky? Did
~iI
send
you
with
some
message?
Eh?
he
ali
ALEXANDER
He knows nothing of my trip to Tchernevsky.

LUBADOV

(Happy again)
Won't you join me? (He sits on a low, wide headstone and
motions ALEXANDER to sit next to him.) Everything has a
purpose - (Indicating the stone) - everything. Come sit by
me and tell me of yourself.

t

ALEXANDER
(Sitting)
I have a reason for coming, Comrade Director.

it

Naturally.

.~~

Would you care to hear it?

LUBAl)OV·~---_·_·_·_~.~-----~

.

ALEXANDER

"

LUBADOV

Would you not prefer to sit here relaxed and at ease, contemplating the symmetry of our world?
ALEXANDER
il:i4eed I would, but I am~ ,in a tremendous hurry.; You see,
Dragansky' expects me back. For that matter, he doesn't
know I'm gone. He believes me to be in the next room to his,
)faiting for his call. It is imperat:tve that I hurry back.

LUBADOV

,;then TOU, must have an urgent message for me.
ansky,'whom is it from?
(smiling)
Myself ~'

If no,t Drag-

ALEXANDER

i'

LUBADOV

does the young man know of interest to Lubadov?

~MuCh.
,
~
J

~
~

I
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ALEXANDER

But first I shall want money and political favor.

LUBADOV

(His smile fade a)
Again, please.

J'1 A good sum of money and

ALEXANDER
your friendship when I need it.

'!

)

I

i

LUBADOV
(Fuming)
And what prompts you to make such a suggestion.

<

ALEXANDER-----·~

The importance of my secret.
R.'s~

.. __.. _-"'.--.-~-.--------.-~---'-------

.~.---.---

XL

~

L~ADOV

,
urJll1ns-out)
~~~
ouyoung sn~~l Tadpole! Do you th~nk you can approach
Lubadov with an obscene proposition like that? This is
. Russia!

ALEXANDER
But, Comrade.
)
i

LUBADOV

You suggest that I betray all the principles of the land
that fathered me, that nourished me into the giant I am?

ALEXANDER
Not at all.

LUBADOV

you insect, would you have me toss my life's work to the
winds and grovel in the dirt with such as you? I am a member of the Communist Party!

ALEXANDER
I' iam, myself.

you are in name only.

LUBADOV
No RUssian could make such an ofter.

ALEXANDER
I was born in Moscow, practically in Red Square.
·'~,-i'.~{'

',:" ,

LUBADOV

spawned by a passing cow.
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ALEXANDER

(Insulted)
Comrade Director!

LUBADOV
".'.,!•. What is the secret?
: But first you must •••

ALEXANDER

I

~I

LUBADOV
The secret, before I have you shot:

'1

c1

You couldn't; you wouldn t t.

d, I
)
3.

will prove it to you.

ALEXANDER
-"-'---

LUBAOOV

----'---

ALEXANDER

J

Comrade, it doesn't seem quite fair to me. I have a secret,
a commodity. We will strike a bargain. We shall barter.

LUBADOV

if Certainly, your, secret for your head.

.t impatient:

Out with it!

I am

ALEXANDER

(Defeated)
TOday a widow, Natasha Feodorovna, came to us for help. I
believe you know her. She accused you of overcharging. The
Comrade Commissioner was greatly incensed, not at your overf3harging but at your failure to report making the contract
with the widow to him. He has decided to disguise himself
as Natasha Feodorovna and return in her place this afternoon
tQ teach you a lesson.

LUBADOV

'; ';l.~

{Stupned)
This a'fternoon?
ALEXANDER.

l' .

Yes~
\, ':':'-~ 'j:, ";., -). ," ': -

.

.,

-, , ":, '

(Low and grumbling)
, Tlle sky 1s black, heavy wi th rai~,•.. The wind is raging, and
What a mis~rable hour.
1 ~~.~;,~§~d:;.~J:'e turning ()v~r and·over.
r."~4-s ~fy1;.~rnool;L, didyo~; say:?
.

yes, today.
Ha:
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ALEXANDER

Dragansky in skirts.

LUBADOV
That is what you said, isn't it?
ALEXANDER

Yes, Comrade.

LUBADOV
No fear, no fear. What to do, what way to turn the tables
and crush our fat female impersonator?
ALEXANDER
Of course, Comrade Lubadov, being the diplomat tha.t you are,
you will naturally not mention the source of your information.
LUBADOV
I have already forgotten you. Here, here is your
money. Five hundred rubles. It is too much, but you will
reward:me by being my agent in the Peqple's Protectorate,
,and I will give you an upward push if I can. Is that agreeable?
,~ou?

You are overgenerous.

ALEXANDER

LUBAOOV
LUbadov is brilliant and the most careful man alive. He
intends to remain both ca.reful and alive. You are an investment.
ALEXANDER

-.._~-~-----------------

L,

LUBADOV
You watch for the openings; that is good.

Listen closely.

~

You will rise.

ALEXANDER

l::do 'my be st.

~i;~ ,

I.

---------------.---

"Thank you.

.,.

I

LUBADOV
Say nothing to Dragansky.

Let him come.

hot dangerous?'

J,

LUBADOV
.
Listen, don't talk. Let him come.' 'I will be prepared to
meet him. A surprise will be waiting. I don't know yet
what it will be, but I ha,ve. ~,ll:~pon that 1s ruthless. That

:---J
\

I

__I
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" weapon: Lu1:)adov. He will demolish the enemy by virtue of
himself. (Ordering) Now get back there; don't be late. We
must arouse no suspicion, must we? We must not let Drag- '
ansky realize that you are a much richer assistant. Quickly.
ALEXANDER

I leave, greatly indebted to you.'

,

L~AOOV

)~

You fool, it is I who am indebted.

1I

~

Get going.

ALEXANDER

(Running out)
Goodbye, Comrade Lubadov:

I

LUBADOV

(Stopping him just before he exits) __,,__
Wait:

-------...

----~-

-,,

__ _._.__
..

...

_,~---'-'---~"'---_

...

__.....

Yes?
In skirts,you say.
ALEXANDER

"

Yes, and peasant kerchief.

LUBADOV
(Laughing)
No fear, no fear at all:
.on:
!.

The clouds may yet drift away:

Go

.

~

ff)o(!~' frose, Delt',....

R.

ALEXANDER
ALEXANDER dashes out. LUBADOV's
face immediately change~ and
he begins running across the
yard, kicking the stones in
fury, and calling angrily •

. ~.

.. .:L.,

LtJBAI)()V

,~1.~:' ·"~6\;i'"g.r1my,;, 'meat-eating ea~r~t~h~w~o~rm.:J.--J."""""~~~ of rot-

:iUfhg" bod~es ... c9D1Efhere:

Buk1n: (

need you,

The lights fade •
.'

.'

~

OtJRTAIN'

(":>(' ~ frosc. Dc." {'

L..

f,-, s ~; --ON

5". r~ C:-E

D-r<, ~c, yo~ k.'y

_.

l-.eL"S-e...

!<DRAGANBKY. his superior.

"

,~ ----,-. '

-l

'

~",.,). 'y It

~ANSKY wears the dress of

~_~HA

*1I~:---:----b-e"""""i""'~=r=e"""'~i=--'=b:-::-'a~t::-::-::y:::o::u==o=n=e=-:~
~

FEOOOROVNA.

PUSKI

,;

LOUISE

-,~

DRAGNATA-

/
"

/

//

I

/

";,'
PUSKI
/
once, that's all, and you'}! be in here
worthless life. I'll see//to that.
/

And who's going'

LOUISE'
/
keep me here, that plgJl

Quiet, quiet, what

PUSKI
the mat

r with you?

{~'_- \ ; 'C ~ L r: ,} .- :,. '" ? ''-'5 k", 5 t.."""'e.

fl:J:r;---~-,;\~~:.:.__;_-~C"

flo"""

(Shrilly)
Don't quiet me. I'll open
man how much stUff

'0

place.

tell the old

(Worried)
you wouldn't dare.
(Laughing)
Dear moron.
PUSKI
Besides, he'd n ver believe you. You're a sew, a hen that
cackles
from
to sunset, the worst wife in all Russia.
·-IC
I ,

'

"LOUISE

husband ~ho can't give his ,wife any c
him that, too?
PUSKI
"
"
,
;I<?~ell ~lm anythi,ns, and I'll smash your lege to sp~int
"I'

,. ':,',

,,',

(Ti'g~tl1).
I ,~

'"
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LOUISE
then maybe I'll:be able to collect some money
at last.
DEAGANSKY
.
looking up)
of you, before I do the job myself:
~

Shut
Yes, sure,
because of

to me

(TO

r ,I'll

)~t L E;\"'2

~c-j J s }, /rh 'I:::~

desk)PUSKI
(Pushing her \She
1i
;) "Get over there.

LOUISE
I've w lked 1t more . mes than r've run to
\.

I know the way.
the outhouse.

\.

\
PUS
(Officially to DRAGANS~~)
People's Protectorate Puskl, e rting the apprehension of
. Comrade Louise Pusk1. She was aken into custody while she
'was lecturing on a street co e. Her sUbject was, "The
Beauties of Divorce."
when the oaf pulled

was taking bows and s1
6ff.
'(Looking up)
again.

PUSKI
you?
DRAGANSltY
PUSK"I"-------~------

There must be a reason,

0

DRAGANSKY
atsoever. It's only that I miss my mother. Sh
;eRJ~,r ,t.hipty years ago, at my own hand, a,s", she threat~ned 0
i:'~~': tll,~,- out of Ru~Qi~.· But, non,etheles's, ,r miss her. Ea;
~~. r,o~ ~he anniv~rsary of her murder I dress in her old
None

' ,t
hiA
~:, f
,I

• t .1"-

L

,

( ~

.

(~l

..

•
1

,
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c othes, as a kind of memorial. A reminder never to be
fo led by anyone. Do you:see, Puski?
,t

4

I do, Comrade COmmissioner, I

v

J•

)~.

.~
'I

More eas y said than done.
Russian p verb.

~~~~inlY

do.

DRAGANSKY

(smiling, to LOUISE)

old

LOUISE
loudly)
Well, Grandmot er,·will you join me on the s
We would make a unbeatable pair. I could
beginning of a w te, and you the end.
.
(Sternly)
you are in no positi

D

DRAGANSKY

(Lf:Tf.

t-1clds

to joke.

l'\

c-t\.; -,c

.:.:>

(Shrilly)

A better position

Things like this get
about. There are many who would ay dearly to know that
Dragansky is a queer fish - if Y, u catch my meaning.
It's not true.

RAGANSKY

'\

I would never have imagin a it.L0:!fuE
0 PUSKI)
It is a strange
life, my ridiculous husb .d, and w th each day comes the
gradual reali~ation tha it grows st\anger as it goes along.
\

!)lough, Bitch!
How

DRAGANSK\

~------·---·"·I·------~

~

LOUISE

\
DRAGANSKY

-_._-------"--------

\

(Raging)
.... Don't you kn
that in the Soviet Union there
as divorce? It simply does not exist! -_....--

. //
v~

no such thing

LOUISE

DRAGANSKY

1s no need for it. Divorce is a capitalistic in titu.;.
Jtlon the product of suppressed people, of a two-classocithe rich and the poor. It rises out of false moral
the squalor of men and women thrown together forced
to
,~re

Divorce is nothing more than a financial

riage.

~
y:

s

LOUISE

I wan\ one because I hate my husband.

QUiet~

'\

PUSKI

\\

Enough: I
learn. Do

\,

DRAGANSKY

c~nnot
\

yo~

waste my time with those
confess your guilt?

\.

~

LOUISE

(Pseudo-dram tically)
I hereby confess t ?t my stomach and the s omach of my
ninety-three year o~d father growled for oo~ and that I
lectured on twelve street corners on the miracle of divorce
" because my husband is\ nfaithful to me
and drinks seven night a week, spend g all of the eight
rubles he earns in the
ocess, and 'at I advocated divorce
as the only means to get
bit of f d to avoid starving and
to atop the growling stoma ha, the ound of which annoyed
both my father and me great
.r

d

She has confessed.
~~demandto

DE LETe

Lock

be shot.

Someday you will.
,

,

LOUISE
eep, won't you,

DRAGANSKY

11).1
•f ',' ,

LOUISE

be,

chubby,sickening pig•

DRAGANSKY

P.u.t'~'
.~~i ~."
. \J ... ,

PUSKI

~

DRAGANfS8iYfKvY----------~-~-:---i

cell.
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PUSKI

../

1
~

LOUISE

"'~

I deman '~~~be shot.

~

dThere

~

are

bet~'6' , wa.ys

to die.

1
" ,""',
~ I will bite you, old

i'a-q, •

DRAGANSKY
[)

~,

i.

(C_

IE

'H;lJ~-~~~i1;"

LOUISE

:.~

,
~ You will be
.,

I

LOUISE ahead of
d the cell offstage.

'I

!

PUSKI

DRAGANSKY

detested a person more , but
has her purpose, too •
.ALEXANDER enters •

..f~ ...., U R

ALEXANDER
Ah, there 'you are, Comrade Commissioner.
DR4.GANSKY
And there you are.

.----<

0)' .. t-5

<j '"

b ",n C

~\

ALEXANDER

perfect,~erfeot)
Thedieguise is a masterpiece. There is
no doUbt,~de Dragansky; you will be a sensation. You
cannot fail.

.{ ,f!

i~i...:i
DRAGANSKY
I"'had no thought of failing. What fills my mind is the faot
~hat~I told you to remain here, that I might have use of
you. I call your name and get no answer. I come out and
you are not to be found.

But, Comrade •••

DRAGANBKY
./ ..

B'imple question: where were" you?

DL
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ALEXANDER

) Comrade, I ••• (confidently) Comrade, there' are certain things
that no man can command.
,i

i

'I

nRAGANSKY
I do not understand you.

ri Nature
1

ALEXANDER

and her forces.

DRAGANSKY

J

:1l You mean ••• ?
j

i

j.. • You told me to stand by.
f~ but the flesh weak.

ALEXANDER

I

tried.

The spirit was willing,

'~

~

I

"J'1

i

DRAGANSKY
-rei ,'t- b es ~ i
(Smiling)
I~ An old proverb.
(Racing into high geq.r) <.__ ever min, my
.
'.
~~ boy,
I quite understand now.
I will say
w ready to put
'
111 the blocks to you, but you see, I had no idea.
:

~

ALEXANDER

I apologize.

DRAGANSKY
Accepted, accepted. To cases, Alexi, you will be overjoyed.
With. all modesty, I say Dragansky has come to you with a
master stroke to end all master strokes.
ALEXANDER
.You have not changed your plan?

----"'"--.

;:Wo.t at all.

No, not a bit of

DRAGANSKY,
it.
:1,,_""-.-.-,-.'--·_-

ALEXANDER

(Relieved)
'.14' ,wllESe ,decision.

DR.ttGANSIff!,~,~

,have added to it.
ALEXANDErRR------------DRAGANSKY

,.

(Laughing)
i~~Ol!L:, !-:Y~f3.
It ., could be

t~rmed

the idea of genius .Ah, no use

I

denying;

~

it is too perfect.
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It 1s the idea of genius:

ALEXANDER

l~'4 What idea?

'i Contain

DRAGANSKY
yourself, Alexi, dear boy. It will fUlly live up to
:11 its expectations. As you know, I will go to Tchernevsky
j~ this afternoon dressed as ••• no, let us from this moment for;~ ward say, I will be Natasha Feodorovna this afternoon.
!~ There can be no fear of Dragansky's ability to act the part.
)~

)~

None whatsoever.

I
:

3. Well,
I

DAAG~SKY

bread and butter, water and land, man and woman.

I

1
I

ALEXANDER

Yes, that much I know.

(Puzz:l.ed)
I have lost you somewhere.

ALEXANDER

,il

DRAGANSKY
What goes with Nat~sha Feodorovna? Without what is Natasha
o no longer the widow we saw in this office this morning?
1 Without what essential element is even Dragansky's acting
B magnificence for nought? What is lacking?
I have no idea, Comrade.

ALEXANDER
DRAGANSK~.J...

J:

(Presenting his plum)
PEPEL:

!

Her grandson?

__._ __

._---------_.
. .._·_-_.

ALEXANDER

') i
(Triumphantly)
Exaotly:

ALEXANDER

I mean, after all, he's dead.

DRAGANSKY
.All the more reason to have him. Little is expected of a

'~~.~d man •.

ALEXANDER

gpn1tintendto take him from the old lady?

•...

..

12)

1

;

DRAGANSKY
~Not at all. There isn't enough time for tnat. Besides. h~
I,"wouldn't be reliable. I need someone who will react at pre,~cisely the right moment, who will rise up and deliver the
~crushing line. the coup de grace!
,
,

~A
j

ALEXANDER

live
person?
,

I
I

,N An
~,;:

DRAGANSKY

actor.

ALEXANDER

But who?

DRAGANSKY
WWho else but my protege, my trusted assistant. my right arm.
ALEXANDER

(Shocl{ed)

DRAGANSKY
Alexandrovich, the Assistant Commissioner of the
)~ People's Protectorate.
:~Alexander
I

'I
'j

ALEXANDER

'I

;~ j

~,\1 But

I

couldn't; I don't have the ability.

,I

tl

j'The part is

li~ited.

DRAGANSKY
You just lie there.

II'm not sure I like the idea.

ALEXANDER--""

DRAGANSKY
It is enough that Dragansky likes it.
(Business-like)
) Come, we are wasting the precious minutes. We must get you
) costumed.
~

ALEXANDER
Oostumed also?

DRAGANSKY
,: Of course! (Laughing) Oh, I tell you, ,Alexi, you are en;tering upon a fine, a rewarding experience! You will be
"stupendous. You will learn! Ever alert!
ALEXANDER
I do not teelquite as well as before.

.
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DRAGANSKY

is waiting. The strolling players will peraot smash the wicked enemy.

som~~~~lel

ALEXANDER

there is a curse to playing

superstition.

~~;;6
,--_._--

g '-:Je-

DRAGANSKY

Are you ready?

-_..-.--------.-_.- ------- =---

~RAGANSKY hauls the stunned

~"'-...........ALEXANDER into the next room •
-~-

------

CURTAIN
--_ _-------..
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The offioe of the Distriot
Commissioner is Wildly disarranged. In a prominent posi~
tion rests an intrioately
fashioned ooffin. DRAGANSKY
is attempting to persuade a
youthfully dressed ALEXANDER
'---'to climb into it.

--~-------.

~! - -

i

1

Do not hesitate, Alexi:

q cushiony.

-------_DRAGANSKY

Is it not temptl?g?

So soft, so

!

I

ALEXANDER
I really would rather not, if it isn't necessary, Comrade
Commissioner.

I
,q

J,

DRAGANSKY
I actually envy you, my boy. A restful ride,
.~ billowing on the feathery lightness of this blaok bed.
{~There, I have admitted it; Dragansky envies you!
~
;~
ALEXANDER
) Would you oare then to take my plaoe? I have no objection,
,) ~ilne at all.
~'

~BUt it is:

DRAGJI..NSKY
the consideration, but unfortunately I cannot
,acoept. My job is to oreate to perfection the widow, Natasha Feodorovna. It:is difficult, Alexi, but have no qualms,
Dragansky will succeed.
Thank you

l

J,

~or

I can't doubt that one moment.
fear.
Foolish, foolish.
play a corpse.
,You 'flatter me.

ALEXANDER
It is my own talents that I

DRAGANSKY
You are more than adequately equipped to
ALEXAND:E:R
DRAGANBKY

Not'fatali. It is a matter of ooncentration. Complete re;laxation and the smallest whisper of a smile ••• there can be
;;no question, can there, that this Pepel was a mooning idiot.

r
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,',

IiI

He was consu.mptive.

ALEXANDER

,~

.~,

'~

DRAGANSKY
It's a decadent disease. The end product of
depravity, a life of desolation•.

141 More proof.
D~'

J

Ii1 In

an eleven year old child?

ALEXANDER

i

DRAGANSKY

'I

.:nJ He encoura.ged himself to think self-indulgently if he used
d~

his head at all.

He dwelt upon the

p~easures

r:1 It is a disease prevalent among the French.
a1 But this was a Russian.

j
I

:ff
'N

of the body.

ALEXANDER

DRAGANSKY
By circumstance only. It is clear that in his twisted mind,
he was a Frenchman. No Russian who was true to his fatherland with every fiber of his being could stoop to consumption.
Enough, dear boy, into the box.

ALEXANDER

(Hesitating)
Don't you think it's a bit small?

DRAGANSKY
That's what we're attempting to find out. Get in and see.
QUickly, Alexi, the clock races against us, (Laughing) but
it runs a losing race, doesn't it, my boy? In, in now!
ALEXANDER reluctantly edges
into the ornate box.
tAll the way now.

DRAGANSKY
Good, s+t down.
He does so. He sits peering
nervously about.

'rio ,you hear a voice?

ALEXANDER

Tell me, Comrade, do you hear a sweet
'voice calling softly?
------

DRAGANSKy------:~onse~se, where would it be coming from?

,A... /.'

.

:~~),~.:

'NOlf

I

ALEXANDER
I'don't know.

-----._-
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DRAGANSKY

,four nerves, dear Alexi. It is an exciting'moment for both
,Df us, but you will bear up well. I will give you strength.
But, there, see how nicely you fit.
ALEXANDER

a.1Ves.

1;1

DRAGAN8KY

~As

the glove the hand. (Laughing) Oh, you are a sight. There
~ls no other way to describe it, just a tender, hea.rt-touching
'l~18ight,
one to strike a mortal fear in the heart of Lubadov,
;16h? What do you say, Alexander?

1r find

it very uncomfortable

i~~~E~omradecommissioner.
DRAGANSKY

nerves.

_'_'__,__..,.,..__._.. ,.,.,..__.__.

I

Do you think you could possi

I, think 1 ' m going to be ill.

bl~~~~~ng th~,U#"~·~ serVi~'~'''-'-'"'"'-"·,,----1
wi

/

,"

//

DRAGANSKY
'vr
could not! And as for your illness, you are liable to be
sicker after a year in the cold climate. _ ....

p'

I

ALEXANDER

j,

DRAGANSKY

,'lfhey say winters there are eleven months long and the nights
l'twenty-f1ve ,hours. You are more than willing to be of ast i!I:1.stance, are you not?

~DER \
DRAG~6KY

",

.

DELS:T~.

~

;!t wQ lci~' hav~ to be a catas ophe be~re I I allo Pus
1n
P,tlJWQ: e; ,be~des, e want a eleven ear 01 cons' pti
:~~,1," 10., not a,~outish bull.
ough!
agansk will ear 0
~9~~ 0
it: -\
..: : .. ~:t

~."

ALEXANDER· ,

.\

Comrade, I am always ready to do my duty, to stand by
ideals.
tellow!

-.J!

DRAGANSKY

That is the Alexander Alexandrov1ch I know!
.1

I.. ),

'.

, . ..
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You are a distinctive fellpw when you do not allow Buper. stition to panic your reasoning. The brain is the only eye,
I , dear boy.
J

'I

,~

~I

ALEXANDER

am weak, though.

I

~

DRAGANSKY

l.f it would not turn your hea.d, I would
say you are the finest prospect the Party has had since
Dragansky was a boy. But, remember, I do not say it.

"M" Absolutely untrue.

1
;~

1

ALEXANDER

i~ Thank you.

. e.~"dy:

N4c..:/h", - c:l+'\;V l-.
~ «) c'

....

cl ", D,

Co

'.~

)<:.,.: c.

~

,

DRAGANSKY

have clear sailing if you follow the advice I give

~

~

ALEXANDER

(Suddenly)
• ~hall I tell you, Comrade Commissioner, what the only thing

~~~~l;esi~g~~~;? has

me.

caused

I
I'

•

m:~:::::t~m:~~=~wa~_=~~-=-_~
ALEXANDER

The memory of my gentle mother's face as it
twisted words of her curse.

fl
~
SPi~~t the ) ~

I

DRAGANSKY_

A fiction: A souffle served up by your imagination!

brain answer me.

Is she dead'?

Let your

--_.~:"'--------I

ALEXANDER

At'"her own hand.
DRAGANSKY

'. (Crying out)
What more perfect revenge: And you are alive'? These are
thre fac.:t;.s, my boy~ the building stones, the ground under
y!l'btirtteet, the soaring planets of the universe. You cannot
discount them; th~refore construct your being on and around
~he.~t ,Only those who cannot comprehend this fail to do so.
andy-au ,of all people, you comprehend:
ALEXAND:ER

~··dO.f; Or'at least,' most of the time I do.

DRAGANSKY
.the rest will come with study. (Back to business) Now.

'I
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let me see you lie down.

~J

ALEXANDER
Yes, Comrade.

ALEXANDER uncertainly leans
'backward until he is out of
sight. DRAGANSKY peers with
loving glances over the side
of the coffin.

i
~

,'I

DRAGANSKY
are like the first spring blossom.
(From inside the coffin)

ALEXANDER

am?
DRAGANSKY
many fine details of this lovely box are the petals,
you within the circle of pale death, are the bud itself,
the center of its confined world. Perfect, oh Alexi. I cannot tell you what perfecti
setting provides. (Chuckling) We shall triumph, hall we not
-4 tv <,,:rc.s
9 it'> 1/ ~'ev-l ~\

ALEXANDER

"

f')

\.,J. i ~n .:::e"

still lying down)

is heard at the ~Qor. ALEXANDER tries desperately to jump
out of the box, but.DRAGANSKY
pushes him back.
DRAGANSKY
down, idiot, down!

ALEXANDER

They'll see me:

c::::

x--t'o

dOD<

I
~
DRA.GANSKY
~~_~re d~ play dead!

I.can't •••
you can!

You will.

rJ

=:~-;;~~--

ALEXANDER

But, Comrade, they •••

DRAGANSKY

order it:

Reluctantly ALEXANDER obeys.
DRAGANSKY straightens his
clothing and goes to the door.
With a delicate manner, he
opens it to reveal NATASHA
FEODOROVNA. She is stupified
by his appe~rance.

!

I

DRAGANSKY ,

'I

i!

:j I should have known.
,

1)0

'·f

,

{!MY Lord and Heaven!

NATASHA
What is this?

Let me be, dear old woman!

DRAGANSKY
Leave me to my thoughts.

NATASHA
The door opens and I see my own face!

It's myself.

Goon now; go on.

DRAGANSKY

NATASHA
'There's a big mirror a~ainst the door, or else the strain of
iPepel's passing has left me senseless.
lv,'
' DRAGANSKY
iNo noise now, no loud screeching. Just go on quietly.

NATASHA
,;t·t is so. My sight is a blur. I see strange things.
,'W1'ou!ht up) Merciful GQd, I ani losing my mind!
'
,

l

•

1"1 «(Hysterical)
~d~~' rio~ '(don "t touch' me!

(very

'---'--_.-.,_._-'---~------_._----

DRAGANSKY~' fearful of the impending scene, grabs the woman and
brings her into the room,
closing 'the door behind them

'NATASHA

DRAGANSKY

--
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""--------------- .
o III

--

__"_-----~_He whips off his hea,dkerchief
and jams it into her mouth.
~
__ }
The sight of him bareheaded
slowly brings NATASHA FEODO R-.
OVNA to her senses. ALEXANDER
is peeping at her over the
edge of his coffin •
.-----.

~_

You will spoil the plan.
(Smiling wanly)
Dear Comrade Commissioner.

~---DRAGANSKY

NATASHA

DRAGANSKY
Eh, so you finally see, do you? I thought those frog eyes
of yours had gone blind. So you see, you stupid woman. Do
you also see that you have nearly ruined it all?

NATASHA

t

I'am sorry, Comrade, dreadfully sorry. I don't know what I
have ruined, but it seems the sight of you as you are ••• but
tell me, Why? Do you know you are dressed, and for that
matter, look exactly like me?

I

Of'

course.
'. ;!.

DRAGANSKY

NATASHA

__
(Confused)
I don't understand what you mean.
"you appear to be me?

Is there some reason why

DRAGANSKY

(Guiding her back to the door)
·No, not at all, dea~ lady. your imagination is once again
playing t'ricks, alas, the misfortune of old age. You often
~see things which are not there •
1

.

",.,
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.4

:1'

NATASHA
J'But, Comrade commissioner; you are dressed in skirts.
~ they are like mine.

Look,

:1

r

DRAGANSKY

A mirage •

t~

.J
'1

NATASHA

:E But I can see •••

DRAGANSKY

of the insane. In reality, Natasha Feodorovna, I am
wearing a Japanese kimona, a shiny pair of riding boots up
the hips, and the jeweled crown of the late Czar.
(Extremely muddled)
crown?

NATASHA

DRAGANSKY
(At the door)
:One more secret. you swear by the memory of your dead husband not to reveal it to anyone? On pain of death?

. ,.

NATASHA

~,fo

(Intimidated)
yes., I swear.

DRAGAN SKY

. Horrible things will happen to you if you go to Tchernevsky
this afternoon.
NATASHA
things?

DRA.GANSKY
Dread, dread, indescribable things.
NATASHA
But, Pepel, I must see that he is buried.
too long.

It is already

~

DRAGANSKY
';,>~ou have, my warning!
,

I

., But

d"·

Co~rade,

"<,',

.

"

:

ON

.-_._----

GO!

NATASHA
if you. please, let •••

~ !.:~ i,> ';'
~"

----------~

..

_

:~I~l'l~r~' :f3~gone:. Leave:

DRAGANSKr. .
.

--:..-...

________·

--ii

,

-I
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?i

.t

NATASHA
:. .'_ ~
.rust a moment of your ti •• ~ (She
sUddenly shrieks) (Aaaaah~!!
x
J_----------------i:She has caught sight of the

~._

'

__~_--- __ f~:~i~~ t~~D~:~te~e~~i ~~~g

C~,,:.+' IV)

~p IV'\:~

.j

To

traction, ALEXANDER pops down
into the coffin. But it is to
I
_ ,)
no avail. The wom~
herself away from \~RAG.ANSK~/- X DS
-,
and dashes to the b6X--;--sne
~I~
t-hrusts herself almost into
i
the coffin, grabbing the cow, · , l = - - - - - - - - e r i n g young· man. In her enthusiasm she is alternately
pulling him out and choking
him and pushing him back and
smothering him.
~

11 - :
'::.....

NATASHA

Pepel~

My own, my love, alive~ I knew you couldn't be
gone from me, from the only one who ever loved you, whom
you ever loved! Pepel, my grandson! Even as you were lying
there, just a shell, a stick with your big eyes popping from
your head, I knew you weren't gone from me, I knew it!

·1

ALEXANDER
Please, Mother, you're mistaken. You t re choking •••
I prayed, dear Pepel, my dove.

NATASHA

Did you know that? I prayed!
Even though it is condemned by the state, I broke the law,
for I knew that God would be merciful if we just didn't forget
nlm, and I didn't! I prayed for your return, and here you are,
my angel, back with your grandmother. No, I should say with
your mother. Am I not that to you, Pepel?
f~'J\

.

Listen, you

babbling.~.

DRAGANSKY

NATASHA
My own, my jewel!

:r i - A L E X A N D E R
Mother, your hand is gouging my eye!
NATASHA
nothing but -your face. But how did you
get here? Never mind; you are here. That is sufficient.
>.PIlfY, ~.fyour fac(9. (She, is looking at his face) . Your sunny,
~sunn:r~·~'.'(She breaks off,' for the first time really looking
't\;~haveth6ughtof

[1

~.··a.t

him) ••• your fa.ce.
i~doing with the wrong

It is not your face.

face~
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What are you

i.

ALEXANDER
• It is very simple to expla.in, dea.r Mother.
I

·1

I

~''-----

-l " - - .
~,That

--~

.....

is not your grandsony __

DRAGANSlCX

"x Te'. c. .;"~'{;n

,
':1)

NATASHA

Not Pepel?

ALEXANDER

]11 I am Alexander Alexandrovich.
w just a few hours ago.
I

!

IIi

]

~

~.

Surely you remember meeting me

NATASHA
But Pepel ••• the coffin ••• my head!
DRAGANSKY

Not at all the Same. Any fool can see which is which.
are sick, Grandmother; go home.

You

!

I

;J
~

,

But I must bury Pepel; I must!

rl
,

He 1s dead, woman.

No doubt

il

YOU were

dre~ing!

o~~~~~KY
NATASHA

JUst a moment ago •••

1"

NATABHA
That is, if he is dead.

~

DRAGANBKY~-

(§shin g h=~_. t~~~.~

~~_~.__~o~~~

NATASHA
But I came to tell you, Comrade Commissioner, that I do not
care what happens to those others at Tchernevsky.
DRAGAN SKY

What?

NATABHA
. I do not oare if they are punished or not. All that I can
. t~~nk of is myPepel. I must bury him soon,
this,day •
._ -=--_....:---=..----1-----

i

'I

I~p,P,ss.lbl~"

l~~'tomorrow

DRAGANSKX.-----~.

br1ng h1m back tomorrow.
1s too late:

NATASHA

/D

1~

'. ~

,."

~--I'

~~

I,

Jout..

b<~'r v·~

Jnease. have p1t.y.

I'm

'.......-'

1
!

Goodbye; good

DRAGANSKY

riddanc~.

.~...

,0 'j'{'\

~

so~.o~ - -....-- . . o~'N'~.~~_.
-.----.......-......

i
:~

DRAGANSKY
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U-\;;-'\ -:;\-'"

~

/:/.
\,0/-,>

~('_

; _ "
\
-'---" NATASHA,-i~lease, Comrade Commissione~..
~
"

:

.~
~
~
XI

-----

DRAGANSKY----..--·--.....·· · ""'--'--'--" --'---._-- '1
And farewell. (He pushes the doo'r shut, 'and there is a moment of silence.) What a man has to put up withl In the
days of the Czar they would have cut her throat. Now, with
our modern equality, I am forced to listen to her clucking.

I

I

I

ALEXANDER

!

d I feel rather sorry for the old woman •.
'j;iJ
:j

" , (Ragi-'
-x
1bu feel what?

1

DRAGANSKY
\0,

'To .--,

ALEXANDER

(I:3

But what did I ••• ?

'1

DRAGANSKY
r Will you never use your head? She is an old baggage, a
[ putrid herring!! And what makes her so pitiful? A dead
j
boy. Don~t you know what dead means? Gone, left, departed,
~ decomposing flesh, nothing!
Your so-called sorrow is only
~ a form of self-pity.
You transfer your own love for yourself
onto this nicely available piece of manure.
ALEXANDER
I must have been thinking of •••

l

You were not thinking at all.
Alexander.

DRAGANSKY
You are a disappointment,
ALEXANDER

" Do not say that, Comrade.

.;1;,,: speak what I think.
~

j

~

DRAGANSKY

A young man must learn, be ever alert.

When he is not, he is a disappointment.
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ALEXANDER

I will learn; I want to learn. You must be patient. There
,are so many things to study. I sometimes get confused.

DRAGANSKY

(Brightening)
I understand. Perhaps I was a bit harsh on you, dear Alexi.
Yes, I think I certainly was You're a goori boy. Of course,
you will learn.
ALEXANDER

i

(Smiling)
ffi Thank you, Comrade commissioner, you do me a great service.
I

.

~I

.

DRAGANSKY .

'. Not at all, not at all. (Getting up speed)
at hand. We must hold a rehearsal.

.J
~

A rehearsal?

J

~
~

Back to the task

ALEXANDER

For this afternoon, you mean, at Tchernevsky?

DRAGANSK~

Excellent, right on the head. Immediately you improve. A
little harshness is often a good thing, fon't you agree?

J

I do. wholeheartedly!

ALEXANDER

Fine then, to the rehearsal.

Places~

DRAGANSKY

Take your place, Alexi~

ALEXANDER

In the coffin?

DRAGANSKY
(Laughing broadly)
The platter of death, the bed of white l111es.

In the coffin.

,,---.-----._----.--.

C'.~"'_~

_ _. '

ALEXANDER
""'

Gladly:

_.
;Do
~

t
~

t

DRAGANSKY 1'8 putting his kerchief on again 'as ALEXANDER
smilingly hops into his box.
The spirit is an active, ex~emely happy one.
~~_,.

_.

ALEXANDER

you know, Comrade Commissioner, I feel very much at home
here?
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DRAGANSKY

.
(Laughing)
Well,
you
~ook
handsome, simply beautiful!
. Do you, Alexi?

The lights fade as they continue with their preparations.
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The afternoon
~~ )
luminous light is seeping into
~~~(
the bustling office of the
Director. Inside BUKIN is
seated as LUBADOV scurries around him like a bird with a
nest to build and little time
---in
which to build it •
......

J

1
~

.j

..........::/'-_

~~~~_~~~~

_ _~_BUKIN

, ':I: don ' t know if I like this idea.
)~

j
i~

LUBADOV

Yes, but I know.

BUKIN
is
not
exactly
a
safe
thing
we're doing.
This

1

:1

I

LUBADOV

Where did I put that black pencil? I Just had l\t in my hand
, a moment ago. (Exasperated) Where did 1 t go?

l .

BUKIN
J;,

(Calmly)
It's still there.
LUBADOV

BUKIN
hand.

~nyour

LUBADOV

of course.

Where else would it be?
BUKIN

(Warily)
What are you planning to do with it?
LUBADOV
I shall make your eyebrows as white as his.

They shall be
White, white as snow! (grinning) What do you say to that, eh?

:<:"',

I,

BUKIN
I. say I still don't entirely like this idea.
'.

:~)t
,..:..

\"

\

•

.j

j.

.I,' .

-'"

Why not?

' , '

LUBADOV

It is stunning, ingenius. It turns defeat into
victory. Why should you not like the idea?
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BUKIN

JBecause it just shouldn't be done. It isn't ~afe.
v'~ever heard of anyone's impersonating him before?

i'rl

Have you

LUBAOOV

J

That's exactly what makes it brilO~!NO, no, certainly not!
No
one
else
would
dare, no one but Lubadov.
.t~liant.
,I

.. ~

1
l~lOr
I
i

BUKIN

..~.

LUBADOV

I

i

.~

-~--------------

(surly)
a fool.

What is it that you say?

-i

I

JI ~ old Russian proverb.
J

.--..

BUKIN -----.,
-~

LUBAOOV-------------

You are the fool. You don't see the enormity of my idea.
Here is the problem. Dragansky comes dressed as the old wo. man. He is deceiving me to catch me in the act of doublecrossing him to his own face. It is a devilish plan,
effectiTe. I am in a quandary, sunken deeply into a pit,
surrounded by unclimbable walls. What do I do?
BUKIN
) . You run away.

LUBADOV
. I can't, imbecile.

It is too late.

It is never too late to run~

BUKIN
LUBADOV

(und.aunted)
I think as no man alive can. And all at once, I come up
wi th thi.s simple and masterly counter-plan.
But that's my

~hole

BUKIN
point.

It's not simple.
LUBADOV

is it complicated?
BUKIN'
Supposing someone should see me dressed like this, made up
j;·1;.b.~s way?

..
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-

LUBADQV

fr:hat Is the purpose of doing it.

r

j~~
';;'

BUKIN

could be shot!

t"

LUBADOV

~rou

could be struck by lightning also. The chances are as
q1, !lim.
Besides, you are to be seen only by me - and Dragan~ilky.
There, there, my dull-witted friend, there lies the
,qf cope and mB.l9l1f'1cence o:r my P~:~N
i:sj[ihere probably isn It a more serious offense in the all Rus:Ii an law.

!f3'

LUBADOV

possible there is no provision for it in the books.

BUKIN

(Bursting out)
, r~1body else, great Heaven, but the First Secretary of the
: ~ommuni s t Party!
LUBADOV

BUKIN'

·don't want to fool them. I donlt want to look like him.
want to be me, Bukin! Bukin, me, me, me:
LUBADOV

flah, what an ambition.
choose mud.

Offer an idiot gold, and he will

BUKIN
(Rising)
leaving here.

I am taking off this grease, and I am •••

BUKIN

Director, have someplty.

;'/.

~

LUBADOV
_

u:

(Laughing)
fou will look enough like him to fool even the Centra,l comnlttee.

.

;

.
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:j~~~dlyoa:,n~d~;~ the graVed1g~~~N He 1s ~atter and shorter
i
~.
would hate to have to

r~I

:.~ outdoor t,~i1et.

LUBADOV

bury the plumber beneath his own

1

BUKIN

(6i tting do.wn,· defeated)
(~very well, but you are as deeply involved as I am, and if
)~ anything should happen to me, it will happen. to you also.
.1

1

I
'!

LUBADOV
!
(Laughing)
,~The prophet, Bukin, has spoken.

"J You

just remember.

BUKIN

LU)3ADOV
u You just do as you're told and keep quiet.
1

very well.

BUKIN

I do so because I wish to.
LUBADOV

. u

-

You do so because you are a weak fish and I am Lubadov.
If you want to •••

BUKIN

~--=-------------

- - - - - - LUBADOV

is work that makes a man's life worthwhile, is it not,'
Everything else is so much icing on the cake.

BUKIN
I don't mind ioin!.
Just one more touch here,

LUBADOV

there~-

That is exactly right.

~:What am

I supposed to say

h

WhenB~~~anSkY gstshere?
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LUBADOV

4

~.EXactly what the First Secretary himself always says.

I'

1~d

what 1s that?

BUKlN

!
LUBADOV
~oome, you know.
The regular greeting. the one that begins,
£~ "Fellow workers, free people of the Soviet Union, members
t~of mankind's finest land, leaders of the civilized and un-

l~Clvilized

world ••• " and goes on for hours. You know it by
recite it a dozen times. That will
do the rest.----------------------------~~

j~heart.
I've heard you
j~be sufficient.
I will
I

jIAnd what am I

~---- ---7~-=·-"'--· '---'---~-~=----

supposed to do? BUKlN

i

<>~o

LUBAOOV

'1ExactlY what he doss.
el

1)1 You mean ki ssing babies.

BUKIW---...,.......,

,
LUBADOqV----------1 Of course not, there won't be any babies here.

BUKIN
I"'P
-\.
h
.
C'\
, t1
I certainly can I t kis s (nraQ:anBkT~
~ :)rve-.l-"'S
Ie hi" o-f
LUBADOV
~ ~ ",1 i ~-,~ ~~
that is not a bad notion.
can I do?

I ought to kiss somebody.
;,.,

.'

',I

BUKIN
It is expected.

LUBADOV
I veto the idea. If you get that close to
you might be detected. There .remains just one more

No, forget it.

.

comes at the
We know who it is, but
these unfortunate two do not.
BUKIN curls up, shivering in
. his chair. LUBADOV is looking
for someplace to hide his masterPiece.' .
face; cover i t

~

BUKIN

~,.,
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.

, LUBAOOV
BUKIN
They'll recognize me.
~'~,.-

BUKIN
It's all your fault, Lubadov!

1

11 I'm lost!
j

LUBAOOV__ .

~ I have it!

I

i

~

.-

BUKIN

.-------..

Cover my face!

i

,...

~

.--_....__..__._--r..

-_ 1
.

·.--·__--

LUBADOV rips down the shabby
curtain 'from the window and
throws it over BUKIN. Then he
rushes to the door and flings
it open. The widow edges into
the room.

.-.~-----------

I am. intruding, I know.

~..

NATASHA

LUBADOV
i

f

(Relieved)
The wid()w grandmother.

NATASHA

But I am in need of help, and I thought you might •••
.!.' .,'

LUBADOV
(To BUKIN)
It 1s only our fine old woman, Natatasha Feodorovna.
NATASHA
you except that I have brought my grandson.

'.

I,ilf.,0U:~n'tbother

t

BUKIN
(,B!s.1ng WIder the curtain)
Is it only the old crow?
I'

•

'_

.,,'

.

_\ .. ,

~".,

.

NATASHA
'.
:)(, 't' c 13
(Crying out as she sees the ghost-like~'
Aaa~H! . It..i. s ••• do you not see, Comrade ••• t '. gho,st. f my PE. :eJJ:L.·(·,
. '
. .

;

..",: '; . . . .

r

'.

i
:

t

n

\"f' ••

·~1

.'

,I

C4.,,!::-.

\

.

NATAS~

pushes past LUBADOV
towaro.~'the figure.

~;,

\~t; ..

LUBADOV

o~ Come here, you •••
t1

~

NATASHA

o~ i:;'~::~. come back, my darling; you are returned:
'~

"~

1

I

1
I
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I knew 1 t ;

- - - - - . ----:NATASHA has thrown her arms
<>[L:L.- j
around BUKIN, frightening him
e (>
greatly. He is struggling out
of the cu.rtain. His face pops
.:::::,I
out of the constraining garment which is now around him
~'
__like the Madonna's hood.

llY"-..... .

----BUKIN
Get away from me, you old 'Witch! Get away before I smash
your face!

~ is
5"\.., ......\,\~s
L.,
-~(NAT.I\S
-'\0 '0
.
oman

taken back. The
is a viotim of an
endless stream of emotional reversals.
NATASHA

But, I had thought •••

u
..

x-'ro

I

N

~~~

~~~n~~Grandmother,

LUBADOV

leave us be.

We are terribly busy.

NATASHA
But Pepel here, and then it wasn't ••• (Looking at BUKIN) You
are not Pepel; you are ••• Holy Saints, you are the First Secretary:

C!l;~

,.' ,','"

LUBADOV

The meddler, she'll spoil it all.

Get her out of here, Bukin.

BUKIN

What do you want me to do with her?
DwD.P'her outside ~

LUBADOV

BUKIN
she wakes up just as Dragansky comes?

\

'j

It's not safe.

'1,i

~~ght.
.1!j' Yes,

Do we have
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_
LUBADOV
a spare grave already dug?

BUKIN
we dug up a Czarist nobleman yesterday down by the

t~tstream.

!

)1 Toss
i ",

~IBhall
I

LUBADOV
her in it and cover her up good.
I bash her head first?

i~ Why, that's messy.
I

BUKIN

LUBAOOV
Just do as you're told; don't invent.

I

NATASHA groans. She is coming
to her senses._
• -_._---------

I

NATASHA

j

LUBADOV

s~ Pepal, my dove.
I

.~jAh, wait a minute; she's coming around.

BUKIN
----..

Shall I bury her anyway?

LUBADOV ----------------,-_.
Of course not.

My gem, my life.

__.-..--------

NATASHA
LUBADOV

aelp her to her feet.
r,

.~~~i~~fi~h~f~:~~e~l~f;~man
',The woman opens her eyes and
" '--stares at him.

-----_.

NATASHA
not the, First secretary; ,you have

~.

LUBADOV
dear lady.

NATASHA

I have seen so many who are not who they are, even myself.

! don't know anymore.

,""

LUBADOV
~~~~atts right, dear lady; go home now and rest.
:3,weary •
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,

1

'ti~l

fear I am getting very old.
dim'ore. I don t t know.

Your mind is

NATA8HA
I don t t connect events any-

J

'1j

r:--' -" ,.--. --,
LUBADOV
((Leading her~._--------------,.
,.1~1Exactly:--·R!-ght th:1-Sway; do not fret.
Soon one day you
L;I\11ill gently pass a.way, and you will then have no worries.
II
NATASHA
L.
:!IYes,
that i s nice.
r

.

'I

LUBADOV
UfYOU will be with your beloved husband and Pepel, too.

NATASHA

(Coming to life)
Pepel. That is why I came, don t t you see.!
__ ..__..... ....._ ___.
LUBAOOV .•..---.------.- -----.--------.--.-----doubt that I want to.
(I l~
,___.J1<1
NATASHA
e
1 have brought my grandson with me.
~!/
LUBADOV __

He is out there?

NATASHA
. Yes, and he must be buried qUickly.
you understand?

._...

_

It is imperative, do

LUBADOV
is impossible, Mother; bring him back another day.

t,!!~a.t

lQ$nnot.
"

NATASHA
It must be today, now •.

;

LUBADOV

Do you give orders to Lubadov? I am the one who says when
~"i9l'J,.e ..shall be buried,and I say tomorrow or the next day.
,e'are busy; do not trouble us.

NATASHA
duty.

j.1

"

_
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'\'t

LUBADOV

;~

,jAnd I have mine!

Now leav~ before I become angry and refuse
~ to bury your wretched pile of stench at all •
.~).

.~

~

01[1 You

NATABHA

could not; you would not.

!j

LUBADOV

;1

*I would.
tj

j

!j

<J3
,~"

You could not be such a beast.

N_~TASHA

LUBADOV
,
does it! Take your Pepel out of Tchernevsky and never
':' bring him back! Do you hear what Lubadov says? Never!
.~

',~That

,

~

NATASHA
(In tears)
Oh, no, please, Comrade, I will do anything!

LUBADOV

A

NATASHA

Please, plea •••

---_._- __._---_ _-_
..

----···---------~J'f1Sheis

..

.. -~---

shoved out the door,

(~~n~i ~~: ~~c~~~~~~n~~e~

_ ~>< ;',," D ~

fe mom~ts; 'then"there i"s"
_
sil ce.
D ( L ( I f·

-

=_-not dangerous?
L~f\J

BUKIN

P

:--

cor

_ _---------LUBADOV

BUKIN

Leaving her to run about the streets with that body.
illisht talk.
won It; I know the type.
still be

t~ere

She

LUBADOV

There is honor involved.

BUKIN

when Dragansky comes.
LUBADOV

It she is out there in ten minutes, weill use her to fill up
hole formerly occupied by Count ••• whatls his name?

rnon~

~iI
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BUKIN

forget.

;'f
].

LUBADOV

'0':

(Very actively)
)~."a-OOd.
To our real problem. There was one more thing ••• ah,
\~yes, the hair.

1,.
j

~dWhat
d

BUKIN

(APprehensively)
hair?

~.

••

.

;~S' ~e

i

-. 0

LUBADOV

'.)3

will shave it off.

BUKIN

.~

3~Shave? You will not.

JIS

the First Secretary not

II

ver~ug~~-------

I

1
:'l

Yes, but 1 1 m not.

'3

Exactly.

BUKIN

_

LUBADOV~'
•..
.....

Get your razor.

BUKIN

,Comrade, I appeal to you.

LUBAOOV
a' Useless.

The razor.

BUKIN

1

I'

LUBADOV
a great moment for you, the triumph of your miser:able life. For ten or fifteen minutes, you will actually be
:the First Secretary of the Communist Party. Think of it:
iAll the might of this powerful nation, the strongest in the
Iworld, will be yours! How can you refuse?

BuKIN
'But my hair. It is rather handsome, Comrade, a.nd I have al'~ay'B ·fancied it.
fancy to have itshave

0

LUBAOOV
ff. . Qui ckly.

"I

~!

definitely refuse, ,on
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mo~al ~~~~dS.

\'"

"

LUBADOV
will be under moral grounds if you do not go and get
your ra,zor.

~You

)i
j

,
I

t

BUKIN
Is there no other choice, a cap or something?

1

3

j

)~

j

l~ Then I will do it!
~

LUBADOV

None.

BUKIN

.Am I not Bukin, the plumber?

Am I not

a patriot of my country?

LUBADOV
'3

Well said!
BUKIN
. Bukin chooses to shave his head, and no one can dispute
him!

LUBADOV
Quickly, quickly, the clock gallops ahead of us! We must
not lose!
~--
BUKIN races to the desk an:)d.
digs through the mess for his
razor as the lights fade.
.

"""--._--

-
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In the District Office, ALEXANDER sits alone on the edge
of his coffin. He ponders,
deeply disturbed

r
I

ALEXANDER
moment's rest, what a wonderful thing. ,I had no idea.
don
comrade would not shout so much, or for that
(~mat r, if he would keep silent altogether.
Ahh.
(Ther
ai silen , then in Dragansky's manner) "Ever alert: 'Pers ere!l
,~.You wil
make the most excellent corpse ever:" (Anot r si,~ lence)
ere is the whole story - a. corpse. \thy s uld I have
,~to dress u
and play-act in this ridiculous manner
Aaaah.
\4 (Suddenly)
am stupid. Here.I am, going on in he most
)~. sentimental fa
ion. It becomes necessary to
ply reason
). to the situation
Now, (He thinks long and
rd.) it is a
~~ fact that this ge
up is ridiculous; there
no denying that.
Jil Good, I have gone t t far. But is it· an more rid1 culous than
!~ 'Dragansky' s costume?
bsolutely not:
ch less so. And yet . ' '
.J~he Willingly, no, joyou ly, goes ahead ith it. Why? Know- ~)
l'ing the comrade as well
I shOUld, t must be to advance
1:" in some way, probably over he bod;y; of Lubadov. Then Why
b ~ L (T-€"
o~ ,does 1 t not follow that I wi
ad nce also? Perhaps be/~a cause I have made a political
end of Lubadov? But Drag- "<1'ol-c-~
il ansky is also my friend.
Is
a conclusion?
(He thinks Hc\c\?
a again.) How clear, how elem tar
I have two friends, one
hc1\,i-s"
'I ,of whom must rise as the 0 er fall.
I am therefore bound to --~
£ 'rise myself. It cannot
otherwise. (Enchanted w1th his
,~reasoning) Stupendous!
How gigantic
feel, how all-power. :tul when I am able to hink out such a k tty problem in that
, Iway. If I could on
reach wi thin my hea
seize upon the
)iemotion and wrench t free, I would blow it 0 the wind like
:ao muchwhi te sa
and then be a man in his i e sense, creal!. ,tions' S, highes
form of life.
(A pause) I Ion to be that
. ilJlan. I long
til he beoomes another being insi
my own.
~ • IWhy? . Why m t I be ha.unted by the picture of my mo her's
t~ 'tw+sted 1 s, their strange blue oolor and moist ins es, the
'. :teeth su r1singly white as she oursed her own son to
ath?
I~y~
e SUddenly pounds the coffin with his fist in a ur!}tr'1.r5 g display of anger.) I will forget her! Or better,'"I
ipr·
myself to forget her! (His rage pa~ses slowly.) This
j. .. reallya most foo,li sh costume.
==
fJ
-..:="';""O_
.......
"'~
...I.~.;;"ALEXANDER
is' silent a moment;
- then he.looksthe door
opens. It is POL NA. His face
"''''''''
gladdens, then c
He goes
,
to her sadly.
(\~~r S' ~,,(lY"\ US~
i
~"

01......

~
"

"

.~

4

- roun

i}~What is the matter, and what are you doing in those silly

o!alothes?
:i
I

ALEXANDER
(Looking up)
l~polina, it is a long tale and a sad.one •

j_

.!!

POLINA

1nOl Come, Alexe.nder, ste,nd on your feet.
..".!!1 stand up.

Tell me what it is.

Come,

,

I

11j Life is such a trial, Polina.
1

s~What

is the coffin for?

ALEXANDER

POLINA
Stop your blubbering and tell ,me.

ALEXANDER
I will. I am trying if you will give me a minute.
realize how difficult it is for me.
'

6

You must

POLINA

;"

:J? I- have no time to realize. I'm on my way to the afternoon
i. Party Lecture. I cannot be lat~ after this morning. What
~

3'

'J

has happened?
course.

This has something to do with Tchernevsky, of

ALEXANDER
It does.

POLINA
Exactly what?

ALEXANDER
~

Give me a kiss, polinotchka.

"~

POLINA

• 'No.

ALEXANDER
~

Just pne, please.

.

'.'~

i

POLINA

.~

(Impassive)
''ill., Facts •

~

Certainly.

ALEXANDER

If you ••• well, you see the coffin?

I

POLINA

I

, I do.

11
1

,I
j

)~

Well, that is for me.

ALEXANDER

Can you imagine it?

POLINA
,
YOU are not making yourself clear, Alexander•

.1

~~'•.' and
Actually, it is for
the same, it is

e1"

·r'·

•

~. Begin at

POLINA
the beginning.

r'

10

ALEXANDER

Pepel. But since Pepel and I are one
for me.

You know that part.

ALEXANDER

POLINA
You went to Lubadov this morning.
--~--,------)'.---'!

ALEXANDER
(Smiling)
b\ I did.
'
POLINA
~

~ou

told him all?

._--,--_._-----------POLINA
you money.

ALEXANDER

friendship when I need it.
POLINA
then?

ALEXANDER

~.~yth1ng was perfect until I came back.

had developed a new idea.

Comrade Dragansky
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POLINA

JWhiCh was?

,
ALEXANDER
tThat we should have a coffin to bear to the cemetery, that we
~Should also have a Pepel, and that I should be Pepal.

;n

POLINA
(Judging)
That is the reason for your dress?

ltAnd my perplexed state •
:J)l

Are you ordered to go?

;(tJ, Dafini tely •

ALEXANDER

What do you think?

Should I go?

POLINA .-....-.._---_._--_ .. - ._. _
ALEXANDER

';1

~And

POLINA
you, what do you think of it?

.;

---

._--_.~

._-:----"_ .. _--

~

'~'
''',''''.~/
V

ALEXANDER

:•."'.;' I have pondered over it ever since th':=!e~C-om-r-a-=-d-e--:-:C-omm--:-i-s-s-=-i-on-e-r---

~

went out to bUy a pair of long socks for Pepel, for me, to
complete my costume. My mind tells me it would be a good
1" thing. I would advance because of it. Yet something ••• I
l~know it isn't anything definable and should be ignored, but
t> still it is there. Something says to me, beware. And I cano•. not wipe the image of my mother from my thoughts.
3,
)~

,

POLINA
(Disgustedly)
Your mother.

ALEXANDER
Please, Polina, I need your help.
POLINA
I am more than willing to give it. Have I not always done so
~n the past?
ALEXANDER
POLINA
of your own efforts in return.
our rise, a dead weight?

Should I

1
; ~~

jI
~:;J

do not want that ever. .
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ALEXANDER

, ~\

~~'

"',01

:1

j~

!

POLINA
Then toss your mother to the vUltures where she belongs.

i
i~

It is not easy.

ALEXANDER

i

POLINA

a Of' course, it isn't! (very angrily)

j~
'.t.J!Jj
~

t~

Who on this earth said it
was? They are nincompoops and lazy dogs who say it is! It is
hard, exasperating work, but that is the bread and essence of'
life. If to live is to work, then is not- more work, more life?
It sounds right.

I

t~ It is.

j

u~

But this thing I have, this

ALEXANDER--_"~

POLINA

gh~~~~E~reates within

me some-

f!~ one else, another Alexander A1exandrov~ one quite contrary
o to the man I want to be.

POLINA
(Smiling)
A man is at least two things; we call them good and bad. Many
times he is a hundred different other things, all shadings of .
the same being. Do you complain because yo~ are just two?
ALEXANDER
Ah, but nonetheless, the ques~ion arises over which one is
good and which bad. That is the ticklish decision, the cross
I am stretched on.
POLINA
Don't use that figure, if you please.

It again is emotional.

ALEXANDER
All right, but the question is still there.
+'

POLINA
You must decide which is right by the function of your reason,
the balance of fact and experience. Log~c is the only ground
on which to rest your feet. When the emotion rears its head,
~r,sentlmentl its sweet, slovenly"allybzoeaks into your mind,
boot them out. stamp on them, squash them, stifle, kill.
;Theyare the standards of thei,:L~iterate, the flag of fools.
trb.eyw~l:l ~lyln your face, causing you to stumble, and you
[.:tlibe lost t 'dear darling Alexi, forever.

"

!;j
4

)~
~

)~
)~
i~
)~
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ALEXANDER
you are right, of course, :Polinotchka, but'it seems so bleak
a life, so limited to rules and •.• (Decisively) no, no, of
course, I agree completely; there is no disputing it. My
mother is gone and lost, not I. The ghost has fled from the
brightness of day, light truth. You are correct as always,
polins.. I thank you.

t

POLINA moves close to him and
embraces him. She is quite
another woman now •

.. «<. «--<--«--._--------------_.

Y~

Dear love •••

(Shocked)
)-:aj You call •••

POLINA

•.

_---:-

ALEXANDER

'I

I

POLINA

t

)~ Yes, I

------

call you that. Are you so dull' ~t you think I don't
(~ dream of a land of eternal spring, of days, sunny-bright,
{~ spent lolling in new green fields wi th-ji:rs-c one man"-,-y=ou..-;--,-""m=y,..------[14 Alexi.
;'\

.~

..:.,

]

l~LEXANDER

didn't realize •••

POLINA
A life of babies and home, that wonderful green garden as
sacred as Eden, a time when all I would be required to think

of would be love, like a bird that soars and floats and gently lights on treetops.
ALEXANDER

POLINA
But tell me, Comrade Alexandrovich, is it not a dream?
must answer truthfully and with logic.
ALEXANDER
(After a moment)
is a dream.

POLINA
tempting as it may be, we must throw it out.
ALEXANDER
a danger.

You
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POLINA

We must advance on the ladder of truth. We must realize that
you are slow-witted and I am a woman. These are our weaknesses, our truths; only by acknowledging them are we to rise
above them.
------------

D

Then, as for today?
What do you say?

ALEXANDER

POLINA
ALEXANDER----

say I must surely go play my part
us.
I

and~ay

it grandly, for

POLINA

(Embracing him strongly)
EXcellent! Your saving grace, Alexander, is that you are a
student.
ALEXANDER

I will learn, I promise, Polina, and then we will marry.

Fine. That is settled.
lecture
f

ALEXANDER

Why not?

a I have

POLINA

Furthermore, I am not going to the

POLINA

an important reason for staying away.

ing you to Tchernevsky.

I am accompany-

ALEXANDER

You are? What a treat. Just a moment, though. There is
Dragansky. Will he find the idea acceptable, I wonder?

.----'----

-

-

,---

, / The door bursts open, and in
, bustles the Commissioner in
skirts. He is in high spiri ts •. '

- ---.-

-

------

DRAGANSKY
You should have seen me. I was mag ••• Pollna Polinova, what
care you ••• ? (He changes to the woman's voice.) Pardon me,
'Oomrades, L am intruding. I just thought you would like
these long stockings for your son, Madam.
'I --,

~!:.
£1;

:',

'

POLINA

(Laughing and applauding)
Wonderf'Ul: A perfect characterization, Comrade Commissioner!

,

DRAGANSKY

,~ you know.

'.'-_._._---._.... _.
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',1
tl

,

;

!~

~--------~"~_.------.-------.,

POLINA

·--_--T--.. -

only because I was told previously.

:NlI Alexi,

I will strangle you!

DRAG~SKY

i

ALEXANDER

fS But, Comrade •••

PO LINA
rJ It is of no importance, Comrade.

1:9 plan

of action.

It is masterly.

'"---...

----"----..- ---.----------,----.-------------

I agree. entirely with your

I
I

:1

:
(Sadly)
~d", Did you tell her everything?
;
i

~I

had to.

DRAGANSKY

ALEXANDER

She actually guessed anyway.

9

DRAGANSKY
(Looking at Polina)
I can believe that. Well, that means everything must be
called off.

i.O

Nonsense.

POLINA

/',

DRAGANSKY
course. (Ordering) You must go with us, Comrade
Polinova. I command you for the good of the Party and of the
;Soviet union.
iThere is no need for that.

POLINA

I had already planned to go.

DRAGANSKY
ALEXANDER
wonderful?
DRAGANSKY

need to act.

POLINA
the part.

, The dead boy's sister.
ALEXANDER

He had none.
No matter.

He has now.

DRAGAN8KY
DRAGANSKY

Good. We are off. Here, Alex!, the stockings.
, worst I could find. Grab hold of the coffin.

They are the

~~-~.~~~~d
of o~nend;
~LINA. grabs the other•
........

I'll get it.

_---------

---_._-~-- .~---

POLINA
Besides, Alexi is rather weak.

DRAGAN8KY

On to victory!

------~-~------

They march out as ALEXANDER
struggles with the stockings,
hopping after t~em.
ALEXANDER

Thank you, Polina; you are considerate. But you must wait!
r'm the corpse! I'm necessary! I really am:

i
I

He is bouncing out the door as
the lights fade.
'f'

,}
~
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ACT THREE.
TCHERNEVSKY as LUBADOV puts the
finishing touches on BUKIN's
disguise. He is shining BUKIN's
round, now bald head.
LUBADOV

!

~ One more rub.

There, as glistening as the real one. Really,
ai Bukin, you have an imposing head. You should show it more
~ often.
(Crying softly)
You shaved my hair off.

BUKIN

LUBADOV

~ Stop your gushing.
It had to be done.
~ much more handsome than before.

BUKIN

,

]j I do?
i

LUBAOOV

i

q Of

1~
.,I,

course. NoW, better spirits. We must expect the battle'
soon. The enemy will be approaching.

j
~

:j
.i

Besides, you look

Do we have a mirror here?

BUKIN

LUBADOV

~I

BUKIN
to see what I look like.

LUBADOV--:-'
my word.

You're gorgeous.

-----

BUKIN
fooling.

LUBADOV
. On such a subject?

Never.

BUKIN
say I look exactly like him.
LUBADOV

how· can I be handsome1

BUKIN
He is a pig.

Quiet:

Someone will hear

~ou.

if

o~ How,
"~
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LUBADOV
BUKIN

how?

,

LUBADOV
You simply do. Forget your
Are you prepared for your'/ job?

~ I can't understand it myself.

l~

problems and listen.

"I
~

rs
'~I'd rather not do it at all.
i

~1

)~ ,Answer only what

I ask you.

,I

BUKIN
You know that.

LUBADOV
Are you ready?
BUKIN

., I feel naked.

]

LUBAOOV

i~j

]

(Impatiently)
oj You look wonderful.
o to do.

~"J'I-;
,

D,-c, ")<'\n,d~.·y -

p,-, h"l<'\ - "
~<.tk- c+'\-.ovse.'

f\1<u<c\.nd-e.'C'- -

What I'm asking is do you remember what
I'

BUKIN
(Thinking)
,Let me see. I know for certain I am not supposed to kiss
Dragansky.
LUBAOOV

iQooa, good. That is sUfficient for now.
'~p&wder from your clothes.
l1fuy do that?

I!ever mind.
+..1--'-'

I

.,

T~ll

Brush the

BUKIN
The First Secretary is such a mess anyway.

Do as I direct.

LUBADOV
B~IN

D.le, Oomrade, do you think this will

'1y work?
,'".J: ,'"

Get up.

:t.

work~. . 'I. i~A
v

L-"~

-----,real.

...,.

LUBADOV

t, have as much faith in it as I do in myself.
t';~,:.,.. , "

BUKIN --...
,}~rsorially _ and this is something ~ate 'between us - J; am
~lightly afraid, just slightly. ,
LUBADOV

am very much afraid.

---..

J
:fl
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BUKIN

I~ What?
-,~

"i

}
LUBADOV
a1 But oonfident. Otherwise, if we fail we are finished •
.~ Lubadov would not appreciate that.
'
)

1

BUKIN

•. ~ Even Bukin, or whoever I am wouldn't like that.
i~ Tell me, do you mind if I pray?

(Quickly)

LUBADOV
Not unless you mind if I scoff.

j

.11
ij

LUBADOV chuckles, then jumps to
his feet. He has seen through
the window the troupe coming.

j

i

LUBADOV

I

.~

.----------.--.. ---. -----.------------------...----

~ They are here:

'I
\~ Where? Where?

BUKIN

I

i

.~

....

~

Entering the yard:

;1
.~

11

Where shall I hide?

BUKIN

Oh, where?

----.--.-------r---,--~--_
c1~ .:

Cover my face;

LUBADOV
Stop that. Just pay attention. I will meet them outside.
You stay here out of sight. When I signal, you walk out,
~lowly and grandly.
BUKIN
.,
(Trembling)
"Slowly.
LUBADOV
And remember to smile.

BUKIN
~

I waIl:t,to ory.
/,,, '.~

,-

::""

LUBADOV

'tJiter" .I·m'U'st go now.
~

'/~)

__.

Do as I say, and this day belongs to us.

;.

(LUBADOV go;s out the doo'r

t;',,----'

t the enterin pallbea
])RAGAN KY and POLINA. They approach at a measured paoe with
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stern faces. They are both~_'
__
remarkably g'ood actors. _~ . . ~.

LUBADOV

"

, Comrades.

DRAGANSKY

, Comrade, dear Comrade.

POLINA

Comrade.

LUBADOV

I

":I greet you in sorrow.
;I[ den heavy.

The day is a black one and

DRAGANSKY

(': Very heavy.

,
LOO_~V
HI Come, put him down; put him to rest. 'Tchernevsky welcomes
Hi him wi ~h open arms.
!

~'And

·t

POLINA

pockets.

i

j

DRAGANSKY

I

'~."',.

Dear Granddaughter" lay your heavy load down, (In a whisper
and keep your lips sealed.

~~

,!

)1

~I cannot hear you, Mother.

~
I

LOOADOV

Did you speak to me?

DRAGANSKY
No, no kind Comrade. I Was addressing my lovely granddaught:~~. - . I~. she not lovely?
LUBADOV
'" .' (Sineerely)
Enchanting. How so?
a sister.
C'

:J

'~: ;:., '

You made no mention of the boy's having

DRAGANSKY

. '( Giggling)
An old woman's failing memory. You understand, do you not?
Dear Drisinka. As a matter of fact, she has been in Siberia
:~~9,rth.e.,last eight years helping to establish an electric
,~OWEtr s tFt t.ion in a remo te village ,. haven I t you dear?
POLINA
~; l1.ve4. on sal t 'pork and canned beans.

~

,

.
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LUBADOV

Really? The freezing climate does not seem to have harmed
your complexion at all. It appears as white and as untouched
as the wasteland itself.
POLINA
I bathed once every six months in bear milk.
LUBADOV -=,.---~

...----

Bear milk?
I I

Only twice did I use water.

POLINA
LUBADOV

(Reflecting)
You know, you are very familiar to

~

~.

me~

POLINA .
,. You must forgive me; I have lived so long among

t~et

'\

savage.

II

LUBADOV
Oh no, that is not what I mean. I have seen you before,
many time s •

!

POLINA
Have you been to Siberia lately?

r Eh?

Isn't that strange?

LUBADOV

DRAGANSKY
(Quickly)
Come, com~." we must deliver my dear Boris to the earth from
whence he ·'Came.
POLINA
· lepel, Grandmother.
DRAGANSKY
Of course. I always confuse him with his beloved dog. They
· were such a happy and inseparable pair. (Bending over the
coffin) Come, dear, let us to the task.
; \
LUBADOV
One moment. I would like to give a farewell salute to the
· child. Do you mind?
POLINA
ahead.

\.
y.·.l.•·... ·

It.

I mean actually to see him.
Just a peek.
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LUBAOOV
Would you please lift the lid?

~

1
1

d

[I

DRAGANSKY

(Stonefaced)
Is it necessary, Comrade?

fr~~B~~~y

It is a tribute. dear lady.
one of two million
Russians and from me as their representative.

1~

DRAGANSKY

i

Ci You distinguish our family.
i

You have my permission.
LUBADOV opens the coffin and
is a little surprised by the
sight.

LUB ADO V

;III He seems to have fattened up. Didn I t ·you say he was wasted
~ by consumption? He looks perfectly healthy to me.

DRAGANSKY

b
.~:~l I paid the undertaker five hundred
~.~ that way. A remarkable artist.

rubles to make him look

"1

~l

LUBADOV
Indeed. He even seems to have aged him. Your grandson was
only eleven?
--------------_
DRAGANSKY
truthful, he was nearer twelve.
(Going to POLINA)
of what age is his sister?
twelve.

LUBADOV

POLINA

DRAGANSKY
(Shutting the lid of the coffin)
.We are late. The earth calls my grandson's name.

"

. .f

LUBADOV
says it right.
As 'DRAGANSKY occupies himself"
with the coftin, LUBADOV whi$pers a quick aside to POLINA.
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LUBADOV
I know who you are, Polina Polinova. Did.you think I was
so stupid?
POLINA

(Smiling widely)
I was not sure.

DRAGANSKY
Please, Drisinka, you must help me.

POLINA
think the Comrade here would rather carry the box than
allow me to do so.
I

DRAGANSKY

Oh?
Why ••• that is ••• why, yes.

LUBADOV
Here, allow me.
1\ey

~~k

up-" the

st~ggl~ intO\.the

DE'l..E-r.(;;.

c6.tfi~ a'hq cn~~:+
ya;r.d. \

,':;.(.)-

LUBADOV
You are very strong for such an old woman, Natasha Feodorovna.
It is the State diet.
And the determination of love.
Yes, that too.

DRAGANSKyf:----..------.:---------·

POLINA
DRAGANSKY

L..

D•., P
I~_A..,..----.l

POLINA·
Still, it's odd that your arms are 80 musc~iJT.hey
,resemble those of a m.an in the prime of life. Don • .:s- . find
,t,ha~odd, Mother?
"'Why should 11

DRAGANSKY
I have done the work of a man in my lifetime.

POLINA
.Io'Ua:r"e too modest, Grandmother. You.have done the work of

; .E!.2.

men.

DRAGANSKY
you, dear girl. (pausing and looking about him) Now
I'm afraid I've forgotten just where the plot was.

'How can that be?
. ing.
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LUBADOV
You sel~cted it yourself.only this morn-

~

1

~i

DRAGANSKY

(Smilin~

sweetly)
\ An old woman s memory.
And I Was so rushed in picking it •
. If you remember, Comrade, you did hur_~~ me somewhat.

J
L~

LUBADOV

_

~------ --~--_------.

To make certain you got the best piece.
Very thoughtful.
X

1

, Very wise.

d
D5l

~)

.-..--.---..------..
~
'<
'
-IPOLINA

i

.clrcumstan~(Pointing
--~LUB~.

.

\

~

r-

...

---

'.•. Only fair under the
to ttrn--cie,presSed plot) There, there is your haven for Pep~

1

DRAGANSKY

.~.

, That hollow, muddy piece of ground?

LUBADOV

Of course, don't you: recall selecting it?
'its appealing intimacy at the time.
'That part escapes me.

You.remarked on

DRAGANSKY
LUBADOV

;L$t us bear the dear departed on the final leg of his journey.
T~ ~r~hi~o ~e~~. ,D.fLET€

DRAGANSKY

ILook, Drisinka, the hole is already dug. Isn't that nice?
IBut then I paid something for that, didn't I, Comrade Director?
IBome insignificant fee.

LUBADOV
DRAGANSKY

the sum of this insignificance?
also.

.

remember!

:, .
~_.~.'

LUBADOV

DRAGANSKY
One hUndred rubles.

I forget.

.
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LUBADOV

vou
have the memory of a hummingbird.
.I.'
in and out.

It dar'ts in and out ,

DRAGANSKY

That's alot of rubles just to dig a hole, don't you think?
It is a service.

LUBADOV

For services one has to pay.

DRAGANSKY

Correct. And did the gravediggerkeep all of the money himself, the poor man?
Actually very little.

LUBADOV'

I kept most of it.

DRAGANSKY

(Containing himself)
It must be a fine existence, not having to share your wealth
with anyone.
LUBADOV

) Oh, there is one person of extreme greed with whom I have to
. split my fees.
, Is there?

And who is that?

<,'

DRAGANSKY

.....--------_

...

LUBADOV

A man of no importance, a bumbler.
(under more strain)
"And why do you call him that?
l
.

DRAGANSKY----

~.

1- D P

r
LUBADOV
~Well, you see, we have an agreement.

DRAGANSKY
LUBADOV
.!

rBut it is an agreement which he keeps and I don't.
rthat make him a bumbler, Little Mother?

DRAGANSKY

. (Ripping .off his kerchief and roari~g)
iPwugh,enOUgh: I can take it no longer.
r

~Kadam, your voice is changed.
~,

LUBADOV

Doesn't

DRAGANSKY
· You scoundrel, you vile~t of the vile peasants! Face your
better: I will tear you to unrecognizable pieces. I will
then eat the pieces. I will spit your bones to the carrion
birds! I will •••
LUBADOV
Now you have confused me slightly', Comrade. .Are you Natasha
Feodorovna, the widow, or Dragansky, the Commissioner of the
Protectorate? You look amazingly like the one and talk sickeningly like the other.
.
DRAGAN SKY
You wolf; you snake; you crawling, slimy, disgusting worm!
There is no Dragansky but Dragansky, and the only man who
will be your ruin.
LUBAOOV

I must know because it will affect what I do.

DRAGANSKY

Try to short-change me, will you, to double-cross me, eh?
That was your fatal error, Lubadov, and you shall pay for it
with the dearest thing you own!
LUBADOV

This.afternoon I have been honored with a visit from an important person, no, I must say, the most important person in
the Soviet Union and, therefore, in the world.

DRAGANSKY.•
There is no escaping me:

I do not 'wishto escape you.

LUBADOV

I merely wish to point out that
;erhaps, when you know of this person's presence here, you will
want to alter your course of action and speech.

DRAGANSKY

NQthing will change the slow death I have concocted for you.

" I

\

\lJ

f·' _ ' ' ' ; _ - - .

DRAGAN5KY
is it about?

;.j'~. ~,'.'j,~
t ..
.
.

to,'
,;"
I.

.

:,

c " " " , ..

'.

,

.

="~=L J))
1~~

I

I don't know.

:f'~

Please, Reverend Comrade!

1

We must wait.
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POLINA

n

LUBADOV

"

BUKIN pops his bald head out of
the shack. He speaks timidly.

J

I
i

BUKIN

Now?

LUBADOV
(Gritting his teeth)
~
.
es ,. __n _o_w_.___________
~ __ ".,,..-,._~~ __
. . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . UKIN withdraws then reappea~~
6 ,.-0-, 0
strutting and bravely smiling in
. ~
a passable if not perfect imita~
B
tion of the First Secretary of
the Communist Party of the Sovi~ f
0
~et Union.
He slowly drifts down

-

;::1"
"

!(

Cl__ __ .l
~

~~1
"

~

_~.-:..t()_~_ B.:~~~_~eoPle.
DRAGANSKY

I ~__ ?:- sn 1 t po s s i b=l=e:..>.'-,--.....DooL>~y'-"Q"--"u"-:-"s"'""e.......e?

---

'[=1

POLINA
I do, although I dQn't know if I believe what I see.
The First Secretary himself:

DRAGANSKY

LUBADOV r.
The Chief Comrade has honQred us with his presence on his in'spection tour of all the cemeteries in MQscow. He had heard
reports Qf some misdeaiings but has discovered that they were
completely unfounded.
Completely unfounded.
Your Honor.

BUKIN

DRAGANSKY

(Attempting a bow.)

BUKIN

r

Do not bow.
;,".~ ',.,' ,

.:

It upsets me.

'i.

DRA.GANSKY
Of course not.

I apologize, First Oomrade.
LUBADOV

Do you find this a first class burial ground, Sir?

BUKIN'

First class.

DRAGANSKY
(To POLINA, tightly)
Do you see? We are lost, lost!
POLINA

And yet •••
,'II

Who are these people?
Oh no, Comrade.

BillCIN
I don't know them, do I?

LUBADOV
They are not worthy of'your acquaintance.

POLINA

One moment •••

BillCIN

Some of those, huh?

DRAGANSKY
A bit unfair, if I may say so, Your Excellency.

BUKIN

You may not.

DRAGANSKY

Certainly, Sir.
This is uncommunistic

POLINA
I disapprove strongly.

behavlor~

DRAGANSKY
your language, g1rl, keep your head.
Who is this?
A

beautiful girl, is she not?

BUKIN
LUBADOV

BillCIN
BeautifUl. But why is this other one, the man, dressed in
'tioman's ,clothes? Is he ••• eh ••• you know, perhaps strange?
LUBADOV
~;:

'No\ "no.
t.
". '
!
;

61

i
f

!

'(~

'.','

'.

Certainly not.

DRAGANSKY

17'0

·'
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.
LUBADOV
A bit crazy~ -that's all.; Harmless.
DRAGANSKY
..'f'

You listen to me, you •••

LUBADOV
We were having a little discussion before I called you, First
Comrade, something which may be of interest to you in a purely
academic way, of course.
No, it was nothing at all.

DRAGANSKY
It would bore you, Comrade.

--_ _------------------...

I will decide.

BUKIN
~
What was the discussion?

-----~._----------...-,

DRAGANSKY

No, please.

LUBADOV
It centered around this box here.
I surmise it is a coffin.

BUKIN
Is that a correct

,----pres~~i?

POLINA
You are unusually perceptive, First Comrade.
(Bowing low and smiling)

BUKIN

Dear beautiful girl.
DRAGANSKY
This entire matter is one of insignificance to a person like
you, Comrade.
I'

Open it.

!

What?
, The coffin, open it up.

BUKIN
DRAGANSKY

I

BUKIN
wish to see the fellow.
DRAGANSKY

; I couldn't ••• r mean, I don't think it in the least advisable,

;, not at all:

,
~

t!
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LUBAOOV.
You will find it disa~po~nting, sir. (Reaching down to pull
up the lid) This one is in good condition, very dull.
,,_'

' . (Desperately)
Don't touch that lid!

DRAGANSKY
I command you!

LUBADOV

But, Comrade Dragansky, are you asking me purposely to disobey an order of a Secretary of the Communist Party?
DRAGAN SKY

No, I mean •••

LUBADOV

Shame on you.

He opens the lid aS~N!com
~s DRA~ANSK~~IN pee~
,-----------"-----BUKIN
Why, he does not seem to be dead at all.
~

As I said, disappointing.

LUBADOV
BUKIN ---

Close ' that lid:

POLINA
This game has gone far enough.

What are you saying?

LUBADOV
DRAGANSKY

Ah, my God, be careful!

"

BUKIN
(Still enraptured with the face)
It draws one like a magnet, right to its
, \~kiss' him.
-'

sunny"~heek.

I must

v

"

,
"~

BUKIN quickly bends into the
coffin to kiss the boy. A
split second later the imposter
Secretary's agonized vorce is
heard.

v.s
BUKIN

t)<:\<:-t..

Aaaaaaah!

f~

You ••• ~~~
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He bobs up holding his hands to
his face. ALEXANDER pops up
smiling. -.-..- - - - - - - - - - - - - -

----------

ALEXANDER
I could not help myself; I bit him.
(Shocked)
You did? We are all done for.

DRAGANSKY

-.

ALEXANDE~

Not at all.

BUKIN
1 11 kill that snotnose baby! I'll gouge his eyes!
1

POLINA
It serves you right for your nasty tricks.
First Comrade.

{==:-1
Ooh!

This is not the

DRAGANSKY

(Bewildered)
It.. isnlt?
~

.,'

ALEXANDER

No, see • . (Holding up a putty nose) When I flew in the face
, of Providence and took a hunk out of him, his nose came right
" off. It is false, see.
~,

I see.

(Bellowing)

DRAGANSKY

It is that mouse, Bukin:
BUKIN

( And you are a pig;. shut up.
LUBAOOV
misfortune to have such an accomplice.
.fo~ his incOmpetence.
My

I apologize to all

POLINA
Say no more.

DRAGANSKY
do you .mean , say •••
t" " ....,

,I

,~

"

Take stock, dear Comrade.

POLINA
The game has ended in a' draw.

Alexi
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,

here has saved you, possibly from cutting your own throat.
He.• has embarrassed the opposition as much; as they have embarrassed him. As for the other thing, I'm sure Comrade Lubadov'
is quite willing to remit the money due you.
That is correct, in full.

LUBADOV

DRAGANSKY

(Cautiously)
You will let' me check your records?
With complete freedom.

LUBADOV

POLINA
.
There, you sE'~ the end result, is satisfactory to all. We
have had a very diverting day, filled with intrigues, disguises, misplaced bodies, and no one is hurt by it. (Chuckling) That is, except for our little nose.
You shut up; it hurts.

BUKIN

DRAGANSKY

I'm sure if you would oblige bftur.ning the other cheek,
Alex! would bite your tail off, too.
~

They all find this vastly amusWith the exception of
')C. ~c~~ they are in best spirits,
laughing warmly.
~

Good old Alex!!

LUBADOV

ALEXI
And what is more, Polinotchka, I now have money in my pocket
and not one, but ~ political friends.
POLINA
Exactjy.

ALEXANDER

Ah, this system, this beautiful land of opportunity is a marvel! It runs as smoothly as a clock! .:-....._-~---------------

DRAGANSKY

(Patting BUKIN on the baok)
Oomplete with a cuokoo.

--

~8

-

... C

A

--------------~
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1-..

--.,

B

~

D'

J.p

/"'
. _~-

_

~

I

This brings the bi~gest laugh
of all. Suddenly the~r merriment is interrupted by a woman's ,
.----.:voice. During the last of the
N_foregOing scene, NATASHA FEODOROVNA hal? .be.e-rLJ~~ping up on
the~. t~he rails at them-

-

j

Who is that?

~,)+,-.",· n C.~\
'"

--

NATASHA
So! You thought me just a simple old peasant, didn't you?
Well, you shall find out now; you shall see how much of a
pea.sant I am!

~

,..... ~., "'"

~O~C.D<cq.l.

DRAGANSKY
What does she want?
LUBADOV

It's the old woman with the body.

NATASHA
You played with my poor Pepel and me time and again as if we
were chess pieces on a board! There is a certain amount of
bUllying any person can take, and I have reached my limit!
Bukin, throw her out!
(SUlkily)
Do ft yourself.

LUBADOV

BUKIN

POLINA

Come, old woman, you are disturbing us.

NATASHA

Don't you touch me! I don't know who you are or how you are
conneoted here, but if you deserve punishment, it will soon
come. lou'd better listen to me, you thieves, or you won't
have time to run. Even now it may be too late!

I

i"

ALEXANDER

.

Say what you have to say, Mother, and leave us, please, be.'fore you get into serious trouble.

NATASHA

j'

0(,

Trouble, eh?You don't know what that word can mean yet. You
~~9uld not,bury my Pep,l, so I ~ent to those who would, to the
cemetery in the next district. There I found the help I
,needed.

~}, ;;1 :.;' .
iGood.
i,

,.. .

ALEXANDJ!;R .

~

.,

.

1.76

DRAGANSKY

(Smiling)
And goodbye to Boris.

NATASHA
But it didn't come from the director. He was in need of help
himself. My help came from a far greater source. Do you
know whom? Of course you don't • . (She laughs) The First
Secretary of the Communist Party:
DRAGAN SKY: - - - - - - - - - - - - -

(Shocked)
The •••

LUBADOV

Are you mad, woman?
Mother, do
I

y~u

POLINA
speak the truth?

NATASHA
do, on the honored body of my grandsori7------·---

DRAGANSKY
Forget that carcass and tell us more!
NATASHA
It will delight me. The First Comrade was there on an inspection. He heard of corruption in the cemeteries, and he
came personally to check. unfortunately, he found none there.
LUBADOV

I know the Director well; he is a scoundrel •

. NATASHA
But as I bowed before the First Comrade, he spoke with me,
and I found the courage, from I know not where, to condemn
you all. I spoke nothing but the truth.
DRAGANSKY
(Sick)
That's· all, sht says, just the truth.
And, and?

LUBAOOV

What next?

NATASHA
.' 'He- vowed by the memory of his peasant mother to bury Pepel.
His mother was the
only thing peasant

The
Fa ('

.........

1""0

0

r-e-

"'-

o..'"t- uV' e.-

"Whor~\'
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NATASHA
And he vowed to bring jus-tice to the robbers who had taken my
life savings.
You crow!

You will kill us!

DRAGANSKY

NATA-BHA
I hope so. You have milked an old woman dry and taken away
her last comfort, her grandson. (To Alexi) I told him you
were pretending to be my Pepel. He'll fix you.
And

me?

DRAGANBKY
Did you tell him of me?

(Stopping a moment)
, . I forgot to.

NATASHA

POLINA
When did he say he would be here, exactly what time?
Immediately, of course.

NATASHA
DRAGANSKY and LUBADOV

Immediately:

NATASHA
At this moment, he is only a block away delivering a short
lecture on farm economy to the crowd that follows him.
LUBADOV
Stop! Do you mean •••,be certain ••• that the First Secretary,
the real First Secretary of the Communist Party of the Soviet
Union is one block away from Tchernevsky Cemetery?
.He was before I ran here. "

(tMiere is no time.

I'm

NATASHA

~~; ~::~~~idii~:~;;:-

y.

'~~kin! Come back here!

.

;';',j," ~\ i " ' (

.

;1'00' late.

DRAGANSKY
Too late for us all.

~

POLINA

Wait:

DRAGANSKY

No use, none at all!

POLINA

I have a plan:

..

.. --

DRAGANSKY

Too late!

ALEXANDER

Quiet!

-- _---_

We must listen to Polina.

JI

'

~~l=::::::::s:~h Cl:i

---

,.

DRAGANSKY ---

No, help.

ALEXANDER

What is the plan?

POLINA
Lubadov, take her out, tie her, and

First, the old woman.
gag her!
But I shouldn't

LUBADOV

.,

ALEXANDER
No time to argue.

Do it,man!

LUBADOV
All right, where?

POLINA
(~
--Behind a nearby tomb, somewhere he isn't ~elY to look)
--"_

..

--- --""----

LUBADOV grabs the protesting
woman and stopping her mouth
with his hand, drags her off•
~._---.:..._--------

.

i

POLINA
As for the crowd, I will go and attempt to stall their coming as long as I possibly can.
DRAGANSKY
And I?

ALEXANDER
f ~~'~ (I,
i t

.. -'

~,

,',.1

'iJ<".

~~;'".i l'

',:

J

f)
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POLINA
You must once again play:your parts.
DRAGANSKY

But how?

POLINA

Listen. If the old woman made the original complaint, she is
the only one who can withdraw it. Ie that not reasonable?
ALEXANDER

It is.

POLINA

Then you, Dragansky, are the old woman. You say you mad.e a
mistake, you had a wandering, anything, but that you now are
satisfied, that everything will proceed correctly at Tchernevsky.
ALEXANDER -~--.
And It
You will again be Pepel.

POLINA
ALEXANDER

Perfe-ot.

---.

D

C~t9i

f ...-..- -----..-.. .

DRAGANSKY__,._·- - ' - - - - - - , r - ' t - - -'i
- ' - - -.....C-,

_

I am afraid he will di scover me.

POLINA

I must go; our time has

-_
....._._..
".----.
t..she runs off toward the

You're too fine an actor, no worry.
tIed.

;

..

-----_.~_

-._-- ..._......_.....

--

- --.
"

entrance :)ALEXANDER prepares himseTI as
E.><\'\DRAGANSKY once again puts on hi ~.rc.-c..
kerchief.
\ D c ... .--,

"------...-

Is she not wonderful?

ALEXANDER
Is her mind not sublimity itself?

DRAGANSKY
She is right, of course. There 1s not another way •. ~
:trlough't stp1kes him:' and he sereams..) ~~~h:
,
DE~_£}E
ALEXANDER
,'"''
_.
s" (.1\' c.,' cl.-e.- "" ()~ llS"
•

She to~_~im
was not re~.

~~SKY~'m'"

-

",r.~I< ~-H~.-\-

that~ou were~1tat~g ~~

.

_._ {;)
S

~.

·.

l- ET <;:;

c~J ~ .~; if ~ :' I ~
co,.... ~ Co. ~~"2..c:\l.J ,
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ALEXANDER

(Realizing)
.
e did. We must get a real body immediately!

DRAGANSKY

there is no time to dig one up!
Are

-~LEXANDER

then?

We must have a body of

DRAGANSKY

(Thinki
There is but

answer.
ALEXANDER

What is that?

-•....... ----------_._-----------_.
,...._._-----...........,---.-.. ,- ... ---~-----,---_._ •..

~ ~eal

,- .-' -...-_~--_._.~-----~,._---_
.. _...

body •

. But you said it was
It is, except in one case.
ANDER

Which is?

_._-_._-----~

\ t

Yours.
What are

Mine?

We must have a

DRAGANSKY
ALEXANDER

I agree,
DRAGANSKY

me; you're dressed for the part.
ALEXANDER

Comrade, are you suggesting you murder m

DRAGANSKY

the thought never entered my head.
~~

.~.

..

~ ~

~ to>

------..

'C. cl"i:.
c: <:'

""

\'

00;.'

e.-

.:.;\.>
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ALEXANDER

a relief!

DRAGANSKY

was that you kill

yourself~

ALEXANDER

I

DRAGANSKY
good at that sort of thing.
do.

I wouldn't
more nerve

you.

I

ALEXANDER
t, would mean t'ak
DRAGANSKY

Precisely.
Why not you?

ALEXAND R

Why couldn't you kill

ourself?

. .
DRA NSKY
For several reasons, the mo t pr ctical being that I'm brilliant in the part of the old 0 an, and she is just as important to this playas the bo y. You know, if you will be
honest, that you could never I
it, especially in front of
the First Se~retary.
(Sincerely)
would have trouble.
form a dead body succe

if I can per-

I

/

~y

Exactly my point.
risk involved.

DRAGANSKY·
killing yourself, yo
ALEXANDE

I

do?

.' ~---'--~~-:--::~.-'---"----'---.
DRAGANSKY
st foolproof w~._------.,--..
It is the

------_.----)_.....~.~--~ ..

-- -... -_.-.

h

is no
. .'

._---~--.

ALEXANDER
thoughts.
--.r--

. Please
i

-

.
time •

',--,

DRAGANSKY
ALEXANDER

is a problem I must think out logically.

'do away with the

18"2

DRAGANSKY
11 right, but quickly. ,-I will help you.. First, the time i f
u. n us; we must act now; corre ct?~
- -- - ... _--_-~-_ -.-._-.._-_~-_-Z~-._--.----'1'

. ..,.-.

'Ill ;

We must

r-f-.J-

ALF.JCANDER

body, correct?

¢~--- .

DRAGANSKY
ALEXANDER-"'--"

Correct.

-_.~

.----.~

DRAGAN SKYThere is no one vai1able at this precise mo
bu:t==Eina
and the old woman who are female and ruled uti myself, who
is required to pIa the old woman; and Lub tlov, who must remain Lubadov since
e First Comrade has a1ked with him personally on numerous
casions. Whom doe that leave?
~

~Triumphantly)

.

Bukin.

Gladly, if you think there's'
caught within the next minute
dear boy, true? (ALEXANDER j s
hearsed in the part and dre ed
reason do you need?
f

ANSKY

slightest chance he can be
two. It leaves only you,
nods his head.) you are rerfect1y tor it. What more

Why can't I just prete

'DRAGANSKY

We have been throug
that. The Secra ary, alerted to our
gafue~ will probab
test the body in Bome ay, poke it or
stick it or Borne ing. You would no doubt
ake just feeling
'his presence.
you admit that?

t "

ALEXANDER

I do.
;.:'

i

Well,

DRAGANSKY
\
the seconds fly, and we are down to t

-Y,

I"

,?' . •

much confused.

ALEXANDER

DRAGANSKY
want us to be disgraced, yourself

a1d~wlth

~'~

us?

case.

- -t>-E-LETE.
s-v" c. \ J~ S' f. ... " \s

<.'0 \'>" 'c~~~,,~
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ALEXANDER
DRAGANSKY

is the answer.

ALEXANDER
But it s ems there should be another ~nswer
'-J'---'--------

There is

DRAGANSKY- -------------, ..--------------Do

you love your Polinotchka?
ALEXANDER

Wildly.
Then you
that she

<:;r

[-.--.J.J..-.,.]

t>

----,.,.

DRAGANSKY

for your love of he
ecure.
-'-_.,--~--

(Determined)
Never would I do it for t
iment. Sentiment is 'the
the roadway of life.

tely never: That is sentmind, the ba~ana peel in

(Backing from the point.
Fine, fine, do not do it 1'0 that
Do not even consider that.
Consider instead my other rgument , and for the Lord's sake,
do it with lightning spee.
(T~ere is the shout of a crowd
very nearby.) He is her,! Do you s
my dearest, most darling
boy; he is here!
I must think!
"

DRAGANSKY

This is the mos golden of opportunities that has ever presented itself /0 you. This is Heaven itself.
eize it; be
ever alert: 'ersevere in the face of anything.
ALEXANDER

"

do in order to rise?
(+~

l
1': 'the

~

l~'

DRAGANSKY

epitome of the system i tsel!'. You wil:0nake
fri d~ tha~ ever before. You will have a silk-lined ca
of osewood. Boy, hurry; we are dancing on the doorstep
>'

~.,

f,. n / .
~:!

,-.,

I

DEL
$0\'

((;jE".

--

c,.\d~ ~f'o: Is

Co 1-'.., ~ c €\~~.::\-
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ALEXANDER

(To himself)
.
e opportunity is present; that much is clear. Must I seiz
My superiors will find favor with me if I do. Polina
think it a marvelous act of reason, will be enriched
111 she not?

ALEXANDER

And she will onsent to marriage, if even posthu ously. (A
moment passes.
It is irrefutable. To f.ulfill my function
as a rational a d anti-emotional man, it is i erative that I
kill myself. I
11 do it!

._-- .

~--_._-----~--~---------

Ex~ellent,

DRAGANSKY
fine, bra .e! You are a hero, a

I wish to be remembered
You shall; you shall! (He
under the skirt.) Where is
at
!h, yes, my pocket knife, Just

SKY -

ging t~ugh his pocket~
I had it only this mornlng.
thing:~
takes it almost uncon-

Shall I lie back?

..

If·you'wish. It mi
more comfortable.

DRA.GANSKY
easier the othe ••• but no, this is
ALEXANDER lean back. DRAGANSKY hovers over he open coffin.

It will
)

.

DRAGANSKY

sharply, you
ALEXANDER
what the Japanese call, "Hari-kari."

DRAGANSKY

place it just ••• there
will be ••• (Looking over his
Alexi, dear; you may take your
Th~re,

. '..

~ l.. ,g"\ E
"l
~ :s: .., "c ~ oQ.. ~'.t <:",' 5

c

c:

'

D '

"Do

fa
,
"
The Japanese are eyer. patient, a d.this represents the
,

e.c \,., c:..

. ".... -', '" <:>

.... , ~"\-::...c~

'.Y"

$ ~

18~

e.
i .not rather stran
-how customs a e borrowed, one cou _
ry fro the other?
, ADOV storms on but is waved int silence by
GANSKY, who co
s 0 speak in his coo g manner.)
Just a 11tt
higher; that's better. The Greeks br g the,
. Portuguese boa , the Portuguese bring America p
Ie, America
brings machinery 0 Japan, and the, Japanese ••• hh.
The moment
s arrived. DR~GAN
SKY's vo e is a whisper. A
groan
mes from the coffin and
""',·the silence. DRAGANSKY ri ses
u" ·",~nd smiles.
"

'~'l'-,

DRAGANSi;Y

Bring to Russia

LUBADOV

What is that?
is dead at last.

~

DRAGANSKY

-

c~~

<: n"

...

PO"'(}:;:(..

..J

LUBADOV

~DRAGANSKY
~,

,,----

-

- ---.

~t:1rhis moment Polina dashes in
(...~,~ th news and warnings.
/

.-

POLINA
He?,ls here, immediately behind me! It is the real First Comrad~I swear it.
'.",

We are ready.

DRAGANSKY

POLINA
,Is everything fUlly prepared, Comrades?

LUBADOV
FOLINA
DRAGANSKY
p,

he

,f).:..,,- t-.

l'se

•

.
,

,

'"

She goes to. the coffin and
looks 'in.
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POLINA
I will give him a good luck kiss.
She· does ..:~: Slowly rising from
the casket, her face twists in
amazement. She raises her hand.
It is bloody. She looks to the
others.
POLINA

But •••
By his own hand.

DRAGANSKY
He was very brave. You are no doubt proud.

POLINA
But, I mean ••• was it necessary?
DRAGANSKY
There is no chance of discovery now. We are secure, Polina
Polinova.
POLINA
I understand that much, but, I mean, after all, he's dead.
s on as'·
JWLINA sinks to the ground be-.-,----.. --._.~.,,~~~de the coffin. She is weep- .
ing heaVily. From the midst10f
n
"l .(;
the crowd emerges the round,
, v ------.J
bald figure of the FIRST SECRETARY. He is his usual smiling~ waddling self.
He shakes
p
hands and ktsses babies as he
J~
-...makes his way to LUBADOV•. He
J.....,. ~ ....J
---paws to DRAGANSKY, who curtsies
~

~

....J~~...a,;~tJle....._~_:QJII~~.t7-surge

~~==~~

.~

/\.. L-

=-

kC

·------·-&~F;_:::~
~~YOu see I h~e as I said

SECRETARY
I

would.

h .. ~ .... """" ~('c.t::.DocY" J....

'::', ,
DRAGANSKY
" You must forgive a foalish old woman, First Comrade.
~

You may not be foolish.

t• C>:~'<c :,.:"

'"', ,I.

'f·

~

FIR1?T SECRETARY
Comrade L'Ubadov •

"',"

Our humble Tchernevsky

i~
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LUBADOV
.
more than honored, First Comrade.

FIRST SECRETARY
It may also be shaken from what I hear,eh, Comrade Mother?
He laughs as DRAGANSKY steps
forward to speak.
'.

DRAGANSKY
I must apologize for my stupidity.
What do

yo~

mean?

--~,.. _-_.--~.~._-_._--_.~_._-

.--... _-_._---_ ... --'--".'---"--- -'-_.

FIRST SECRETARY

DR4.GANSKY
What I told you, First Comrade; do you remember?
FIRST SECRETARY
- -_.._- •._-----,--

Vividly.

d

DRAGANSKY
I don't know what came over me. You see, actually it did
not happen that w~y~ In fact, it didn't happen at all. I'm
so sorry. It seems, dear First Comrade, I had a terrible
dream. Well, more a nightmare last night, and I simply confused the two things. You see, the nightmare was exactly
like the events here today except there was no overcharging,
nor robbery on the part of dear Comrade Lubadov, and unfortunately, my Pepel is dead, really dead.
DRAGANSKY sobs as the FIRST
SECRETARY looks over everything. He points to the fallen
POLINA.
FIRST SECRETARY

Who is this?
The boy.' s grieving sister.
ing in three days.
She is too beautiful to cry.

LUBAOOV
It seems she has not stopped cryFIRST SEC,RETARY
Will you go on, Sister?

",

POLINA
-t

He is dead.
.

r

,,;.-'.j('. '"

.,"

"~6

~;~::COff~

~~:in~~~~.~ARY

, '.
to
and
Certainly seems a healthy fellow,., . (He t i 9kl es the body, then

.1

~

c. ~ ~ c)~.
'.

6> C\ ":) ~

' \ C>

j

C\ \ \

t"\

~

>-\-

\-"'l

i q \

~~

s

0

U (2.

~ )"\<:~

;

(1 i-)

......

Ih,' s
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rises up smiling) Can't &et a laugh out of him, though.
me, Mother, did he have g sense of humor?

Tell

(Smiling)
Not at all, Comrade.
~pity.

FIRST SECRETARY

You're'satisfied with Lubadov here then, eh Mother?

DRAGANSKY
-c------~
I'm sure there is not a finer one in the ~ vlOrld than)'?'<;
Lubadov to put my Pepel to rest.
.-.
-_."

,"

~ -,..,',

i....

,/?
;~~IRST SECRETARY

--_

Do you hear that, ,-Lubadov, eh?)

------------~---

"'----------- ---_ .-.---~-

.. _-~-_.-._--_._~----~.

.

I am flattered.

-,.-

~

LUBADOV

.. ~. -----..

---._. _.-.

C:__1'~

FIRST SECRETARY

I will check -your books in any event, Comrade. -t--'fS
Certainly.

LUBADOV '--. ~,L
_

r

I----F1 'I'

~()

FIRST SECRETARY

(Winking at him)
But I'm sure to find nq errors, eh, Lubadov?

LUBADOV smiles back at him when
the ghost of a moan is faintly
heard.
'
FIRST SECRETARY

I

thought I heard a dog whimp'er or a moan.

Didn't you?

DRAGAN SKY

(Smiling)
It is only the soft breeze through our trees.
proverb.

An old Russian

FIRST SECRETARY

(Taking a deep breath)
,Aaahh. Where else, among what planets of the universe, can
you hear trees sigh in that particular manner?
Nowhere.

DRAGANSKY

'0

They smile
each other as the
curtain falls •
.';'

~

.

A"PPENDIX B
PRODUCTION NECESSITIES

\

.

LIST"OF PROPERTIES
ACT I, Scene I:

I Desk

:3 Chairs
Contracts
Pen
Scene II:

I Desk

4 Chairs
Contract
Vodka Bottle
ACT II, Scene I:
Scene II:

Money (Rubles)
I Desk

4 Chairs
Scene III: I Desk
4 Chairs
I Coffin
Scene IV:

I Desk

:3 Chairs
Eyebrow Pencil
White Sheet
Scene V:

I Desk

4 Chairs
I Coffin
I Pair of White Stockings
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.ACT III:

1 Desk

:3 Chairs
1 Coffin

191

LIST OF LIGHT CUES
CUE NUMBER
1

ACT

SCENE

I

I

2

House Lights Out
General Lighting Up Full

J

I

II

4

II

I

5
6

TO BE DONE

House Lights Up Full
. House Lights Out
Beam Spots Up Full

II

II

II

III

None

II

IV

None

7

II

V

8

III

9

General Lighting Up Full

House Lights Up Full
House Lights Out
House Ligh ts Up Full
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LIST OF SOUND CUES
CUE NUMBER

.ACT

SCENE

1

I

I

Natasha - Knock

2

I

II

Natasha - Knock

II

I

None

II

II

None

3

II

III

Natasha - Knock

4

II

IV

Natasha - Knock

II

V

5

III

ACTION

None
First Secretary - Crowd
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"

LIST OF 1ffiKE-UP
CHARACTER

BASE

LINER

POWDER

LUBODOV

Ruddy

Black

Dark

BUKIN #1

Ruddy

Black

Dark

#2

Ruddy

Clown White

Gray.

ALEXANDER

Youth

Brown

Light

DRAGANSKY

RUddy

Black

Dark

POLINA

Youth

Brown

Light

Lip Rouge

NATASHA

Youth

Gray

Gray

Gray Eye Shadow

PUSKI

Ruddy

Black

Dark

LOUISE

Youth

Black

Light

OTHER

Nose Putty

Lip Rouge and

Blue Eye Shadow
FIRST BEC'Y

Ruddy

Clown White

Gray

Nose Putty

APPENDIX C
POST PRODUCTION CHANGES IN THE SCRIPT

ACT ,SCENE
I

I

CHANGE
OMI T:

NA TASHA

:

LUBODOV:

You mean there?
And there, and there, and
everywhere about you.

Do you not

see the graceful curving of the
earth, the gentle swelling of the
ground that will house and protect
your beloved Pepel?
miITT: NATASHA:

A common woman like me?

ALL LINES TO:
LUBODOV:

No fear, Natasha Feodorovna - it
is yours.

OMIT: NATASHA:

I hadn't expected,

ALL LINES TO
NATASHA:
I

II

01ITT: NATASHA:

No, I suppose I don't.
It began, ••• how did I say ••• with
the death of my Pepel from
comsumption ••.•••• (ALL LINES TO)

DRAGANSKY:

I will, if and when I ever hear
a question.

OMIT: ALEXANDER:

What does she take me for,
a child? (REMAINDER OF LINE OUT)

195
ACT

SCENE

II

I

CHANGE
01ITT: LUBODOV:

(From) The earth is still o

Its

inhabitants at peace (Till{OUGH THE
P.EST OF THE SPEECH)
II

II

OMIT: PUSKI:

Get in before I bat you one!
ALL LINES TO LINE:

DRAGANSKY:

I have rarely detested a person
more, but when all is said and
done, she has her purpose too.

ADD: DRAGANSKY: We must get you costumed.
(ADD HERE)

0

Now ••• In there and

put these on.
ALEXANDER: EXIT AFTER: Costumed also?
ALL ALEXANDERS LINE FROM OFF STAGE UNTIL
PAGE 69.

FOLLOWING DRAGANSKY'S LAST LINE

ADD:

ALEXANDER: Yes comrade, I'm afraid I don't
understand.
DRAGANSKY: Silence!

It is enough that

Dragansky understands.

Here help

me with this prop. (DRAGS OBJECT
ONTO STAGE)
ALEXANDER :Prop?

196
ACT

SCENE

CHANGE
DRAGANSKr: No performance is complete
without a prop.

We now have one.

ALEXANDER: Why this looks like a •••
DRAGANSKY: Exactly, now let's try you in it
for size.
ALEXANDER: I mean ••• I mean •••
(LE.ADS INTO OPENING LINE OF ACrr II SCENE III)
.ACT TWO SCENE Tot/O .4ND };C1' TIIO SCENE THREE NOW
ARE

II

III

COMBINED

AS

OMIT: ALEXANDER:

ACT TWO SCENE TWO.
Per~aps

Puski could step in

during this emergency.
DRAGANSKY: It sould have to be a catastrophe
before I'd allow Puski in anywhere;
besides, we want an eleven year
old consumptive child, not a
goutish bull.

Enoughl Dragansky

will hear no more of ito
II
II

IV

ACT 'lWO SCENE FOUR BECOMES ACT TWO SCENE THREE

V ACT TV'1O SCENE FIVE BECOMES ACT TWO SCENE FOUR
OMIT:

ALL OF ALEXANDER'S SPEECH.

THE SCENE NOW

BEGINS WITH POLINA'S ENTRANCE.

PRIOR TO

.. HER ENTRANCE ALEXANDER HAS BEEN SITTING
MUTTERING TO HIMSELF.

197
ACT
III

SCENE

CHANGE
OMIT:

FROM DRAGANSKY' S SCREAM (Aaaaahhhhh t )
ALL LINES UNTIL:

DRAGANSKY: DRAGi-)NSKY guarantees it.
ADD:

1m

FOLLOWING DIALOGUE

LUBODOV: (Entering) Well, that's taken
care of.
DRAGANSICY: Good, we are ready.
ALEXANDER: It m afraid comrade.
LUBODOV: Lie down idiot.
OMIT: POLIR4: But •••• (ALL LINES THROUGH)
POLINA: I understand "that much, but, I mean
after all, he's dead.
ADD:LU130ElOV: Cry.
POLlNA:

What?

LUBODOV: Cry!!
DRAGANSKY: Yes, your his sister, its expected.

ADD: (First Secretary tickles boqy) (Alexander
giggles. )
DRAGANSKY: We are done for.
LUBODOV: Oh Reverend Comrade, it was all a
mistake ••
POLINA:

Sit up Alexi you have destroyed us.

ALEXANDER: It tickled; I could not help myself.

198

.ACT

SCENE

CRANGE
FIRST SECty:
DRAGANSICY:

Silence, all of

you~

Our'apologies, Most Honored
Comrade; we were rehearsing.

LUBODOV:

Yes~

DRAGANSKY:

Y~

For the May Day Pageant.
Honor~d

Leader, we four

have the leads in the most
magnificent tribute that
Moscow has ever seen.
,
I

FIRST SECty:

Tribute to what?

I

LUBODOV:

Cemeteries.

DRAGANSKY:

Secret Police

ALEXANDER:

Yes, both of them.

FIRST SECty:

I'm afraid comrades that your
performance will have to be
cancelled.

ALEXAl\TDER :
FIRST SEC'Y:
DRAGANSKY:
FIRST SEC'Y:

You won't be there.

We ar e de ad.
Confess.
You se e, sir ••
~uiet

idiot.oI will hear the

girl's versi on o
POLlNA :

The truth is Comrade, that these
two have had an argument over the
splitting of the fee of Natasha
Feodorovna.

Fees from all bodies

199
ACT

SCENE

CHANGE
buried here were to be split
between Dragansky and LUbodov.
But today Lubodov did not give
Dragansky his share.

So the

Folice Commissioner disguised
us and brought us to Tchernevsky
to force Lubodov into confessing.
FIRST SECty:

Confession is very cleansing,
is it not?

DRAGANSK'I & LUBODOV:
FIRST SECty:

Very, Comrade.

All right, let me understand
this.

You say the fees were

split two ways.
POLINA:

Correct, Comrade.

FIRST SEC'Y: I see ••• now •••• where is the
old woman at this moment.
LUBODOV:

Tied to that gravestone over
there.

DRAGANSKY:

Alexi, go rele ase the widow
grandmother.

FIRST SECty: No need for that.
DRAGANSKY

&

LUBODOV:

No need?

200

.ACT

SCENE

CHANGE
FIRST SEC'Y:

No need whatsoever.

Later

on you can dispose of her.
DRAGANSlrY:

Excellent comrade ••• A purge.

FIRST SEC 'Y:

PLEASE DO NOT USE TEA'll PHRASE.

It disturbs me greatly.
DRAGANSICY:

Forgive me, Honored Comrade.

FIRST SEC'Y:

You will continue your
business as usual ••. with one
slight difference.

LUBODOV:

Anything you say Comrade.

FIRST SEC'Y:

From now on the fees will be
split three ways.

(ALL LOOK RELIEVED J~ND KNOWINGLY AT ONE

j\NOlrHER AS TIIE CURTAIN II'.ALLS.)
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